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Mr. Hayward smiled inwardly when, a day or two later, he received a formal note, couched in the third person, stating that Madame Mireff would be much obliged if Messrs. Mortimer and Co. would kindly appoint an hour between eleven and one o’clock on Monday next for her to sit for her photograph. What an amusing rencontre, to be sure, between those two in such a relation! It would interest him to watch how Madame
was doing her work, and what presence of mind she might display under peculiar circumstances.

He had heard, of course, from Owen of Madame's meeting with the Cazalets at Lady Beaumont's; and his first remark to his young friend, when Owen mentioned their interview, was a fervent exclamation:

'I hope you didn't betray any repugnance to her at first sight, as one of the tyrant's instruments? That's immensely important. You must learn above all things, Owen, when you come to mix with that hateful world, to suppress all overt signs of the repulsion it begets in you.'

'I don't think I did, Mr. Hayward,' Owen answered truthfully. 'In fact, I rather flatter myself I managed to keep my feelings perfectly under control. My face was a mask. And besides, she talked so nicely, and seemed in many ways so Russian, that to some extent, after a time—it may have been very
wrong, but do you know, I almost liked her.'

Mr. Hayward's brow darkened a little. This was bad hearing in its way. Had he succumbed so readily?

'She's a very insinuating woman,' he murmured in reply; 'and on that account the more dangerous. Remember always in this world the influence of women is a thing every noble cause has to fight against strenuously. I don't say they're always banded against every good thing; our own society has received some of its greatest aids from the devotion, the heroism, the self-sacrifice of women. In their place, they count for much. But still, they're a disturbing element in many ways, Owen—a disturbing element. Often they undermine principles that nothing else on earth could conceivably undermine. You know, my boy, I don't mean to preach to you; I was never a humbug; and, as always, I prefer to let your individuality have free
play for itself. But if ever you see anything more of Madame Olga Mireff, I would say to you as a friend, regarding you now as a fellow worker and enthusiast for the Cause, my advice is just this: Keep clear of entanglements, were it for practice' sake only. Don't begin letting women twist you once round their fingers. The habit of yielding to them grows with indulgence: it's instinctive in our virility from Adam downwards. Even Samson gave way, and his story's a parable of the Strong Man for all time. What no force can overcome, no hostile power destroy, a woman's will can get over all too easily. . . . And now, are you going back this afternoon to the Red Cottage?

Owen blushed as he answered, with transparent truthfulness:

'Yes; but I'm going first to take tea at the flat with Ionê and Sacha.'

Mr. Hayward held his peace. That ill was too deep for words, a harm no preacher could
heal. He could only hope and wish Owen might be delivered from so great a temptation. After all, individualism must have the fullest scope. We can but guide and direct.

'And we Nihilists at least,' he thought to himself with a stifled sigh, 'have no ground to go upon if we are not in all things consistent individualists.'

So, at the appointed hour, when Madame Mireff was to visit the studio, Mr. Hayward, already divining the cause of her visit, and too confident of his own strength not to disdain weak subterfuges, made the running easy for her by setting out on his table three or four of his Morocco views, with Owen conspicuously posed as an accessory in the foreground.

Madame Mireff arrived to the minute, and was shown up at once, via the lift, to the upper chamber, very high and glass-roofed, where Mr. Hayward presided over the mys-
teries of his art, as Mortimer and Co., of Bond Street.

They took a good stare at one another, those two, as a preliminary investigation, each noting many small points in the other's external characteristics, before either spoke. Then Madame Mireff said sharply:

'Are you Mr. Mortimer himself? because I want this photograph to be particularly good; and if it's a success you can expose copies of it for sale in the shop-windows.'

She was enough of a celebrity to venture upon that bribe. All London was talking just then of the beautiful, cunning Russian and her mysterious influence over Lord Caistor's policy.

Mr. Hayward smiled a quiet smile of superior knowledge as he answered, with something of his grand society manner:

'I'm the nearest approach to Mr. Mortimer that exists. I'm the head of the firm; but it's a trade name only. There's no Mortimer now
in the concern at all. My name is Lambert Hayward. I’ll take your portrait myself, if you’ll be good enough to sit down there,’ waving her with one lordly sweep of his left hand into a vacant chair. ‘And, what’s more, it’ll be taken just fifty times better than any other photographer in London can take it.’

Even Madame Mireff was half over-awed by the imposing dignity of his presence. Such an operator as this she had never before seen. She seated herself passively in the chair, and let him pose her as he would with his stately courtesy. Mr. Hayward arranged her hands and her draperies with self-respecting deference, as a court painter of noble birth might arrange the attire of an empress who was sitting to him.

‘Now, a thought more to the left,’ he said at last, drawing a screen on the glazed roof over her head, so as to let a pensive light fall delicately on that too exuberant bust—for he had a true artist’s eye for effects of light;
'look about here; that will do! ah, so—exactly. I'm venturing to pose you now, first as Madame Mireff the diplomatist, the *dame de la haut politique*, the friend and ally of ambassadors. You look it to perfection. After that, I'll try to catch you as Madame Mireff, the leader of gay society in Petersburg; and then as Madame Mireff, the dreamer, the enthusiast.'

At the last words Madame's expression altered slightly—and, quick as lightning, Mr. Hayward withdrew the cap and then shortly replaced it again.

' That was just what I wanted,' he said, a little triumphant; 'that *intriguée* expression, as of one searching in spirit the explanation of an enigma. It's so you must look, Madame, when you play the high game of diplomacy with our guileless English statesmen—keen to detect their weak points, quick to scent the approach of any dangerous topic. That's why I said to you just then the word—
"enthusiast." It was to make you wonder how a photographer in a Bond Street shop ever came to suspect such a trait in your complex character.'

Madame looked up this time in naïve surprise. The assistant meanwhile had slipped in another plate.

'There, so,' Mr. Hayward cried again, lifting one warning little finger. 'Don't alter a muscle—a thought! Don't stir, please, or change expression! Ah, capital! capital! That's the bland, childlike smile of the perfect hostess. It's as you must have looked in the Governor's palace at Tiflis. Now again, please. Head thrown back a little more. Eyes looking up—yes, there! Less of the figure this time! More of the face and the neck! Think of Russia and the Cause you have nearest at heart in your country. Think of the Slavonic enthusiasm of your earliest dreams! Think of your Czar, of your Empress! Forget yourself—and me—and this
murky London! Go back to Petersburg in your own soul—to Moscow—to Novgorod!'

Madame sighed half involuntarily. What did he know of the Cause she loved really best? And if he knew what would he think of it, that cold, unsympathetic Englishman? The thought reflected itself in her face, and, like an electric flash, Mr. Hayward fixed it. He replaced the cap with the sense of a work well performed.

‘There, we have the three Madame Mireffs,’ he said, stepping back and releasing her; ‘politician, grande dame, self-effacing patriot. And all, as you see, in rather less than ten minutes!’

Madame let her breath go free after the suspense of the sitting. What a curious man he was, to be sure, this photographer! Even she felt half afraid now to tackle him about Sacha and Owen. He seemed to see through her so—touched such chords so easily! She talked for a minute or two with him on neutral sub-
jects; then in a casual way she moved over to the table. As her eye fell on Owen in the Atlas group she gave an almost imperceptible start, but Mr. Hayward noted it—noted, too, that she should have been proof against such betrayal of her feelings—and remembered it afterwards.

'Why, that's young Cazalet!' she cried, drawing back. 'Owen Cazalet! I know him.'

'Madame knows everybody,' Mr. Hayward answered, smiling. 'Owen Cazalet's a young friend of mine. He went with me to Morocco.'

Madame gazed hard at the portrait. It was admirably characteristic. Slav, Slav to the backbone. Then she ventured to play a bold card.

'He reminds me of an old friend of mine,' she said slowly, as she looked at it. 'In Petersburg, long ago. The same eyes. The same big build. The same open expression.
He might almost be a son of Count Sergius Selistoff's.'

'You think so?'

Those cold eyes were fixed coldly upon her.

Madame Mireff flinched.

'Yes, very like him,' she answered, musing.

There was a long, deep pause. Then Madame looked up with engaging frankness, and asked as innocently as a child:

'Is he Russian by origin?'

Mr. Hayward stroked his chin and regarded her in silence. At last he went off at a tangent:

'I've travelled a bit in Europe,' he said, 'and I know my way about the Continent. I've visited Petersburg. I remember the name you mention. There's a General Alexis Selistoff there—a head of the Third Section. . . . I suppose you know him. . . . No doubt this Count Sergius Selistoff was the General's brother. . . .' He paused a moment. Then
he broke in upon her fiercely, with a sudden lowering of his head between his shoulders and a quick clenching of his fists. 'And do you think, Madame l'Espionne,' he cried, in a low voice between his teeth, 'if these were really Sergius Selistoff's children, I'd give up the fact to an emissary of the Czar's and a creature of their uncle's at the Third Section?'

Madame Mireff drew back, wholly abashed. She was a woman, after all, and tears rose quick into her eyes.

'You English will believe any evil on earth of a Russian,' she murmured low, half remorsefully.

'Then, you mean them no harm?' Mr. Hayward said, drawing back and scanning her close from head to foot.

'Heaven help me, no!' Madame faltered, losing her presence of mind for a moment at this unexpected attack. She seemed to hesitate one instant; and Mr. Hayward noticed her hesitation with a disapproving eye. 'It's
so hard,’ she gasped out slowly at last, ‘to be always misunderstood. The girl herself—Sacha they call her—misunderstood me the other day. It’s painful when one really wishes to do anyone good—’ She broke off with a half-scared look. ‘Oh, we women are too weak!’ she cried in genuine distress. ‘Too weak for our work. Too weak for such employment.’

‘I think so,’ Mr. Hayward assented with a cold, half-contemptuous sneer. ‘Olga Mireff, you are tried in the balance and found wanting. This is not what one would expect from Nicolas Sergueyeff’s daughter!’

Madame started again, still more visibly. She was completely unnerved now. She clasped her hands in her astonishment.

‘Why, what do you know of my father?’ she exclaimed, all aghast at such omniscience.

Mr. Hayward came close to her, seized her wrist in his hand, and addressed her in Russian.
'Olga Mireff,' he said, looking hard at her, 'you've been a useful friend of the Cause; but you've lost your head today. This is dangerous, very. Make no more inquiries at present about these young Cazalets, I tell you. You had no orders to meddle with the matter from headquarters, and this is a headquarters affair. You've ventured to push yourself in where you were not needed, and you must abide the result. This interview between us shall be reported at once to Ruric Brassoff.'

At that name Madame Mireff gasped for breath.

'Ruric Brassoff!' she repeated, appalled. 'Then, you're one of us?' in Russian.

For it was even so. The dear friend of the Czar, the trusted tool of General Selistoff, the unaccredited envoy to the English Cabinet—was herself a Nihilist. And it was for the sake of the good she could do the Cause that she consented to play in outward show the hateful game of the tyrant's diplomatist.
But Mr. Hayward only gazed back at her with unaffected scorn.

'And you think me as weak as yourself, then!' he answered. 'You think I wear my heart on my sleeve! You think I'll bare my bosom to the first person that asks me! Olga Mireff, this is bad. You hold your cards ill to expose their faces. You must answer for all this to Ruric Brassoff.'
CHAPTER XVIII.
THE NIHILIST CHIEF.

It was with profound trepidation that Madame Mireff opened next morning, in her luxurious rooms at the Métropole, a letter with a penny stamp on it, bearing the Ealing postmark. For the address on the envelope she saw at a glance was in the handwriting of Ruric Brassoff's secretary, and she felt sure the mysterious photographer in Bond Street must already have related her indiscretions of yesterday to the head of the organization. And Ruric Brassoff himself, as every Nihilist knew well, was not a man to be trifled with.

'OlgA MiReff,' the letter said shortly in vol. II.
Russian, 'I learn from a faithful friend that your conduct of late has seriously imperilled several schemes for the good of the Cause which I have much at heart; and I feel so convinced of the paramount necessity for explaining to you the evil tendency of your inconsiderate action that I have determined to make an exception to my general rule, and to grant you at last—what you have so long desired—a personal interview. Call on Saturday next, at four precisely, at the same place where you spoke with a brother of ours to-day, and ask to see Mr. Hayward, who will conduct you to my presence.

'Yours for Russia,

'RURIC BRASSOFF.'

And this was Tuesday! Oh, cruel, cruel delay! Had Ruric Brassoff, she wondered, arranged it so on purpose? Good subordinate as she was, and duly trained to obedience, Madame Mireff said many hard things in her own heart mean-
while about that inexorable chief, who had given her four such days of suspense and misery. She had longed to meet him again for years, and now—why, now she dreaded it. How difficult it was even to pretend to listen with interest to Lord Caistor’s long-winded anecdotes of the turf, or Lady Beaumont’s vapid society stories, with that appalling interview hanging over her head all the while like the sword of Damocles! How difficult to dine out and smile, and smirk, and sparkle, and fascinate, with the letter at her heart and blank terror in her soul! Oh, remorseless chief! Oh, pitiless organization!

At last, however, the dreadful Saturday came, and, with what resolve she could muster up, Madame Mireff drove round in her comfortable brougham to Mortimer and Co.’s in Bond Street. ‘To see Mr. Hayward,’ she said shortly, without another word to the frizzy-haired young woman in waiting in the
office, and she was ushered at once into the photographer's presence.

'What do you wish?' Mr. Hayward asked, rising and bowing, polite and inscrutable and courtly as ever.

Madame thought of her instructions, and answered to the letter:

'I was told to ask for Mr. Hayward.'

The photographer smiled.

'Quite right,' he replied more approvingly, in an almost genial tone. 'And Mr. Hayward was to show you to . . . another person.' He changed his expression suddenly as he added in Russian, dropping into it all at once, 'But the two are one. Olga Mireff, don't you know me? I am Ruric Brassoff!

Madame rose in alarm from the chair where she had seated herself. Her head swam vaguely. Her eyes grew dim. She clapped one hand to her forehead in amaze and bewilderment.

'Is this a trap?' she asked piteously, gazing
about her, all unnerved. ‘Do you want to take me in? You’re not telling me the truth. I knew the man well. You’re not Prince Ruric Brassoff.’

‘Not the Prince. No, that’s true. I ceased to be a prince long ago,’ Mr. Hayward answered. ‘But Ruric Brassoff—yes, still the same as of old. Look hard, Olga Mireff, and see if you can recognise me!’

Madame Mireff gazed intently at him. Her look was riveted on every part in turn. Then she shook her head.

‘Not a trace,’ she replied. ‘Not a feature—the eyes—perhaps the eyes. But no, impossible, impossible!’

Mr. Hayward seized a pen and wrote a word or two in haste on a sheet of white paper.

‘Whose handwriting’s that?’ he asked, with an air of demonstration. ‘And this?’ he cried once more, writing another line and handing it to her.
Madame Mireff looked at it, amazed.

‘Another man’s,’ she answered, holding one hand on her heart; ‘the same we’ve always been accustomed to call your secretary’s.’

Mr. Hayward put his hand to his mouth, and, fiddling slightly with his fingers, withdrew something hard from the side of the gums. His cheeks fell in a little. He was less round-faced than before.

‘Do you recognise any likeness now?’ he asked, with a quiver in his voice.

‘Hardly any. Well, perhaps—but, there! it’s so slight. Oh no, so unlike that handsome Ruric Brassoff of the old days at Petersburg. More stately—severer—grander perhaps—but less beautiful. He was fair. You’re dark. He had a beard. You’ve none. His moustache and hair were light-brown, almost yellow. Yours are black.’ And she hesitated.

‘Dye, dye—mere dye!’ Mr. Hayward mused musically.
'But the features!' Madame Mireff exclaimed, incredulous. 'The voice! No; impossible! A man can't change his profile, his build, his gait, his very tone. You're trying to impose upon me, to lure me to some snare. I can never believe it! You're not Ruric Brassoff!'

Mr. Hayward gazed hard at her.

'Have you the letter that brought you here?' he asked very quietly.

Madame pulled it from her bosom.

The Nihilist took it, and shook his head solemnly.

'Wrong, wrong; quite wrong,' he said with a despondent gesture, laying it down by the signature he had just written for comparison. 'Who can work with such tools? You carry this about with you! Why, you ought to have burnt it, of course, the moment you'd read it. Suppose you'd been run over by accident in the street, and such a thing had been found upon you!' He crumpled the
note and held it up for one minute before his eyes; then he lighted a match and reduced it with the other paper by its side to ashes. She watched it burning. 'Well, you saw,' he went on with a sigh, 'those are the self-same signatures. The letters you've been accustomed to receive—and obey—from Ruric Brassoff, are letters from me! That much you can make out with your own eyes, at any rate. And I'm all of Ruric Brassoff that yet remains, though time and privations no doubt have made me thin and lank. There's not enough left of me now for you to recognise, seemingly.'

Madame Mireff stared at him astonished.

'How've you done it?' she asked, wondering. 'I suppose I must believe you're Ruric Brassoff since you say so; but how on earth have you managed so completely to disguise yourself?'

The Nihilist chief laid his hand on her shoulder with his parental air.
‘Listen, Olga Mireff,’ he said solemnly. ‘You remember what I was—how brought up—in what luxury. No young man of fashion in Petersburg was better dressed than I; no soldier had more successes; no companion was more sought after. I was rich, I was great, I was noble, I was powerful. Well, one day, with a sudden awakening, conscience smote me like a sword. There was a thunderstorm at Petersburg. I came to myself all at once in the midst of the tempest; I realized my own nothingness in this vast teeming universe. I heard, as if with my own ears, the plaintive cry of our Russian peasant; you know that low cry, all stifled wailing and lamentation, in which centuries of serfdom and suffering seem concentrated. His squalid misery touched me—that great pathetic figure, broken down by toil, exhausted by hunger, worn out with exactions. I awoke to a new life; I felt my heart throb for him, this inarticulate, dumb tortured thing,
who can weep, but cannot speak; this endless crucified sufferer. Then I fell on my face before the Lord, like Paul on the way to Damascus; I took in my heart a solemn oath to concentrate my life, my strength, my thoughts, my energies, to the liberation of that patient, voiceless, manifold people, which drains its life-blood eternally in order that we, the favoured children of privilege and wealth, may live at our ease in great towns, eat, drink, and wive us, and make merry on its sacrifice.

‘I know it,’ Madame answered, flushing red in her turn, and clasping her hands hard with emotion. ‘I, too—I have felt it.’

‘Well, and you know the rest in part.’ the ardent Revolutionist went on, with the Slavonic fire in his bosom now burning bright like a lamp. ‘How I tore off those gilded clothes, that ate like vitriol into my flesh; how I put on the rough coat and wooden shoes of the peasant; how I wasted my vast
fortune like water for the Cause; how I herded with poor wretches, eating their black bread and drinking their poisonous vodki, that I might carry to them the great gospel of our age—the social revolution. What matter to me if the cut-throats of the Government laid hold upon my vile body? What matter to me exile, death, torture, Siberia? You and I shrink not from such sacrifice. We could meet the axe itself with a smile of pure happiness.'

Madame Mireff clenched her hands still harder.

'It is you!' she cried. 'It is you! I followed you from the Court. I recognise there the true voice of Ruric Brassoff.'

Mr. Hayward's voice grew calmer.

'In time, then,' he went on, relapsing once more into his accustomed self, 'I found, as you know, I could serve our great Cause better in the West than in Russia. They stole my fortune, or all that was left of it.
I came abroad, and determined no man should ever recognise again the head of the organization. It was painful, but I did it. You say it's impossible to alter one's profile. Not so! Just a little bit of cartilage removed—see here—and he took a sketch from a drawer at his side—'there's the Ruric Brassoff you knew long ago at Petersburg. But cut away a mere shade there—under the flesh—a great Paris surgeon. Yes, it was an internal operation, of course, and horribly agonizing—but for the Cause! and I am a Brassoff! A razor to my chin, a little plain black dye, a different cut of the hair, a new twist to the moustache, does all the rest. And see! in a minute'—he added a touch or two with his pencil to the early sketch—'you get me as I am now—Lambert Hayward, photographer, and a naturalized subject of her Britannic Majesty!'  

Madame glanced at him in admiration.  

'The disguise is so perfect,' she said, after
a long, deep pause, 'that I never for a moment so much as suspected it. And, what's more, when you told me at first, I couldn't believe it; but your voice—your voice—how have you altered even that so profoundly, so completely?'

Ruric Brassoff sighed deeply.

'Ah, that was hard indeed,' he answered. 'There's only one way. Compression and alteration of shape in the larynx, with operations on the vocal cords, and constant use of local muscular astringents. Those, aided by fresh habits of life and English intonation—with my cheek-pieces to boot—have given me a new voice even in speaking Russian. As for my handwriting, that's nothing. Anyone can manage that. I practise both hands constantly, and alternate them as I please. One's my original style, written with a backward slope and a thick blunt pen, very Russian and natural; the other's acquired, written the opposite way, and with a fine-
pointed nib, forming all my letters on the common English model. But, Olga, you’re the very first person in the world who has ever been permitted to penetrate my disguise. And only because I feared you might wreck all by your imprudence, and because I didn’t like to risk committing the facts to writing —especially to you, who are so liable to interruption by the agents of the tyranny—I decided, after long debate, to ask you round here to-day to talk things over with me. I want to show you how dangerous, how undesirable, it is for you to make any further inquiries about Owen and Sacha Cazalet.’
CHAPTER XIX.

CONSPIRACY.

‘Of course,’ Madame said, still trembling inwardly, ‘they are Sergius Selistoff’s children.’

Mr. Hayward bent his head.

‘Sergius Selistoff’s children,’ he repeated.
‘Yes, Sergius Selistoff’s children. When the Terror broke out, and Sergius Selistoff was hurried away by administrative power to the Siberian mines, I managed to smuggle off Madame Selistoff unperceived, with the little ones by her side, as far as Wilna. There, as you must of course remember, the poor lady’s brain, tortured by the thought of her husband’s hideous fate and her anxiety for her children,
gave way altogether. She rushed out into the streets, raving mad, from her place of concealment, crying aloud that the Czar was murdering her Sergius and stealing her babies from her; and for the little ones' sake—there was no help for it—we were obliged to abandon her. It was some weeks before I could carry the poor orphaned creatures surreptitiously across the Prussian frontier, and then by steamer from Dantzig to England. Madame Selistoff, as you know, died meanwhile, still raving mad, in the asylum at Wilna, and I was forced, for our poor martyr's sake, to undertake the charge of Sacha and the boy Sergius.'

'Whom you call Owen?' Madame put in interrogatively.

'Whom we now call Owen,' Mr. Hayward assented, with a fatherly smile. 'You see, Olga, the girl was four years old, and wouldn't hear of being called by any name but Sacha, which was the pet name she'd always borne in her
father's house at Petersburg; so I had to leave her alone; but the boy was a baby, and as I wished to bring him up a thorough-going Englishman, I committed him at once to Miss Cazalet's care, under the name of Owen. It was years before he knew he was Russian by origin.'

'You were still Ruric Brassoff, then?' Madame asked.

'Not exactly. I was passing just that moment through an intermediate state—reversing the usual process—from butterfly to caterpillar. I took them personally to Miss Cazalet's, representing myself as a Polish refugee, but with the face and complexion of the Ruric Brassoff that used to be. I told the poor lady—who's a feeble-minded English old maid; you know the type: weak tea, respectability, district-visiting, the Central African missions—they were her half-sister's children. Madame Selistoff had given me the address and the family history before I started, and
Sacha was quite old enough to understand and remember most things. But I explained to the good aunt it would be dangerous to let it get noised abroad they were Russians and Selistoffs; the Czar might claim them as his subjects, and send them, too, to Siberia. I frightened her so much, indeed, that she consented at last to acquiesce in the story that their father had died in Canada, and to suppress their real name—which was much for an Englishwoman. They've been brought up ever since in her house, as Cazalets, and as British subjects, though Alexandra never forgot she was a Selistoff born, nor the horror and terror of those days at Wilna.’

‘And the change of face?’ Madame inquired.

‘The change of face came afterwards. For three years I never saw Miss Cazalet again, though I wrote to her occasionally and sent her money for the children—how hard earned, God only knows; saved often by starving
myself from the Ruric Brassoff you knew to the spare and weather-worn man you see before you now. Meanwhile, I was undergoing my new birth—passing through my chrysalis stage in holes and corners—resting quiescent as Ruric Brassoff, to emerge from the shell as Lambert Hayward, an Englishman. Bergmann, of Berlin, transformed my voice for me—most difficult operation on the vocal cords. Charcot managed my features, not knowing who I might be or why I wanted them altered. I learned English, too, in an English family in Yorkshire, and having our Russian taste for languages, like yourself, perfected myself rapidly. When the metamorphosis was complete I took to photography. I'd been an amateur in Petersburg, you remember, and I made it pay in London. Having lost my all, for the sake of the Cause, I was bound to make money.

'And does the aunt—the old maid—know all this?' Madame asked with deep interest.
'Not a soul on earth but yourself knows a word of it. You are the first—most likely you will be the last—who has ever been so honoured. Not even Sacha suspects it—my disguise was so perfect. I have such little doubt of its absolute effectiveness that I'd go to Petersburg itself, if necessary, as an English tourist. Well, at the end of three years I saw Miss Cazalet again, this time as an Englishman who had known Sergius Selistoff and his wife at Vienna. I drove a hard-and-fast bargain with her, which has been loyally kept on both sides ever since. I engaged to keep Owen, and pay for his education, and start him in life as my own son, if she'd let me have him with me for two months in each year to do as I liked with. Poor lady! she jumped at it—though she'd have cut her throat sooner if she'd known what I really wanted him for—she, with her narrow Evangelical views and her Central African missions; absorbed, not so much in the bread of life, as in the necessity
of getting it from this, that, or the other particular baker. But she took me for an Englishman, and she takes me for one still, though she has doubts in her own mind now as to the rightfulness of the bargain and as to the nature of my journeyings up and down over Europe.'

'Well, and what are you going to do with the young man?' Madame Mireff asked again. 'He looks like fine fibre—fit for any service humanity may choose to require of him.'

'He is,' Ruric Brassoff answered, with affectionate pride. 'A magnificent body; a pure, enthusiastic, unselfish soul. Our best Russian characteristics have come out in him full-toned—only heightened and improved by free English training. He's a noble instrument for a noble end. Frankly, Olga, I'm proud of him.'

'And he belongs to the Cause?'

'Implicitly. He has sucked it in at the breast with his mother's milk almost. From
his earliest boyhood, as soon as he was able to understand anything, I began preparing the way beforehand, ploughing and harrowing the soil, sowing the good seed tentatively, in proportion as his years would permit him to receive it. And it fell on good ground; being Sergius Selistoff’s son, he was naturally receptive. He loves Russia with a love passing the love of those who have lived in it and known it. The cause of free Slavonia is to him an ideal, an aspiration, a religion. He is one of us to the core. He has no doubts, no hesitations.’

‘I see,’ Madame answered. ‘That is fine; that is splendid. And you’re going to put him, Lady Beaumont said, I think, into the English diplomatic service.’

‘Yes. He’ll he useful to us there as he would be nowhere else. It’s a long task, to be free. We must build for the future. I’ve been building this one step patiently for twenty years and more. . . . Attachés and
ambassadors have access to Court dignitaries which no one else can secure. . . . A day may come when Owen Cazalet can strike a great blow for Russia.’ He paused, and drummed hard with one finger on the table. Then he added, once more in a quaintly pensive tone: ‘I read in an anthropological book this morning that on Savage Island, in the South Pacific, a line of kings once reigned over a dusky people. But as these kings partook of a Divine nature, and were supposed to make the rain fall, and the crops grow apace, their subjects got angry with them when the food-supplies fell short, and killed them off rapidly, one after another, in a spell of bad seasons, till at last so many kings were clubbed to death in succession that nobody cared to accept the office. The title went begging for want of aspirants. . . . And I laid down the book, and thought of Russia.’

Madame Mireff smiled grimly.
'But, then, Owen doesn't know who you are?' she asked in an afterthought.

'No, even Owen doesn't know. As for Sacha, though she suspects me, no doubt, of being a Russian, perhaps even a Nihilist, she knows nothing at all—and, with true Slav reticence, abstains from asking me. She's a fine creature, Sacha. I believe, if she knew, she'd sympathize all round, for she remembers her mother's death and her father's long slavery. But she's a genuine Slavonic type in that also; she sees it's no business of hers, and she makes no inquiries. There's something about Sacha's subdued steadfastness of purpose I admire immensely. Old and worn as I am, if ever I married now, I sometimes think to myself I'd marry Sacha Cazalet.'

He paused a moment and sighed. No, no, he himself was above those weaknesses he had pointed out to Owen as the great stumbling-blocks in a patriot's path. True Russian ascetic at heart, he had brought his
body under, and his soul as well. No snare for him there! He could smile at the bare thought of it.

'And now you see, Olga Mireff,' he went on, more grave than ever, 'how unwisely you are acting, and how you were thwarting my plans—the plans of the Cause—by suggesting in public those children might be Russians. My one object in Owen's education has been to make him an Englishman all over, in externals at least—to make him strong and good at games, and personally popular with Englishmen. I wanted nobody even to suspect any Russian connection. I wanted this bolt to fall upon them from the blue—attempt on the life of the great head of the criminals; the aggressor, an Englishman, a servant of the British Crown—an attaché or ambassador at Constantinople, say, or at Athens. Conceive what a sensation! And you nearly spoilt all—you, a woman, and unbid—by suggesting in the room where
Lord Caistor was sitting, that my fine English young man, my typical Briton, may be, after all, a son of Sergius Selistoff's!

Madame covered her face with her hands at the magnitude of her own error.

'Oh, this is too terrible of me!' she cried, all penitence. 'What folly! What indiscretion! But I did it only because I wanted to know the facts—to save them from the clutches of Alexis Selistoff in Petersburg.'

'He asked you to hunt them up?' Mr. Hayward asked calmly.

'Yes; he asked me to hunt them up, and how could I know you were interested in keeping it secret? I wanted to warn the dear souls against that man—that implacable bureaucrat, that vile tool, their uncle. If ever he discovered them, he'd be capable, I believe, of inviting them to Petersburg under friendly promises, and then killing them with his own hand, or flinging them secretly into his cells, to avenge and wipe out the family
disgrace, as he considers it; and I wanted to save them! But all I’ve done, it seems, is to surprise the secret you desired to keep. I’ve forced your hand, I know well. . . . Ruric Brassoff, there’s but one way I can atone for my wrong-doing.’

She looked up at him with fierce pride. Mr. Hayward eyed her pityingly.

‘Olga,’ he said, after a long pause, ‘you’re quite right. There’s but one way out of it. And when I invited you to come here to-day, I meant to ask you to follow that way to the bitter end. If I asked you, I know your devotion well enough to feel sure you’d obey. The woman who has discovered Ruric Brassoff’s identity against his will—the woman who alone of living creatures could bring a spy to this spot, and point her finger at me and say, “This is he; arrest him”—that woman ought to go home without one moment’s hesitation and cut her own throat or blow her own brains out. The Cause demands it,
I know; and the martyr would be forthcoming.'

Madame rose and confronted him. Her eye flashed fire.

' Ruric Brassoff!' she exclaimed haughtily, 'you have said it. It is done—already.'

He seized her hand and checked her.

'No, no!' he cried; 'not so fast. I didn't mean that! I have other plans yet in store. Olga Mireff, I need you still. For the sake of the Cause, I command you—I forbid you. I give you a harder task yet. . . . Live on, and keep silence.'

'Then you trust me!' the woman cried, trembling with joy all over at so signal a proof of Ruric Brassoff's confidence.

'I trust you,' he answered low. 'Live on to complete our great work, Olga Mireff. But never breathe to a soul that you have seen or known me.'

'She looked at him, proud and resolute.
‘Ruric Brassoff,’ she said, beaming delight, ‘I am yours, and Russia’s. You can do as you will with me. ‘Say “Die!” and I die; say “Live!” and I live on, were it in speechless misery.’

He bowed his head towards her, acquiescent. ‘It is atoned,’ he said slowly.

She lifted those rich lips. ‘For Russia!’ she murmured beseechingly.

He stooped down, and just touched them. ‘For Russia!’ he answered, in the tone of one inspired. ‘For Russia only. For Russia.’

She started back, rosy red. She was a woman, after all.

‘Thank you, Ruric,’ she answered. ‘I shall remember that kiss through life. My lips are holy now. Russia’s noblest son has deigned to sanctify them.’

He motioned her away with his hand. She moved slowly to the door.
‘Good-bye,’ she said, enraptured, with her hand on the lintel. ‘Never again, dear brother. But as you bid me, I live; and no torture shall drag your secret from me.’
CHAPTER XX.

SORE TEMPTED.

It was autumn at Moor Hill, and the beeches on the chalk downs had put on their imperial robes of crimson and gold and Tyrian purple. How could Sacha resist the temptation of a visit to Aunt Julia's at such an enticing time? Impossible; she felt she must run down to see them. There was a holiday on the Stock Exchange, too, and Trevor Gardener, most timid of men, still all tentative politeness, had asked leave to accompany her.

'That's the worst of allowing these people a foothold in one's house as hewers of wood and drawers of water,' Sacha grumbled, half petulantly, to Ionê. 'They presume upon their
position, and want at last to dine at the same table, instead of sticking, as they ought, to their place in the kitchen. We’d have done better to go in, I see, for being thoroughly independent from the very first outset. The mistake was made when we permitted such an insinuating creature as a man to come interfering at all with our cosy little phalanstery.’

‘They are insinuating—sometimes,’ Ionê answered, with a mischievous laugh. ‘And sometimes they’re not—not half insinuating enough—especially when you’d like them to be. They want you to lift them over all the hard stiles, instead of lending you a helping hand to get over yourself, out of consideration for your skirts, and your native modesty as a woman. I’ve met some of them that way.’ Perhaps she was thinking of Owen. ‘But, my dear, you may grumble about them as much as ever you like—you won’t take me in.’ And she shook a wise little head. ‘We wouldn’t get on half as well without them.
But as it wouldn’t be proper, of course, for you and Mr. Gardener to go down together alone, why, sooner than shock Mrs. Grundy or your aunt, I don’t mind obliging you myself, and making the third, who’s proverbially no company. I’d like so much to see’—she didn’t say Owen, but—‘your old studio at the Red Cottage.’

It is thus that even the frankest of us use language, as Talleyrand said, to conceal our thoughts. For Ionê, after all, was as frank as it is given her half of the human species ever to show itself openly.

When Aunt Julia heard she was coming—‘that dreadful toozly-haired creature, you know, that you met in Morocco, Owen, and whose portrait in men’s clothes, and a Mussulman’s at that (or should one say a Mussulwoman’s?), was put in the Graphic’—her horror and alarm were simply unbounded. ‘What Sacha can mean by bringing the girl down here and flinging her at your head, I’m.
sure I can't conceive,' Aunt Julia sighed dismally. 'But there, what the young women of this age are coming to, heaven only knows; with their flats and their latchkeys and their riding like gentlemen; it's enough to make their grandmothers turn in their graves. You won't care for her, Owen, that's one comfort, for I know you always say you like women to be womanly, and this creature's exactly the same as a man, and not a good man at that, either. I read some of her article about Morocco in the *Bi-monthly Review*—I couldn't read it all—and it showed she was utterly devoid of sound Christian principles. She goes into one of the dark places of the earth without making the faintest attempt to spread the light there. She jokes about the most serious subjects in a really painful way; talks of Mohammedans without one word as to their errors or their immortal souls; and lived at one place in an old Moor's house, who had three wives in his harem, which is certainly
not respectable. When I was a girl, a woman who did such things as that would have been ashamed to speak out about them; but nowadays they write a full account of their vagaries in a magazine, as if masquerading in man's clothes was something to be proud of.'

Owen said nothing. But the fact that Aunt Julia thought so ill of Ionê rather operated in his mind as an extra attraction to the pretty Greek girl than otherwise. It was an unfortunate knack of Aunt Julia's, indeed, not unknown amongst old maids, to rouse opposition at once in young people's souls by the mere manner of her pronouncement. And if there was anything Aunt Julia wanted Owen to do, she couldn't have devised a better means of ensuring her end than to preach at him, in season and out of season, that he oughtn't to do it.

But when Ionê really came, she burst upon them, as usual; like a ray of sunlight. Even the prop of the Universities' Mission herself,
prepared for a most masculine and forbidding person, was taken aback at the first blush by Ionê’s joyous and irrepressibly girlish personality.

‘So this is Aunt Julia!’ the dreaded stranger cried, taking both Miss Cazalet’s hands warmly in hers, as the mistress of the house, with solemn dignity, in all the glory of her black silk and her creamy lace head-dress, stood awesome by the jasmine-covered porch to receive them. ‘I’ve heard such a lot about Aunt Julia from Owen and Sacha already that I almost seem to know you by anticipation; and as for me, I’m afraid you’ve seen a great deal too much of me in the papers long ago—those dreadful papers! Oh yes, I know—they’ve stuck me in in all attitudes and all earthly costumes till I’m sick of seeing in print “Miss Ionê Dracopoli.” It’s simply wearisome. But what a sweet little cottage, though—and what lovely chrysanthemums! I never saw such a splendid outdoor specimen
in my life as that white Japanese one. You should send it to a flower-show!'

Now, chrysanthemums, as it happened, were Aunt Julia’s one weakness (we are all of us human), and Ionê had heard of that weakness beforehand, and, after her feminine fashion, had dexterously utilized it. But the remark and the fresh exuberance of that brisk young life had their due effect, none the less, in mollifying Aunt Julia’s stony British heart. She could never quite forgive Ionê, to be sure, for neglecting to distribute an Arabic version of ‘Jessica’s First Prayer’ in the harem at Oran; but she admitted to herself grudgingly in her own small soul that the poor child was, at any rate, as she phrased it, ‘an amiable heathen.’

As for Trevor Gardener, Aunt Julia thought well of him at the very first blush—an expression which in this case was strictly appropriate. He wore spotless kid gloves and very shiny white shirt-cuffs, the sight of which
made her feel instinctively sure of the soundness of his principles. For not only were principles the object of a perfect idolatry with Aunt Julia; they were also recognisable to the naked eye; she spoke of them always as of articles that might be weighed and measured, so to speak, by the square foot or the pound avoirdupois. She was a connoisseur in principles, indeed. She liked the very best, and she knew them at once when she saw them.

After lunch, Sacha proposed a walk on the downs. The idea, though not so very original, after all, struck Owen at once as particularly brilliant. A walk on the downs! How clever, now, of Sacha! He didn't want to talk to Ionè alone for anything special, of course; Mr. Hayward's solemn warning against the pitfalls of the sex had sunk too deep into his mind for any such wickedness as that; but still, at Aunt Julia's, you know, and in the drawing-room, before all those listening ears, why, what could
one talk about worth hearing to such a girl as Ionê? For, though Owen had only met Ionê half a dozen times, all told, since his return from Morocco, he felt vaguely to himself that he and she, while not the least bit in the world in love with one another, of course, had yet arrived instinctively—well, at a sort of understanding between themselves—that kind of understanding, don’t you know, which makes it quite impossible to talk your mind out freely before a third person.

We have all been there ourselves, and we know what it means. Not love—oh dear no! not necessarily or exactly what you may call downright love, don’t you see, but a sort of sympathy, or friendship, or familiarity, or good fellowship, or let us even say—ahem!—confidential relations. No harm in the world in confidential relations. Provided always—but there, what’s the use of talking about it? We have been there ourselves, I repeat—and we remember where it landed us!
As they strolled up the hill, all four of them together, the path between the hedge and the wood was narrow. Only room for two abreast—so they paired off, naturally. Owen’s long legs made him stride on in front; and Ionê kept up with him like a trained mountain-climber. Trevor Gardener, on the contrary, always correct in his dress, and with namesake flower in his buttonhole, walked a more town-bred pace with Sacha, behind. The two athletes soon distanced him, and were well out of earshot among the crimson-clad beeches.

‘I’m glad we came out,’ Owen broke forth at last, after one long deep pause, gazing hard, though askance, at his companion’s fresh face. ‘It’s so nice to be alone with you once again, Ionê.’

He said it with the shy but naïve frankness of the hobbledehoy to the budding girl. Ionê’s cheek, already rosy with the walk up-hill, flushed a deeper red still as he spoke
—and looked at her. 'There was more in his look ten thousand times than in his words.

'Then, you like to be with me, Owen?' she asked, just as frankly, in return, with that free Greek unreserve of hers.

Owen started and looked again.

'Why, of course I do!' he answered quickly. 'Who wouldn't, Ionê?'

Ionê stepped on, now treading springy on the close sward of the open downs. Her foot-fall was light and tripping as an Oread's.

'That's nice!' she said, with a simple smile. 'One likes best to be liked by those one likes one's self, don't you think? So much better than all those smart men one meets up in London.'

'You go out a great deal?' Owen asked, trembling. It meant so much to him.

'Well, you see, just this season I was a sort of a lion. Next year it'll have worn off, and everybody'll have forgotten me. But this
year I've been made much of, and asked out for a show—just to swell Mrs. Brown's or Lady Vere de Vere's triumph.'

‘And the men talk a great deal to you ?

‘Yes. You know the way they talk. Men who've seen everything, know everybody, go everywhere. Men who say clever things—with a sting in the tail. Men who don't seem to believe in the existence of truth or goodness anywhere. They come up to me, all outward deference, but with a lurking suspicion in their eyes that seems to say, “Now, what game are you playing? How do you want to tackle me?” And then their talk!’ She mimicked them mischievously. ‘“Going to any of these dances to-night?” “Yes, going to two or three of them.” “Know the Burne-Joneses?” “No. Why? Are they giving a party?” I heard a man say that one night, in town, I assure you. Oh, isn't it just sickening? I'm glad the autumn's come and the season's all over. I'm glad to get down
here, if it's only for a day—one lovely day—to nature and reality.'

'It was good of you to come,' Owen murmured, abashed and afraid. 'I was so awfully glad when I heard you were coming.'

Iônê turned to him with a flash of light in her happy eyes. The chestnut hair blew free round her face in the autumn breeze. Her glance was very tender.

'Oh, Owen! then you wanted me?' she said. She was too much in love with him herself not to throw herself so upon him.

Owen drew back and hesitated. He knew only too well he was on dangerous ground. If Mr. Hayward were but there to see how sorely he was tempted! But Mr. Hayward was far away, and Iônê was near—very near indeed. Her breath blew warm on his cheek. Her eyes held him and fascinated him.

'Yes, I wanted you—Iônê,' he said slowly. But he said it with a reservation. He knew how very wrong it was. This siren was
charming him away from the plain path of duty.

As for Ionê, she drew back like one stung. The reservation in his voice roused the woman within her. She felt herself slighted. She felt she had flung herself upon him—and he had rejected the boon. No woman on earth can stand that. She drew away from him proudly.

'Let's sit down and wait for Sacha,' she said coldly in an altered tone. 'They'll be coming up soon. I oughtn't to have got so far in front of her.'

It was Owen's turn now to feel a pang of remorse.

'Oh no, don't let's sit down,' he cried; 'don't deprive me of this pleasure. Ionê, I've longed so to get a few words with you alone ever since you arrived at Moor Hill this morning. You can't think what a joy it is to me just to walk by your side, just to hear your sweet voice. You're so different from
other girls. I'm so happy when I'm with you.'

'Happy?' Ionê repeated, half angrily.

'Oh, you know I am! You can see it. Why, I thrill all over.'

His knees trembled as he said it. But he said it all the same. He looked at her shyly as he spoke, blushing red with first love. He'd have given worlds to kiss her. And he would have done it, too—if it hadn't been for the Cause and Mr. Hayward.

'Then why did you say in that tone: "Ye-es—um—I—ah—wanted you—Ionê"?'

'Because,' Owen cried, driven to bay, and with his heart throbbing wildly, 'I longed to say, "Yes, madly—intensely—unspeakably." But I know it's quite wrong. I oughtn't to speak so to you.'

'Why not?' Ionê asked, fronting him with inexorable calmness.

Owen looked at her harder still.

Oh, how beautiful she was, how strong, how
free, how irresistible! Talk about the Cause indeed! What was the Cause to him to-day? Has a Cause such bright eyes as that, such red lips, such blushing cheeks, such a heaving bosom? Has a Cause such soft hands?

'Because,' he faltered feebly once more, 'how can I fall in love now—at barely twenty-one—and with nothing to live upon?'

'But you have fallen in love,' Ionê answered demonstratively.

She knew it better than he did. She saw it quite clearly in his face by this time, and being herself, she said so.

That straight statement of a plain fact helped Owen out immensely.

'Yes, I have fallen in love,' he answered, panting, and with his heart in his mouth. 'Oh, Ionê, so very much! I love you with all my soul. I shall always love you—you ever, and you only.'

'I knew it,' Ionê answered, flushing bright red once more, and with the love-light in her
eyes. 'And—I love you the same, Owen. I loved you almost from that very first night at Ain-Essa. . . . And, oh, if we both feel it, why shouldn't we say so?'

They had wandered away from the path as they spoke, behind great clumps of holly bushes.

Owen looked at her once more, raised his hand, and caught hers instinctively.

'Because it would be wrong of me!' he murmured, all tremulous, clasping her fingers in his own. 'I mustn't even kiss you.' But he bent forward as he spoke. 'I don't belong to myself,' he cried; 'I am bought with a price. I should be doing injustice to others if I were to give way to my love for you.'

'What's her name?' Ionê asked teasingly, withdrawing her hand with a coquettish little air from her lover's.

For she knew very well in her own heart there was no she in the matter.

'Oh, Ionê,' Owen cried, all reproach. 'You
know very well there's nobody on earth I care a pin for but you. And for you—I would die for you!'

'Yes, I know,' Ionê answered, turning suddenly round and facing him. Her voice, though still tremulous, rang quick, clear, and decisive. 'I know what it all means; I guessed it long ago. You don't think you must fall in love with me, because you're otherwise engaged. You promised that horrid Nihilist man to blow up the Czar for him.'

She had played a bold card, played it well and effectively. She meant to release Owen from this hateful thraldom, as she felt it to be, and she went the right way to work to effect her purpose.

Owen gazed at her astonished. How had she divined his secret? Then, in a moment, it came over him like a wave that, if she knew all already, there was, and could be now, no barrier between them. The holly-bushes, thank Heaven! rose tall and thick, and
screened them from observation. He seized her hand. He pressed it hard. He touched her rich red lips.

‘Oh, my darling!’ he cried, in a transport of wild joy—of sudden relief from terrible tension. ‘I love you—I love you! I shall always love you!’

He clasped her in his arms.

She nestled there gladly.
CHAPTER XXI.

THE EQUALITY OF WOMAN.

It was quite a long time before Sacha and Trevor Gardener caught them up. And the reason was, in part, because Sacha and Trevor Gardener were equally well employed on their own account independently.

He was a shy man, Trevor Gardener, and they'd climbed a long way up the steep slope of the hill before he turned round to his companion with a sudden burst, and blurted out in his modestly jerky way:

'Look here, Sacha, it was awfully good of you to suggest we should come out like this, this afternoon. I was so angry when Ionê first proposed to run down with us. I wanted
a tête-à-tête with you, and her coming spoiled it.'

'I knew you did, Trevor,' Sacha answered calmly. It had been 'Trevor' and 'Sacha' from the very first with them in that most modern household, where conventions were not. 'I knew you did, and that's why I proposed coming out here.'

'Oh, how kind of you!' Trevor Gardener cried, looking admiration unspoken from those honest blue eyes. 'So like you, too, Sacha!'

'I thought it'd be best to get it over once for all,' Sacha answered, unmoved to the outer eye. But she gathered up her skirt and pinned it as she spoke, with hands that trembled just a wee bit more than one would have thought quite likely with such a girl as Sacha.

Trevor Gardener gazed at her astonished, and not a little troubled in mind.

'To get it over!' he echoed, ill at ease.
'Oh, Sacha, what do you mean? To get it over?'

'Well, I thought you had something to say to me,' Sacha continued, outwardly very calm, but with three nervous fingers toying quick on the ivory Japanese button that fastened her watch-chain. 'I gathered it from your manner. And I thought—the sooner said, the sooner mended.'

Trevor Gardener's face fell.

'Then you know... what I was going to say to you?' he murmured, much crestfallen.

'We women have our intuitions,' Sacha replied oracularly, still playing with the button.

'And your answer would have been——' Sacha laughed an amused little laugh.

'How on earth can I say, Trevor,' she exclaimed, more frankly and less timidly, 'when I haven't heard your question?'

Trevor Gardener glanced askance at her, the shy glance of the bashful young man.

'That's true,' he mused, hesitating. 'But
still, Sacha—your intuitions, you know—you might *guess* the question.’

Sacha smiled still more broadly.

‘What a funny man you are!’ she cried, pulling a flower-head as she passed. ‘You want me to play both hands at once, your own and mine. You want me to give both question and answer.’

Trevor admitted in his own mind she was perfectly right. And yet, somehow, he couldn’t muster up courage to frame in words what he wanted.

‘Well, you meant to have this *tête-à-tête* with me, anyhow?’ he suggested after a short pause.

‘Oh yes,’ Sacha answered. ‘I told you so before. I wanted to get it over.’

‘It?’

‘Yes—it.’

‘But you like me, don’t you?’ the young man burst out pleadingly.

Sacha’s face flushed rosy red.
'I like you very much indeed,' she replied. 'When first you came and offered to do our work for us, I was only interested in you—just interested in you—nothing more, because I saw you sympathized with us and understood our motives. But the more I've seen of you the better I've liked you. I like your simplicity of heart, your straightforwardness of action, your singleness of aim, your honest earnestness. I see you're a real live man with a soul of your own, among all these tailor-made Frankenstein dummies. And I'm very, very fond of you. There, now, will that do for you?'

She turned round upon him almost fiercely, so that the young man quailed. But he mustered up courage all the same to look her full in the face and add:

'And you'll say yes to my question, then? You won't refuse me?'

'What is it?' Sacha replied, running her hand through the tall grass nervously as she
spoke. ‘See here, Trevor. You compel me to be plain.’ Her heart was beating violently. ‘There are two questions, either of which you may mean to ask, though you might have thought of them yourself as different. One is, “Do you love me?” The other is, “Will you marry me?” There, now,’ her face was crimson, but she went on with an effort, ‘you’ve forced me to ask them myself, after all. It isn’t woman’s sphere—but you’ve driven me into it. Well, which of the two do you want me to answer?’

Trevor Gardener seized her hand and held it, unresisted, one second in his own. A wave of delight passed over him from head to foot.

‘Well, the first one first,’ he said, stammering. ‘Oh, Sacha, do you love me?’

Sacha tore the tiny spikelets from the grasshead one by one with trembling fingers as she answered in a very firm voice, soft and low:

‘Yes, Trevor.’

The young man’s heart gave a bound. He
raised her hand to his lips and kissed it fervently.

‘That’s everything!’ he cried, overjoyed, all his timidity deserting him now; for when a woman once admits she loves you, what have you further to fear? ‘And, Sacha, will you marry me?’

‘No, Trevor,’ Sacha said just as firmly, though still lower, and with a faint undercurrent of tremulousness in her voice. ‘I love to be with you here; but I will never marry you.’

She said it so definitely that the young man started back in unaffected surprise. He saw she meant it.

‘Not marry me!’ he cried, taken aback, ‘when you love me, too! Oh, Sacha, what on earth do you mean by it?’

Sacha put her hand on her heart, as if to still its throbbing. But her answer was one that fairly took his breath away, none the less, by its utter unexpectedness
‘You’re rich,’ she said slowly, ‘quite rich, Trevor, aren’t you?’

‘Oh, not so rich as all that comes to,’ the stockbroker replied apologetically, as who should say, ‘Well, it’s not my fault if I am’; ‘but, still, comfortably off. I could afford to keep you in the position you’re accustomed to.’

‘How much do you make a year?’ Sacha asked, still holding that throbbing heart, and looking into his face appealingly.

‘Well, it varies,’ the young man answered; ‘sometimes more, sometimes less, but always enough to live upon.’

‘A thousand a year, perhaps?’ Sacha suggested, naming a sum that to her mind seemed princely magnificence.

‘Oh yes, a thousand a year, certainly,’ Trevor answered, smiling.

‘Two thousand?’ Sacha put in with a gasp, her heart beginning to sink.

‘Oh yes, two thousand,’ the young man
responded, as carelessly as if it were a mere trifle. What on earth could she be driving at?

'Three thousand?' Sacha faltered.

'Well, perhaps three thousand,' Trevor admitted with candour; 'though that depends upon the year. Still, one time with another, I should say—well, yes, about three thousand.'

Sacha drew a deep breath. A pained look crossed her face.

'Oh, then it's quite impossible!' she cried. 'Quite, quite impossible!'

'Why so, darling,' Trevor ventured to ask, 'since you say you love me?'

Sacha was trembling all over. Her lips looked deadly pale. But she forced herself to speak out, with all the restrained strength of her strong Russian nature.

'Because, if you're as rich as all that,' she said slowly, 'I must give up my independence; I must give up my individuality; I
must give up my creed in life, which is the equal freedom of women with men; and I must be merely your wife—like the girls who sell themselves to rich fools for a livelihood. What I could earn by my art would be a mere drop in the bucket. If ever I married, I wanted to marry a man whose earnings were only about the same as my own, and towards whom I could feel like an equal, a partner, a fellow bread-winner.

She said it very earnestly. It was her faith, her religion; but something in her tone made Trevor Gardener pause.

‘Is that all?’ he said at last, after a long, deep silence, during which each could almost hear the other’s heart beat.

And Sacha, in her perfect truthfulness, was constrained to answer:

‘No, not quite all, Trevor.’

‘And what’s the rest?’ he asked eagerly, seizing her hand again as he looked. ‘You must tell me now, darling.’
Sacha turned away her flushed face. She dared not meet his honest eyes.

‘Oh, don’t ask me that, please!’ she cried.

‘Don’t try to force it out of me! I shall have a hard struggle to keep it in, I know; but I don’t want to tell you.’

A sudden thought flashed all at once across Trevor Gardener’s mind. Many things grew clear to him in one of those rapid intuitions that sometimes break in upon us at great critical moments.

‘I know it! I know it!’ he cried eagerly.

‘You need say no more. It’s on account of Owen.’

‘What do you mean?’ Sacha cried, facing him in her terror, and thoroughly frightened now; ‘I never told you so.’

‘No,’ the young man answered. ‘But I see it for myself. You don’t want to do anything while Owen’s future remains so uncertain.’

Sacha gazed at him all appalled. What
had he found out about Owen? She put forth her hand and clutched his arm in her nervous excitement.

‘Owen’s future!’ she cried, deadly pale. ‘Why, who told you that, I wonder?’

Trevor Gardener in his turn felt a sudden thrill of revelation. There was more in this than he knew. He had touched some strange chord in her nature too lightly.

‘Sacha,’ he exclaimed in a tone of regret, ‘I’ve done wrong, I see; but I didn’t know. I didn’t understand it—though I half understand now. But only half. I think I can partly guess. Owen’s not his own master. He’s sailing, I fancy, under sealed orders.’

‘You have said it—not I,’ Sacha faltered, all trembling. ‘I know no more than you do.’

The young man seized her hand once more, and raised it reverently to his lips.

‘I ask you no questions,’ he said. ‘I
respect your unspoken wish. But some day this knot, no doubt, will unravel itself. Till then I'll wait for you. And if not—why, Sacha, I'll wait for you for ever.'
CHAPTER XXII.

THE NEMESIS OF CULTURE.

In London, that same afternoon, it occurred quite casually to Mr. Henley Stokes, at 5. Pump Court, Temple, that, as Sacha and Ionê had gone down to Moor Hill for the day together, Blackbird might possibly find herself rather lonely at the flat off Victoria Street. So, being a good-natured though timid and unsophisticated young man, prone to attempt works of charity in however humble a sphere, he decided with himself, after an internal struggle, to step round to the flat and bear the Cinderella company.

Mr. Henley Stokes was always close-shaven, but seldom did his face look so preternaturally
clean and shiny as on that particular afternoon. Mr. Henley Stokes wore an orchid in his buttonhole as a matter of principle. He was 'sound,' the Birmingham party said, very sound, politically; but never in his life before had so gorgeous an orchid graced his best frock-coat, or so glossy a tall silk hat pressed the curls on his forehead. He stood long before the glass arranging his tie in a loose sailor-knot before he went out; and as he glided along on the District Railway in a first-class carriage, he flashed his cuffs more than once with uneasy solicitude.

It was clear that Henley Stokes, good philanthropist as he was, attached much importance to saving Hope Braithwaite from the dulness of her solitude.

When he rang at the door of the flat, Blackbird opened it to him herself, and then ran back into the passage.

Her sleeves were rolled up to the elbows, and she wore over her dress a dainty cretonne
apron; but she looked as graceful as ever for all that, in her lithe, though melancholy girlish fashion.

‘I’m housemaid to-day, you see,’ she said, somewhat less listlessly than usual, pulling her sleeves down hurriedly. ‘Ionê answers the door as a rule. But the others are gone away. You must excuse my appearance.’

Henley Stokes stammered out something inaudible about her appearance requiring no apology—quite the contrary, quite the contrary—and followed her into the passage, looking intensely sheepish.

Blackbird, too, had an air as of one caught at some awkward moment.

‘You must let me run out into the laboratory a second,’ she said, almost blushing in those pallid thin cheeks of hers. ‘I’ve something to put away out there. I—er—I was pottering about with my chemicals.’

‘Oh, let me come and help you,’ the barrister put in confusedly. ‘You see, I know
all the back premises so well, of course. I cleared away all that litter there before you were up this morning.'

'Oh no, you mustn't come,' Blackbird cried, waving him back; but the philanthropic young man wouldn't brook being gainsaid. He followed her out into the little pantry—for it was really nothing more—and helped her to take off the queer things she was brewing.

It was only casually as he did so that he happened to observe she had been distilling something greenish from a heap of bruised leaves. A book of directions lay open on the table at 'Hydrocyanic Acid.' A smell as of laurel-water pervaded the little laboratory.

But at the moment Henley Stokes hardly heeded these details. His mind was too much occupied—so he thought just then—with more important matters.

They cleared away the mess, strained the water from the bruised leaves, and put the still she had been working with into the corner
cupboard. Then Blackbird suddenly transformed herself into a drawing-room lady. She loosed her great mass of black hair about her face and shoulders, pulled off her pretty apron, replaced her white cuffs, and went back to the front-room, followed closely by her visitor.

There she flung herself, as was her wont, into the long wicker chair, and clasped her hands behind her head.

‘You look tired,’ Henley Stokes ventured to murmur sympathetically.

‘Yes, tired,’ she echoed, closing her eyes, ‘very tired indeed,’ in a voice of utter lassitude. ‘When wasn’t I tired, I should like to know?’ she added, almost fiercely. ‘I was born tired, I believe; at any rate, I’ve been tired ever since—as long as I can remember I’ve been tired uninterruptedly, dead tired, dog tired! It’s the epitome of my existence.’

The young man leaned across towards her.

‘Miss Braithwaite——’ he began, half tenderly.
Blackbird lifted her lids, looked up at him, and flashed fire from her lustrous eyes.

'How strange it is,' she cried petulantly, 'that you call both the others by their Christian names, but you call me, as if on purpose, so stiffly, Miss Braithwaite. Do you do it intentionally? Why this invidious distinction?'

'Invidious!' Henley answered, taken aback. 'Oh no, it isn't invidious! I could hardly explain to you the reason just yet; but it's because—well, because I respect and like you so much. When you respect a woman immensely, don't you know, you—er—are afraid to take liberties with her.'

'I don't ask you to take liberties,' Blackbird cried, half pouting. 'You take no liberties with Sacha.'

'Dear me, no!' Henley answered, submissively, with a smile at the bare idea. 'I can't imagine anyone brave enough to take liberties with Miss Cazalet.'
'And yet you call her Sacha,' Blackbird retorted, uncrossing and recrossing her hands with nervous agitation.

'Well, I'd call you Hope—if I dared,' the young man said shyly.

Blackbird fired up at the word.

'Hope! she cried, with a wild gesture of repulse—'Hope! Hope! and to me! They christened me Hope, did they? They should have called me Despair. It would have been much more appropriate.'

Henley Stokes looked pityingly at her from those honest kind eyes of his.

'No, no,' he put in hastily. 'Don't say that, please . . . Blackbird. I may call you Blackbird? Oh, thank you! It's so kind of you. . . . And you know why I never called you Blackbird before, till this very day, though all the others did, and though I called the others Ionê and Sacha? You must know. Can't you guess? It isn't very difficult.'
Blackbird shook her head sturdily. This was a bad afternoon with her.

‘Well, because I loved you, then,’ Henley Stokes went on. ‘And when a man really loves a girl, he’s a thousand times more particular about what he says or does to her—a thousand times more careful of her dignity and her sanctity—than with all the others.’

He spoke rapidly, thickly, but with a mingled earnestness and nervousness that might have melted a stone. And he watched Blackbird’s face as he spoke, not daring to take her hand, though it lay on the wicker ledge of the long low chair, just six inches from his own. He was trembling all over. Blackbird saw his eyes glance for a second at those thin white fingers, as if in doubt whether to clasp them or not, and withdrew them hurriedly. Henley noted the action and sighed. There was a long deep pause. Then Blackbird began once more in her weary voice:

‘Why do you say these things to me?’
'I've told you,' the young man answered, thrilling. 'Because I love you, Blackbird.'

Blackbird raised her white hand—thin, delicate, blue-veined—and snapped one slender middle finger against the thumb most daintily. In any other woman the action would have been trivial, nay, almost vulgar. In Blackbird it seemed so spiritualized and etherealized by the length and thinness of the fingers that Henley's heart only sank at it.

'Love!' she cried, with a sudden outburst. 'Love, love! What is it? Pain I know and sleep I know—sleep less well than pain; but pleasure and love?—in my world, they are not.'

Henley Stokes gazed down upon her with eyes of infinite pity. This strange aerial creature, all music and thought, with no body to speak of, had yet a strange fascination for the well-dressed, well-to-do, simple-hearted man about town. She had the double attraction of novelty and contrast. She was not in the least like himself, not the least like any-
body. She was unique, unmatchable. But he hardly knew what to say, all the same, to so curious an outbreak.

‘Sleep you know!’ he murmured low. ‘And is that the very nearest you ever get to pleasure, Blackbird?’

The girl threw back her well-poised head, turned up her lustrous eyes, and displayed unconsciously to the best advantage that full and luscious throat which marks the vocalist’s temperament.

‘The very nearest I ever get to it,’ she answered slowly. ‘Yes, the very, very nearest.’ She clasped her blue-veined hands behind her head once more, and closed her big eyes dreamily. Henley longed to stoop over her and kiss the full throat, in his pure, warm passion; but his heart misgave him. Blackbird drew a deep breath or two; her bosom rose and fell. She sighed as naturally as though no one were looking on. She was too modern, too weak, too frail to be
afraid of him. 'No, I don’t often sleep,' she went on, as if two-thirds to herself. 'Mostly, now, I lie awake, and repeat those sweet lines from Andrew Lang’s Ballade, that I set to music:

‘“Shy dreams flit to and fro
   With shadowy hair dispread;
   With wistful eyes that glow,
   And silent robes that sweep.
   Thou wilt not hear me—no?
   Wilt thou not hear me, Sleep?”

But sometimes at last I doze off for an hour or two; and then it's all so beautiful, so soft, so heavenly. Perhaps I may dream, and even dreams are delicious—for dream, too, is from Zeus, as Agamemnon says to Calchas, in the "Iliad." But oftener I fall asleep and lie like a log for an hour or two without knowing it at all—just the same as if I were dead; and that’s loveliest of everything. Perhaps the reason I love Sleep so well is because he seems to promise Death, too, will be gentle.'
‘Oh, don’t talk like that, Blackbird!’ Henley cried, clasping his hands together in genuine distress. ‘When you speak so it frightens me. At your age it isn’t natural.’

But Blackbird was now enjoying the one tremulous joy she really knew—that of pouring forth her sad soul like a nightingale in the woods to a sympathetic listener—and she wasn’t going to be balked of her amusement for so little.

‘Just think how delicious it would be,’ she went on, still dreamily, with eyes tight shut and head thrown back inert on the padded chair, ‘to lie down like this and grow drowsy, drowsy, drowsy; and be dimly conscious one need never wake up again, or move one’s tired limbs, or get bothered with thinking. How delicious to feel, without even knowing it, the grass growing green above one’s weary limbs; to rest on a bed one need never leave; to be at peace at last—all peace—and for ever!’
'Blackbird!' the young man said; 'if you talk so, you'll kill me!'

'What a service I should be doing you!' Blackbird answered, all at once opening her eyes, and gazing hard at him. 'Don't you think it's one of the worst miseries of our life here on earth to be told from time to time how others have died—this one first, and then that one—and to remember all the while that years upon years may have to pass before ever we can follow them?'

Henley Stokes leaned across to her in genuine distress; but he changed the key suddenly.

'Blackbird,' he began in a very abrupt tone—he loved to repeat that name, now he had once summoned up courage to call her by it—'don't you want to be loved? Don't you long, oh, ever so much! for someone to love you?'

To his immense surprise, Blackbird clenched
her hands hard, and sat upright in her seat with unexpected energy.

‘Long for it?’ she cried, a passionate wave surging over her pale face. ‘Hunger and thirst for it! Pine and die for it! From my babyhood upward, I’ve been yearning to be loved. I want somebody to sympathize with me, to pet me, to be fond of me!’

‘And now you’ve got it!’ Henley Stokes murmured slowly.

‘And now I’ve got it,’ Blackbird answered. (Was ever so strange a wooing?) She thrust her clenched little fists in her cheeks, and bit her lip till it bled. ‘Oh, you poor, poor soul!’ she cried; ‘what on earth can I say to you?’

‘Don’t you like me?’ the young man asked, bending over her.

‘Like you?’ Blackbird echoed. ‘If anyone will love me I could devour him, I could worship him! I could fall down before him
and let him trample me to death! I could kill myself by slow torture for him!

Dimly even then, Henley Stokes was aware that, in the midst of these ardent protestations, true and heartfelt as they were, the poor child was thinking of herself all the time, not of him; but he was too preoccupied for his own part with Blackbird's sorrows to be definitely conscious of that strange limitation.

'And you'll love me?' he cried, his heart coming up into his mouth for joy. 'Oh, say you won't refuse to let me love you?'

'Love you!' Blackbird answered, clasping her hands on her knees and sitting up still to look straight at him. 'Why, I can't help loving you. If a crossing-sweeper were to love me I must love him in return, I yearn so for sympathy. And you—I love you—oh yes! Oh, ever so much! I'm so grateful to you—so pleased with you.'

'And I may take—just one,' the young
man said, pleading hard and leaning forward tentatively.

At that movement, ever so slight, Blackbird drew back all abashed. The bare proposal seemed to shock her—nay, almost to frighten her. She trembled all over.

‘Oh no!’ she cried aghast. ‘Not that—that, never! I’m so grateful for your love; but you didn’t want—to kiss me!’

She said it with an accent of reproach—almost of positive disgust. But Henley Stokes was more human.

‘Well, yes, I did,’ he said stoutly, with the unregenerate simplicity of a flesh-and-blood young man. ‘That was just what I meant. I wanted to kiss you, Blackbird.’

The girl shrank back into the chair like one cowed.

‘Oh, you misunderstand!’ she cried, in an almost agonized voice. ‘I only meant I loved you. I didn’t mean I could kiss. Such things as that must never come in between us!’
It was Henley's turn now to draw back, astonished.

'But... I took this as a proposal,' he faltered out slowly, 'and... I thought... you accepted me. If we're to consider ourselves engaged—why, surely, surely, I ought to kiss you!'

'Engaged!' Blackbird repeated, in a tone of unutterable contempt. 'What? Engaged to be married!... Oh no, dear, dear friend! I never dreamt even of that. It's impossible. Impossible! Wholly, wholly impossible!'

'Why?' Henley Stokes asked, all trembling. This riddle was too hard for him. What a grand creature she was, to be sure! He could never understand her.

Instead of answering him, Blackbird burst into a sudden flood of tears.

'Oh, I can't tell you to-day,' she sobbed out, holding his hand and rising. 'I'm so happy—so happy! So much happier than I ever was in my life before. Now I know
at last what happiness means. Don't let me kill it outright—don't let me spoil it by telling you why an engagement's impossible.'

And she rushed over to the piano, throb-bing and sobbing like a child, and took refuge in a weird piece of her own melancholy music.
CHAPTER XXIII.

THE PATH OF DUTY.

That evening Ionê went back to town, and Owen was left by himself at the Red Cottage. He had a bad half-hour, as soon as she was gone, with his accusing conscience. And, what was worse, the bad half-hour lengthened itself out by degrees into a sleepless night, in the course of which Owen tossed and turned, and got no rest for his poor brain, thinking feverishly of the Cause, and Mr. Hayward betrayed, and bleeding Russia abandoned to her fate, and . . . Ionê Dracopoli’s sweet smile of sunshine.

Yes, try as he would, he couldn’t get Ionê Dracopoli’s pretty face out of his head for a vol. II.
minute. He knew it was wrong; but he couldn't help it. He was in love with Ionê, very deeply in love; but to what end could it lead? He was ashamed, himself, even to put the question.

For, as he lay awake there in his bed, running over his hazardous rôle in life, he was conscious of one wicked, one backsliding pre-occupation—he thought most now, not of betrayal to the Cause, but of rocks ahead for Ionê.

That was, in truth, the very head and front of his offending. He loved Ionê; but how could he ever hope, even in the dim future, to marry her? He oughtn't to have allowed himself to give way as he did to-day; their lips should never have met; those last fatal words of avowal should never have been spoken. For Ionê's sake, not for the Cause's; for this fresh Greek Circe was leading him on into a hopeless love affair. He could never marry anybody, he saw that quite clearly now.
His whole life was mortgaged. Just in proportion as he loved Ionê did the feeling grow stronger from hour to hour upon him that he could never ask any woman on earth to share his perilous fate with him. He must go through life with a halter round his neck; he must tread the crumbling ash on the brink of a volcano. Any day he might be called upon to strike that blow for Russia, and success must mean death—a 'felon's death, amid the hushed, half-admiring execration of all civilized Europe. For himself that was nothing; he had been accustomed to the idea in his own mind so long, and had heard its glories painted in such glowing colours by the man he most respected and revered on earth, that it had no greater terrors for him than the idea of active service has for the born soldier. But for Ionê—ah, that was different—how different, oh, how different! Could he expose her to such a risk, such a strain, such a catastrophe?

Happy, whole-hearted; easy-going English
lad that he was, he had sat constantly without one qualm on a barrel of gunpowder.

For the very first time in his life, however, on his bed that night, Owen thought the whole thing out to himself, quite definitely and in full detail. Let him get into the diplomatic service, for example, and be engaged to Ionê. Suppose, then, the chance—that supreme chance of his life to which he had been taught from childhood to look forward with eagerness—should arrive during the years while he was still waiting for Ionê. He clapped his hands on his eyes, pressing the pupils hard, and pictured the whole scene to himself vividly, graphically. He saw it unfold itself before his mental vision in long panorama as it might actually occur. He realized his mission with intense actuality.

He stood in a ballroom at Vienna, he would suppose, or no, in a great hall of the palace at Laeken, on the hill behind Brussels, some early summer evening. Principalities and
powers floated before his eyes, glittering with such garish decorations as the essentially barbaric royal mind delights in. Men in uniform clustered in groups with gay ladies in Court dress. He saw the glare of diamonds, the flash of scarletfacings. Aides-de-camp and chamberlains jostled page and lackey. At one end embodied Belgium stood, awkwardly regal, with All the Russias by his side, among a tinsel throng of blazing stars and orders. Every gewgaw that makes majesty for the vulgar mind contributed its part to that brave show—dress, feathers, swords, music, the loud blare of the band, the dazzling splendour of electric light, the pomp of sewer and seneschal, the powdered cheeks and scented bosoms of beautiful women.

And through the midst of it all, as in a prophetic haze, Owen saw himself strolling calmly in his Foreign Office uniform—an alien element, tall, broad-built, contemptuous,
looking down from his stately eminence of six feet two, as was his wont, on the surging mob of smaller folk around him. He crossed the floor again and again, with his easy gliding tread and a smile on his lips, stopping here to murmur a word or two in his purest Parisian to an ambassador’s wife, or there to address a few guttural compliments to a high well-born countess or a serene altitude. Then, all of a sudden, a pause, a hush, a movement. All the Russias, star-bedizened, strides slowly down the midst, through a lane that opens deferential, spontaneous, automatic—a Queen Consort on his arm—there, before him, the enemy! . . . Owen stands by and sees the chance arrive. The victim passes close to him. Quick as thought, out with the sword—no tailor’s toy, but a serviceable blade hanging trusty by his side—or else, still better, up with the avenging revolver from his waistcoat breast, and . . . crash . . . it buries itself in the
tyrant's bosom. Then a noise, a commotion, 
a rushing up on all sides. Blood gurgles 
from a wound, angry hands lie hard on the 
avenger's shoulder. Owen lets the revolver 
fall and stands, arms crossed, smiling scorn-
fully. Let them do their worst now. Russia 
is vindicated, and Justice has wreaked her 
will on the chief executioner.

He had seen that picture before—more 
than once in his day-dreams—but never at 
all so clearly. He had watched the man 
drop; he had stood so, bolt upright, tall, 
strong, calm, triumphant, conscious of right 
on his side, a willing martyr to a great 
Cause, looking down with cold disdain on 
scared flunkeys around him. But never till 
to-night had he noticed so plainly blood 
oozing out of the wound, horrid filth on the 
floor, the terrified faces of pale women behind, 
the hateful physical accompaniments of a 
political assassination. He had thought of 
himself always till then as the central figure
of the scene—avenging democracy personified and victorious. To-night he was somehow more conscious of his victim as well, and though he recognised the man still as a criminal to be punished without fear or remorse, he remembered for the first time in his life that even an autocrat is human, built up of red blood and warm flesh, as we are.

But that wasn’t the point, either, that made him pause the most. You may wonder at it, of course; but consider his upbringing! It was Ionê he thought of now. What would Ionê say of it? Could he fancy himself so loving her, engaged to her, bound to her—yet committing that act, and bringing all that misery on her innocent head? For see what it meant! Ionê in London—Ionê walking down Victoria Street! A placard at the crossing, laid flat on the muddy ground! ‘Assassination of the Czar,’ in great, flaring, red letters! She buys a paper, tears it open,
then and there, all trembling. That laughter-loving face grows white as death; those plump hands quiver horribly. ‘Owen Cazalet, an attaché at the English Embassy. Cause of crime unknown. Suspected madness.’ She clutches the nearest railing with one hand for support. Owen caught and arrested! So that’s the end of her cherished love-dream!

And then, a long trial. Accomplices, principals. Mr. Hayward, of Bond Street, a Russian Nihilist in disguise, in correspondence with the prisoner. All the world looks on eager. But where’s the glory of it now? Who cares for martyrdom, who cares for death, who cares for duty, who cares for Russia free—if Ionê sits white in the cramped court, meanwhile, waiting pale as a corpse for that inevitable sentence?

Execution! Triumph! And Ionê left miserable and heart-broken behind! Oh, why did he ever meet her? Why did he
ever allow himself that day to be dragged into it!

Take hands, and part with laughter; touch lips, and part with tears. They two had touched lips, and this would be the up-shot.

Or, perhaps, it might come later; for Mr. Hayward had warned him never to count upon the chance as certain, or to seize it prematurely, but to watch and wait, watch and wait with patience, till opportunity brought occasion pat round at the one apt moment. He might have got on by then, let us suppose, and have married Ionê. But how marry any woman with such a hazard as that ever vaguely in store for her? How jeopardize her happiness every day of one’s life? How trust her, even, to keep the awful secret, and not interfere to prevent the realization of his purpose?

Mr. Hayward was right, after all. A woman’s a delusion. Man should keep his
hands free to do the work that's set before him. How serve your country or your cause if you know success must mean red ruin and the breaking up of home to your wife and children, or to the girl who loves you? Better by far keep out of love altogether. But then—he hadn't kept out of it. Ionê had stormed his heart; and even while his head told him in very clear terms he owed it to her and the Cause to break all off at once, his heart was beating hard to the recurrent tune of 'Ionê, Ionê, Ionê, Ionê!'

She was so bright, so lovable, so exactly what he wanted. And Russia was so far away, and Ionê so near him.

Then suddenly the thought came across him—the wicked, traitorous thought—did he really want to kill the chief criminal at all? Were it not better to stop at home at his ease, and make love to Ionê?

Appalled at the ghastly temptation, he sat up in his bed, and cast it from him bodily.
He cast it from him, in the most literal and physical sense, with his two hands stretched out and his face averted. He cast it from him, horror-struck, with all the force of his strong young arms, and all the intensity of his inherited Russian nature. Get thee behind me, Satan! He rejected it and repudiated it as a young man, otherwise trained, might reject and repudiate the most deadly sin. Turn his back upon the Cause? Prove treacherous to his nurture and admonition in the faith? Disappoint all the dearest hopes of those who had been kindest and best to him? Oh, Mr. Hayward! Mr. Hayward! Perish the thought for ever! In an agony of remorse and shame the poor lad flung it away from him.

Yet it haunted him still, that instigation of the devil! From all sides it haunted him. The turning-point of youth had come—the critical age of doubt, of deliberation, of reconstruction, of resolution. Russia—the burning
wrongs of that tortured country; his father's blood, that cried from the ground like righteous Abel's for vengeance; his mother's face, wandering mad through the streets of Wilna; the crowned and terrified abstraction that sat aghast, clutching hard, on its tottering throne—and, weighed against them in the balance, Ionê—Ionê—Ionê Dracopoli!

O God! for light, for help, for guidance! The young heart within him throbbed fierce with love. He rose, and paced the room, and lighted his candle in his agony. A photograph smiled down on him from the mantelpiece in front—smiled sunnily and innocently. He took it up and kissed it with hot, feverish lips. It was Mr. Hayward's portrait of Ionê in her Moorish costume. Mr. Hayward's—of Ionê! There stood, as in one magnet, the two opposite poles of his oscillating devotion. Ionê—Mr. Hayward; Mr. Hayward—Ionê.

Oh, Ruric Brassoff, Ruric Brassoff! you said truly that day on the Morocco hills, 'Love is
a great snare'; and wisely, too, you said, 'Keep your head clear if you can, and let the Cause have the heart of you.'

But now Ionê Dracopoli had Owen Cazalet's heart, and the Cause—why, the Cause, as Owen would have phrased it himself, though it still had his head, was just nowhere in the running.

For it was no longer Russia, that bleeding, distracted country, that Owen balanced in the scale against Ionê's love; it was Mr. Hayward's aspirations. A cause, after all, is a very abstract entity, especially when you're only just turned one-and-twenty. But a person is a very different thing; and Owen loved Mr. Hayward. No son ever loved and revered his father as Owen loved and revered that earnest, austere, single-hearted Nihilist. He admired him with all his soul. He couldn't bear even to harbour a thought that might displease him.

For Mr. Hayward's sake he must go on and
persevere. He must . . . give up—O God! he must give up—

But no—not even in word—he couldn’t give up Ionê.

And so, on the rock between love and duty, as he understood those two, Owen Cazalet passed a night of unearthly struggle. Every throb of his pulse, every tick of the clock, seemed to oscillate in unison with those conflicting claims: Ionê—the Cause; his own heart—Mr. Hayward.

One or other must go. What poor stuff for a martyr! He felt his own great limbs in contemptuous self-judgment. To think he could be so weak, who was bred for a Nihilist!
CHAPTER XXIV.

PALTERING WITH SIN.

Next morning, early, Owen tubbed and dressed, bathed his eyes many times to look as fresh as possible, and came down to ask for breakfast half an hour before the usual time. He was going to run up to town, he said. He'd like to catch the 8.50.

Aunt Julia glanced hard at him, all old-maidish suspicion. She was accustomed to these sudden shocks, to be sure; and the worst of it was, though she might doubt the reason, she could never interfere lest it might, peradventure, prove to be one of that dreadful man's sealed orders.

‘To see Mr. Hayward?’ she asked, hesitating.
‘No,’ Owen answered, with a fervent promptitude which at once reassured her mind on that score at least. ‘Not to see Mr. Hayward.’

After which he shut his mouth close. It was an odious way the boy had. He’d picked it up, Aunt Julia thought, from that dreadful man himself. They were always so close, both of them, about their plans and their projects.

‘Where to, then?’ Aunt Julia ventured to inquire once more, after a long silence.

And Owen answered:

‘To Sacha’s.’

‘Oh!’ Aunt Julia replied.

It was the Oh argumentative and sub-interrogatory, not the Oh purely assentative; it meant, ‘What to do, or whom to see?’

But Owen took no notice of it.

So after a discreet interval Aunt Julia tried again.
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'It's odd you should go up to-day,' she objected, 'when you saw Sacha yesterday.'

'Things have occurred since yesterday,' Owen responded dryly.

This was too much for Aunt Julia. She opened her eyes wide at that oracular utterance.

'How could they?' she exclaimed in surprise. 'Nobody's come or gone. Why, even the post's not in yet this morning.'

'Things may occur in the night,' Owen answered, somewhat gloomily; for how could he so much as speak of such high matters to Aunt Julia? 'The vision of my head on my bed, perhaps. . . . I want to talk certain points over, anyhow, with Sacha.'

'It isn't Sacha you want to see, Owen, I'm afraid,' Aunt Julia burst out severely, shaking one lifted forefinger. 'It's that other queer girl—the one that rides astride like a man, and frequents strange harems.'

'But I saw Ionê, too, yesterday,' Owen
answered, smiling grimly, for he loved to mystify her. 'I wonder, if it comes to that, you don't say Blackbird.'

Aunt Julia drew back, almost shocked.

'Well, I should hope you'd have the good taste to say nothing to her,' she observed with dignity. 'Not only are her views extremely unsound, but there's insanity in the family, of that I'm certain.'

'Insanity in the family?' Owen echoed. 'Why, who told you that, Aunt Julia?'

The prop of orthodoxy sat up very stiff as she answered, with some warmth:

'I saw it for myself. The girl's mad: I'm sure of it!'

'How do you mean?' Owen asked again.

'Why, you remember one day last year Sacha asked her down here for lunch?—oh, no! of course, you were with Mr. Hayward. Well, we went out in the afternoon, and up on the knoll till evening. As we were sitting by the summer-house, and I was talking to her
of her state, there was a very pretty sunset, and I saw, to my surprise, the girl was crying.

“What’s the matter, my dear? Is your heart touched?” I asked her. And she answered, “Oh no, Miss Cazalet! I’m only crying because the sunset’s so beautiful.” Well, she must be mad, you know, before she’d talk like that. And nobody has a right to fall in love with a girl who has insanity in the family.’

‘People can’t help falling in love sometimes,’ Owen mused, smiling again that grim smile. And Aunt Julia stared hard at him. ‘Not that I’m going to fall in love with poor little Blackbird,’ he went on quickly, seeing Aunt Julia’s brow darken. ‘There’s not enough of her, poor thing! for one to fall in love with. You may make yourself perfectly easy on that score. I should never even think of her.’

And he went on eating his porridge in gloomy silence.

The 8.50 train took him straight up to
Victoria, and ten minutes' walk landed him at the flat off Victoria Street. Ionê opened the door for him—she was the recognised housemaid. His heart came up into his mouth at sight of her; but he had made up his mind beforehand not to lean forward and kiss her; and he almost kept to it. The flesh, however, is weak. Ionê smiled at him so sweetly, and held her hand out so frankly, that as he took it the blood leapt to his face at the touch, and his heart beat wildly. Before he knew it, the man within him had done what he had sworn to avoid. His lips had touched hers, and he drew back all at once, abashed, ashamed, and penitent.

'Where's Sacha?' he asked, holding his breath. 'I came up to see her.'

'Ah, family affection,' Ionê answered, with laughing eyes, yet flushing red with pleasure. She took the kiss as her due, after yesterday, of course; but she was well pleased, none the less (as what woman wouldn't be?) that Owen
couldn’t rest one day without coming to see her. ‘Sit down in the drawing-room here, Owen, and I’ll run and fetch her.’

Owen followed where she led.

In the drawing-room Blackbird lounged lazily, as usual, in the long wicker chair, but still paler and whiter than her wont; while her eyes looked very red, as if from crying or sleeplessness. She rose as Owen entered, gave a distant little bow, and left the room precipitately. But the book she’d been reading lay open on the chair.

Owen took it up and glanced at it in a vacant sort of way, while Ionê was gone. He didn’t observe it much, or pay any great attention to it. But the book was ‘Maud’; and an orchid and a laurel-leaf were pressed at the point where Blackbird had been reading. The verse against which the orchid rested its petals was this:

‘Oh, may the solid ground
   Not fail beneath my feet,
Before my life has found
   What some have found so sweet!’
Owen knew the lines well, and remembered the something they spoke of was love. But he never troubled to inquire why Blackbird had been reading them. A most pessimistic poem, only fit to give poor Blackbird gloomier views than ever. But young life is self-centred. The verses brought back to Owen—just himself and Ionê.

The orchid, he knew, must be one of Henley Stokes'. And as for the laurel-leaves, why, Blackbird was always messing about, Sacha said, with laurel-leaves in the laboratory. She wanted to extract poetic inspiration from them, perhaps, for her melancholy music. At any rate, she was always distilling, distilling, distilling away at them. It was love and death. But Owen didn't know it.

As he thought such things vaguely, Sacha came in to him from the studio, brush and palette in hand.

'You've disturbed me from my model, you bad boy!' she said, kissing him affectionately.
'But never mind. I can see you've got something to talk to me about. Come into my sanctum, and I'll go on working while I listen to you.'

'But the model?' Owen objected. 'It's very private. She'd listen.'

'We can talk in Russian,' Sacha answered quickly. 'And that'll be very appropriate, too, for the picture I'm working at is that sketch I spoke to you of—a sketch suggested by one of Kennan's stories—"The Lost Girl in Siberia."'

'No!' Owen cried in surprise. 'How curious! How strange! Why, Sacha, that's the very sort of thing I wanted to talk over with you!'

'Not strange,' Sacha answered in her calm voice. 'Not at all strange, Owen—in me, especially. The Russian persists very strong in us both. And I was old enough to understand things, you know, when poor dear mamma—'
A sigh finished the sentence.

'The Russian persists very strong in us both!' Owen followed her into the studio. Yes, yes; Mr. Hayward had made it a religion to him that the Russian should persist, and the Nihilist, too. But was it really so strong? Or was it wearing out gradually?

In temperament, ay—he was Russian to the core, though with a very strong dash of English practicality and solidity as well; yet all Russian in his idealism, his devotion, his enthusiasm. But as to sentiment—well, more doubtful; his English training had made him in many things what he really was, and Mr. Hayward alone had encouraged the undeveloped Russian tendencies.

And now, since he knew Ionê, he felt more English than ever. He would have liked to settle down with Ionê to a quiet English life—if it were not for the fear of disappointing Mr. Hayward.
But to disappoint Mr. Hayward would be no light matter. It would be to blight the hopes of a life, to destroy at one blow a whole vast fabric of plans and schemes and visions.

He sat down in the studio chair.

Sacha explained to her model briefly that the gentleman spoke a foreign language, and she would work while she talked to him.

Owen leant forward and began.

Sacha, immovable as usual to the outer eye, stood up before her canvas, half facing him, half looking towards the model. The girl, scantily clad, cowered and crouched to keep warm in the imaginary snow. Sacha painted on, as if absorbed, while Owen spoke to her in Russian.

‘You know what happened yesterday?’ he began.

Sacha nodded, and put in a stroke at the child’s golden hair.
‘I could guess it,’ she answered shortly. ‘And, indeed, Ionê half told me. That is to say; when I teased her about it, she more than half admitted it.’

Then Owen explained the whole episode, in timid, bashful words, down to the very last touch about blowing up the Czar; and that, as in honour bound, he refrained from telling her.

But Sacha could guess it all the same, though she went on painting as if for dear life. She knew more than she said. Not much escaped Sacha.

When he’d finished she looked up.

‘Well?’ she murmured calmly.

‘I’ve had a sleepless night,’ Owen answered, stretching out his big arms and legs in an expressive fashion.

‘Thinking of Ionê?’ Sacha put in, though she knew it wasn’t that.

‘No; thinking of Mr. Hayward.’

For the first time the brush faltered in
Sacha's steady hand, and her breath came and went.

'He wouldn't like it, you think?' she said quickly. 'It would interfere . . . with his plans for your future?'

'Oh, Sacha, you know it would!'

Sacha fiddled away at the golden hair still more vigorously than ever.

'I've never been told so,' she answered, after a short silent interval.

'But you guess a great deal, I'm sure.'

'Yes—perhaps incorrectly.'

Owen felt this was painful.

'Well, anyhow,' he said, floundering, 'you can understand this much, if I married Ionê, or even got engaged to her . . . well, it would hamper me very much in the work he intends me for.'

'For the diplomatic service, in short,' Sacha put in diplomatically.

Owen eyed her with a start.

No word of the real truth ever passed be-
tween those two; yet, even without speaking, they understood one another.

'Yes,' he answered very slowly, 'in . . . the diplomatic service.'

'On the ground that if . . . anything . . . ever happened to you——' Sacha suggested, her hand now trembling so much that she hardly even pretended to paint at her picture.

'Precisely. The diplomatic service, we know, is very exacting. One takes one's life in one's hand. And if anything . . . ever happened to me, what would one say to Ionê?'

Sacha's breath came and went. But she still pretended to paint.

'Owen,' she said slowly, touching each hair with a dry brush, and looking mechanically at the child, 'I've often thought of all that. And ever since I've seen how much Ionê and you were taken with one another—why, I've thought of nothing else. It's given me, too,
a sleepless night. It would be terrible—terrible.'

‘Then, you guess *all*?’ Owen asked.

Sacha bowed her wise head.

‘Yes, all, I think. Everything. And it has troubled me much—even for *your* sake, Owen.’

‘How do you mean?’ he asked once more.

She looked across at him tenderly.

‘It’s hard to give up one’s brother,’ she said, faltering, ‘even for a great and a holy and a righteous cause, Owen.’

‘I suppose so,’ Owen answered. ‘Though, till now, I never thought of it. And even now, it’s never of myself I think, of course. I’m too much of a Russian for that, I hope. It’s of Ionê, on the one hand—and on the other, of Mr. Hayward.’

‘It would kill him,’ Sacha said, clenching her hand as she spoke.

‘If I refused to—to go into the diplomatic service?’ Owen corrected himself quickly.
'But I'd never dream of *that*, Sacha. It would be wicked, unnatural.'

'I'm not so sure as to its wickedness,' Sacha replied, very white.

'Why, Sacha, you know, I owe him everything.'

Sacha touched a hair or two with real paint.

'If I were you,' she said with decision, 'I'd talk it all over with the person most concerned.'

'Who? Mr. Hayward?'

'Mr. Hayward! No, no, my dear boy—Ionê, Ionê!' Owen drew back, all alarmed.

'But—I'd have to tell her everything,' he said.

'She knows everything already.'

'How can you tell?'

'I feel sure of it. And she said so to you yesterday. I could see it in her face. Talk it over with *her* first, and then go and have it out with Mr. Hayward afterwards.'
Owen hesitated. In the night he had said to himself a thousand times he must never, never, never see Ionê again. And now, at the first shot, he was abandoning the citadel.

'Where is she?' he asked, faltering. Alas for the stuff a Nihilist should be made of!

'In the kitchen, no doubt,' Sacha answered. 'Go out there and call her.'

And Owen, all on fire, feeling a consciousness of wild guilt, yet a burning delight that he might speak to Ionê, went out and called her.
CHAPTER XXV.

AN AWFUL SUGGESTION.

IONÊ, in her kitchen costume, was leaning over the fire, preparing the soup for lunch, as Owen entered. She looked up at him by the doorway with those merry, laughing eyes of hers.

‘Do you know,’ she said, pointing her remark with an impatient wave of her iron spoon, ‘this picnicking sort of life’s all very well for the East, or anywhere else you choose to try it out of England; but now the novelty’s begun to wear off a bit, I’m getting to believe it doesn’t go down in London. Even with Our Boys to help us, I really feel...
before long—it's a confession of failure, I know—but—we must engage a kitchenmaid.'

'You think so,' Owen answered, without paying much heed to her words. 'That seems rather like rounding upon one's principles, doesn't it? Putting your hand to the plough and then looking back again.'

Ionê tasted the soup from her big spoon with a very critical air, and pouted her lips prettily.

'Well, there's a deal of backsliding about us all, I fancy,' she said with easy insouciance, pulling her kitchen apron straight—and how daintly she looked in it! 'You can't live up to anything worth calling principles in the world as it stands; the world's too strong for you. Individualism's all very well in its way, of course; but society won't swallow it. It isn't organized that way, and we must give in to the organization.'

'You mean it seriously?' Owen asked, now much interested by the curious way her obser-
vations came pat with his own thoughts. 'You begin to believe in backsliding?'

Ionê took down a dredging-box from the dresser hard by, and proceeded to flour the loin of lamb on the table beside her.

'Well, partly I do, perhaps,' she said. 'And partly I'm still of the same old opinion. You see, the point's this: You can't dissever yourself altogether from the social environment, as Blackbird calls it; you've got, whether you like it or not, to live your life in your own century. It's dull, but it's inevitable. Now, when we first came here, Sacha and I'd got tired of the provincialism of living always in the nineteenth century, and we tried all by ourselves to inaugurate the twentieth or the twenty-first, or something. But somehow it doesn't seem quite to answer. The rest of the world still sticks to its own age most provokingly in spite of us. So there comes the difficulty. Of course, if everybody else did exactly as we do, there'd be nothing odd in
my running to open the door with my sleeves tucked up and my fingers all floury, or in Blackbird’s being discovered with a dustpan in her hand, down on her knees on the floor sweeping the drawing-room carpet. But the bother of it all is, as things stand at present, we’ve got to run both concerns side by side, as it were—we’ve got to be servants at home and ladies in society.’

‘It’s a tax, no doubt,’ Owen answered, putting off an evil hour. ‘You’d like to be free this morning. Can’t I help you at all, Ionê?’

Ionê looked up at him with a merry twinkle in her eyes.

‘Not in that nice black cutaway coat,’ she replied, holding out her floury hands towards him and pretending to make clutches at his impeccable sleeves, ‘unless you want the evidences of your guilt to be patent to every observer. They’ll say, if you do, you’ve been flirting with the scullerymaid.’ And she made
just a tiny dab of flour on his cuff by way of solemn warning. ‘You see, there it is again,’ she went on, bustling about the kitchen as she spoke, with Owen’s admiring glance following her round at every turn as an iron filing follows a powerful magnet. ‘That’s the crux of the situation. You can’t help in a kitchen and yet wear the ordinary black clothes of London respectability. Even Our Boys, whose frock-coats are the mirror of fashion of an afternoon in the Park, put on long holland smocks in the early morning when they come to crack the coals and light the kitchen fire for us.’

‘I suppose you’re right,’ Owen assented, sighing. ‘It’s hard to have to live by two standards at once; hard to move in one world, and belong by nature and sentiment and opinion to another.’

‘That’s just what you’re trying to do,’ Ionè cried abruptly, pouncing upon him with a saucepan.
Owen paused and reflected.
‘I suppose it is,’ he said pensively.
Ionê went on washing out the enamelled inside with vigorous dabs and scourings.
‘Why, of course it is,’ she continued with much spirit. ‘You, even more than most of us. Almost everybody worth speaking of nowadays lives in one age and feels with another, some of us in front of our own, and some of us behind it. But you try to do more than that. You want to drive four systems abreast. For you’d like to live in two ages and belong to two countries—England and Russia, our century and the next; that’s the long and the short of it.’
‘I never told you so,’ Owen cried, turning pale. He loved to take refuge in that saving clause. At least, it could never be said he’d betrayed Mr. Hayward.
‘If women only found out what they’re told, my dear boy, they wouldn’t know much,’ Ionê responded cheerfully, giving another
twirl to the cloth inside the shining sauce-pan. 'But, seriously, you can't go on living this double life for always. It's not human nature. I lay awake a good bit last night, Owen'—her voice grew graver and softer—'and I thought a great deal about it.'

Owen's heart leapt up once more at those words. In spite of the flour and the sauce-pan he seized Ionê's hand hard.

'You lay awake in the night and thought about me, darling?' he cried, overjoyed. 'You really lay awake and thought about me?'

Ionê nodded and smiled.

'Why, of course I thought about you, you goose!' she answered. 'What do you think girls are made of? Do you suppose, after what happened yesterday, I was likely to fall asleep the very first moment I laid my head on my pillow?'

She looked at him so bewitchingly, with those soft, round cheeks so shamefacedly red in modest surprise at their own unwonted
boldness, that Owen couldn’t help leaning forward and—just kissing her as she stood there. It was a bad beginning for a philosophical debate on the ethics of Nihilism. Ionê took the kiss sedately, as though it were but her due; yet she motioned him away with her hand all the same, as who should observe, ‘That was all very nice in its way, no doubt, but no more of the same sort at present, thank you.’ Then she turned to him suddenly, in a tumult of emotion, and nestled her fluffy head on his shoulder for very shame.

‘Oh, Owen darling,’ she cried with a burst, ‘think about you? think about you? Why, I lay awake all night long and thought of nothing else but you—you, you, you—till it was light again this morning.’

Owen ran his fingers tenderly through that crisp loose hair of hers. Russia—the Cause! what were they to him now? Oh, Nature, Nature, why did you ever make women?
These temptations shouldn't be put upon our frail masculine hearts. He hadn't even the courage to answer outright that he, too, for his part, had lain awake all night and thought of her—and Mr. Hayward. He could only press her sweet face with one caressing hand into the hollow of his shoulder, while with the other he ran his fingers through those silky chestnut locks of hers. He was enslaved by the tangles of Neæra's hair. And he murmured under his breath, 'Ionê, I love you.'

For a minute or two they stood there—Owen, tall, strong, and erect; Ionê nestling against him in her womanly self-abandonment. Then, suddenly, she came to herself again, and moved away from him, all remorse and penitence for too open an avowal. She ran across the kitchen floor, blushing hot in the face as she went.

'Oh, Owen,' she cried, 'what'll you think of me? But I couldn't help it—I love you
so. . . . And I know what it was you lay awake and thought about.'

'What, darling?' Owen asked, following her up instinctively, and seizing her hand once more, as she turned her tingling face away from him.

'Why, you thought,' Ionê answered, pretending to be deeply interested in the saucepan once more, though her quivering hands belied their ostensible task—'you thought—you'd done wrong in ever speaking at all to me.'

Owen gazed hard at her and winced.

'It's desecration to say so, Ionê,' he cried, taken aback at her insight. 'But—I did. I admit it!'

'I know you did,' Ionê went on. 'I saw it in your eyes when I opened the door to you as you came this morning. You thought that horrid Russian man would be angry if he knew, and that you ought to have followed his wishes, and never fallen in love with me.'
Owen drew a deep sigh.
‘Not angry, Ionê,’ he answered. ‘If that were all, I think I could stand it more easily. But grieved, crushed, heartbroken—oh, I can’t tell you how utterly and inexpressibly disappointed!’

‘Only because you were in love with me, Owen,’ Ionê said, a bit reproachfully.

‘Ah, you can’t understand,’ Owen burst out, half despairing. ‘And I can’t even explain to you. I’ve no right. It’d be wicked of me—most wicked and ungrateful. You can’t think how much it means to Mr. Hayward, my darling; you can’t think how much it means to him—all his life-work almost. For twenty years he’s lived for little else but the plan, which—well, which my loving you would upset altogether. And I daren’t upset it. I can’t upset it. . . . Ionê, you won’t understand it, but I owe him so much! He’s brought me up, and sent me to school, and supplied all my wants, and been more than a father to me.
How can I turn upon him now, and say, "I love a woman, and for her sake I can't fulfil my engagements with you"?

'And you mean to fulfil them?' Ionê asked, growing suddenly grave and pale, for she realized now to the full what those terrible words meant. 'You mean—to blow up the Czar, and be shot, or hanged, or tortured to death for it?'

Owen paused and reflected.

'I mean to fulfil whatever engagements I've made with Mr. Hayward,' he answered slowly and ruefully. 'And therefore I've done wrong in permitting myself ever to love you.'

Ionê let herself drop on a wooden kitchen chair, and laid her head in her arms on the rough deal table. For a moment she had given way, and was crying silently.

Owen let her go on, just soothing her head with his hand for some minutes without speaking.
At the end of that time she looked up and began again quite calmly. The womanish fit was over. Her tears had quieted her.

‘You’re going quite wrong,’ she said, with a firmness and common-sense beyond her years. ‘You’re letting a false sentiment of consistency lead you utterly astray. You’re sacrificing your life and mine to a mistaken idea of honour and gratitude.’

‘If only you knew Mr. Hayward, Ione!’ Owen put in with a deprecating gesture.

‘If only I knew Mr. Hayward, I should say exactly what I say this minute,’ Ione answered fervently. ‘Look here at it, Owen. This is just how things stand. You’re an Englishman born as much as anybody. You had a Russian father—well, I had a Greek one. It pleases us both to pretend we’re Russian and Greek; and so, no doubt, in inherited tendencies and dispositions we are; but for all practical purposes we’re pure English, for all that. You’re just a tall, well-made, handsome, athletic young
Englishman. You care a great deal more in your heart of hearts about a two-mile race than about the wrongs of Russia—though even to yourself, of course, you wouldn't like to acknowledge it. That dreadful Nihilist man—I admit he's very clever, very dignified, very grave, very earnest, and he knows your character thoroughly—but that dreadful Nihilist man has got hold of you, and talked you over to his ideas, and stuffed your inflammable Russian head—for your head at least is Russian—chock-full of his bombs and his dynamite and his enthusiasms, till not even your wholesome English legs and arms will carry you away out of reach of him intellectually. But you know very well it's all a factitious feeling with you... Mr. Hayward's at the bottom of it. If Mr. Hayward were to die to-morrow you'd never want to do anything at all for Russia.'

'I hope I would!' Owen cried devoutly.

For was it not his religion?
‘But so much; do you think?’ Ionê asked with a quick thrust, following up her advantage.

Owen hesitated.

‘Well . . . not quite so much, perhaps,’ he faltered out after a moment’s reflection.

‘No, of course not!’ Ionê continued, in a tone of feminine triumph. She was woman all over, which is another way of saying her transitions of emotion were intensely rapid.

‘Would you blow up the Czar, for example, all on your own account? Would you lay a plot to explode him? I, for one, don’t for a moment believe it.’

‘Probably not,’ Owen admitted, after another short pause of internal struggle. Somehow, Ionê compelled him to tell the truth, and to search out his inmost and most personal feelings in matters which he himself had long given over to Mr. Hayward’s supreme direction.

‘No, I knew you wouldn’t!’ Ionê echoed,
looking across at him and drying her tears. ‘It’s only your father confessor that drives you to these extremities. You’ve given him your conscience to keep, and you never so much as take it out to have a look at it yourself. But you’re a man, Owen, now, and your manhood compels you to reconstruct your faith. The question is, Do you or do you not believe in this movement so much that you’re prepared to sacrifice your own life and strength—and me into the bargain—to Mr. Hayward’s schemes and Mr. Hayward’s principles?’

She spoke it out plainly. Owen could not choose but listen. It was treason, he knew—high treason to the Cause, and yet, after all, very rational treason. There was plain common-sense in every word Ionê said. ‘Why accept offhand Mr. Hayward’s system of things as an infallible guide to moral conduct in a world where so many conflicting opinions bear sway alternately?’ Was Mr. Hayward
the Pope? Was Bond Street a new Vatican? But Mr. Hayward's money? And Mr. Hayward's kindness! Must he be ungrateful and base, and betray his great benefactor, all for the sake of that prime stumbling-block of our kind, a woman?
CHAPTER XXVI.

THE CRISIS COMES.

When you're in doubt whether you ought, as a matter of conscience, to marry a particular woman or not, I've always observed it's a dangerous practice, from the point of view of impartial decision, to take the doubt to that woman herself for solution. For either she cordially agrees with you, and, after many tears, endorses your scruples, in which case, of course, chivalry, pity, and a certain masculine pique compel you to fling your arms round her in a passion of remorse, and swear in spite of everything she must and shall be yours—and hang conscience; or else she differs from you and dispels your
flimsy doubts, in which case, naturally, there’s nothing on earth left for a man to do but agree with her and marry her. So that, let things turn as they will, your woman wins either way.

Now, this was precisely the dilemma for which poor guileless Owen had let himself in. All that autumn through, of course, he continued to argue with himself that ’twould be a grievous wrong in him to disappoint Mr. Hayward. Yet the more he argued it, the more possible such backsliding seemed to grow with each day. Depend upon it, there’s nothing for weakening the hold of virtue on the mind like the constant determination that, in spite of everything, you will be virtuous. The oftener you declare to yourself you will never, never do so-and-so, the more natural and thinkable does the so-and-so become to you. And thus it was with Owen Cazalet. By Christmas time, indeed, he had all but made up his mind
that sooner or later he might have to tell Mr. Hayward his faith in the Cause was growing distinctly feeblower.

As for Ionê, she aided him greatly whenever he saw her, in this terrible resolve—for to him it *was* terrible. She never missed an opportunity of pointing out to him over and over again that his zeal for Russia was, after all, entirely artificial—a delicate exotic, reared and nursed with difficulty on rough English soil, and ready to fade at the first chilly frost of our damp Western winter.

‘You’d never have arrived at those ideas at all, all of yourself, you know,’ she said to him more than once. ‘They’re nothing but mere reflections of Mr. Hayward’s enthusiasm. It’s natural enough in *him*, no doubt; he’s a Russian to the core—to the manner born—and he’s seen how the thing works in actual practice. Perhaps he’s been proscribed, hunted down, ruined, exiled to Siberia. He may have run away from the
mines, or escaped from prison. I don't owe him any grudge for wanting to blow up the Czar—I dare say the Czar deserves it—if he thinks that's the best way of clearing the board for a fresh deal, and especially if, as you say, he wants to blow him up out of pure brotherly love and affection for the down-trodden peasantry. I sympathize with all that very much, in a non-compromising sort of way, and at a safe distance. But that he should want to drag you into it—you, our own dear old Owen—that's quite another matter. You're as English as I am, you know, and, if it comes to that, a great deal Englisher. And you're a thousand times more interested in the champion sculls than in the wrongs of the Slav and the abominations of the Third Section. You'll never allow it, of course, but it's a fact for all that. The enthusiasm's pumped up; the athletics are genuine.'

Much dropping of water will wear away a
stone. Ionê was really, in her heart of hearts, far too deeply in love with Owen, and far too terrified for his future, not to push her advantage hard every time she met him. Sometimes she was sad, too, and let him see the reason why. How could any girl help being sad, she asked, no matter how joyous or vivacious her nature, when the being she loved best on earth was going straight his own headlong way to a murderer's grave or to the mines of the Ural?

Owen strongly demurred to that ugly word 'murderer'; he said it was a question-begging epithet, inapplicable to the minister of a political sentence against a notorious criminal. But Ionê, having once discovered by accident how hard it hit him, stuck to her phrase womanfully to the bitter end, and made it do good duty as a mental lever in her deliberate operations against Owen's tottering conscience—for conscience it was, though not of the common stamp. There
be creeds and creeds, and each creed begets its own appropriate moral sentiments.

*Is it murder to shoot a Czar?* Or should we rather deem it a noble act of self-sacrifice for humanity's sake? God knows: I don't; and with the fear of the Lord Chief Justice for ever before my eyes, I refuse to discuss the question—at least in public. These matters, I hold, are best debated *in camera*. I may even venture to say, *in camera obscura*. Poor Herr Most got twelve months for deciding the abstract point at issue in the second of the two senses above considered. Twelve months in gaol, my medical authority assures me, would be bad for one's health; and it would deprive one of the society of one's friends and family.

But to Owen, less well brought up, the struggle was a painful one. He had been taught to regard Mr. Hayward's opinion as the ultimate court of appeal in all questions of ethics. No Jesuit was ever more success-
ful in the training of neophytes than Ruric Brassoff had been with Owen Cazalet's conscience. Whether it be right or wrong to kill one man for the good of the people, Owen at least was quite as firmly convinced by his whole early training it was his bounden duty to shoot a Czar, wherever found, as he was firmly convinced it was wholly and utterly indefensible to shoot a grouse or a pheasant. He had been instructed by those whom he most revered and respected that to take life in sport, be it man's or beast's or bird's, be it Zulu's or Turcoman's, is a deadly sin; but that to take life for the protection of life and liberty, be it a scorpion's or a wolf's, be it a Czar's or a tiger's, is a plain and indubitable moral duty. No wonder, then, he clung hard to this original teaching, which supported for his soul the whole superimposed fabric of ingrained morality.

By Christmas, however, as I said before,
his mood had begun to weaken. He wasn't quite as firm in the Nihilist faith as formerly. Still believing without doubt in the abstract principle that Czars should be shot down, on every possible occasion, like noxious reptiles, he was a trifle less clear in his own mind than of old that he was the particular person specially called upon by nature and humanity to do it. A rattlesnake should be killed, no doubt, by whoso comes across him—say in South Carolina; but are you therefore bound to take ship to Charleston on purpose to find him? Must you go out of your way, so to speak, to look for your rattlesnakes?

Yes, if you've been paid for it, brought up for it, trained for it. Yes, if the path of duty lies clear that way. Yes, if you've engaged yourself by solemn contract to do it.

'But you were a minor at the time,' objects Ionê; 'you didn't know your own
mind. Now you've come to man's estate, you think it over at your leisure, and repudiate the obligation.'

Ah, yes; but how return, not the money alone, but the pains, the care, the loving interest? That was what bothered Owen now. The black ingratitude, the cruelty! Above all, how break his change of mind to Mr. Hayward?

From that ordeal he shrank horribly; yet sooner or later, he felt in his soul, it must come. He began to see that clearly now. He had passed all the Foreign Office examinations with credit, and had further been excused his two years of residence abroad, as his knowledge of colloquial French was pronounced to be simply perfect; and he was only waiting at present to receive his appointment. But how live in this hateful state? It shamed him to take another penny of Mr. Hayward's money.

Early in January, however, an event
occurred which compelled him to hasten his decision one way or the other.

It was a foggy day in town. Black mist veiled all London. The lamps burned yellow. Carriages crawled slow through melting slush in Bond Street. The frost had paralyzed traffic along the main thoroughfares; and the practice of photography was suspended for the moment by thick gloom that might be felt in Mortimer and Co.'s studio.

As they lounged and bored themselves, a lady came to the door, who asked to see Mr. Hayward. She was a lady of a certain age, and of a certain girth, too, but still handsome and buxom with ripe, matronly beauty. The young woman with the tously hair, in the shop downstairs, passed her up languidly to the office. The young man in the office, twirling his callow moustache, remembered to have seen her before, and to have sent home her photographs to...
private room at the Métropole. It was
difficult indeed for anyone to forget those
great magnetic eyes. Madame Mireff, he
recollected, the famous unaccredited Russian
agent. So he showed her up to the
sanctum with much awed respect. Was she
not known to be some great one, acquainted
with peers, nor unfamiliar with royalties?

Mr. Hayward sat at the desk, writing
letters or making notes, as Madame Mireff
entered. He rose to receive her with that
stately civility of his younger Court life
which twenty years of English shopkeeping
had never yet got rid of. She took his
hand with warmth; but his very manner,
as he motioned her gracefully to the big
easy-chair, warned Madame at once of the
footing on which they were to stand in
their interview to-day. No more of Ruric
Brassoff or of incriminating disclosures. She
was a lady of rank; he was plain Mortimer
now, the Bond Street photographer.
‘Good-morning, Madame,’ he said in French, leaning carelessly forward to scan her face close. ‘How well you’re looking! And how gay—how lively! That’s lucky for me. I can see by the smile on your face, by this air of general content, by this happy expression, you’ve succeeded in your object.’

Olga Mireff looked radiant indeed.

‘Yes,’ she answered with conscious pride, ‘I’ve been able to do something at last for our common country’—but she faltered as she spoke, for Mr. Hayward frowned. ‘I mean, that is to say . . . for your young friend,’ she added hastily, correcting herself, with that deep blush on her rounded cheeks that so well became her.

‘Better so,’ Mr. Hayward replied in a low voice. ‘Better so, Madame Mireff. You know my rule. *Minimise the adverse chances.* One compromising interview is more than enough already. To-day—we are official.’
Madame blushed and looked down again. The presence of the great man made that woman nervous, who never quailed in society before wit, or rank, or irony, or statesmanship. She fumbled her muff awkwardly.

‘I’ve mentioned your young friend’s name to Sir Arthur Beaumont, who knows his family,’ she said, stammering, ‘and to Lord Caistor, and others; and I’ve brought pressure to bear upon him from his own side of the House, and, what’s better at this juncture, from the Irish members. You know ce cher O’Flanagan—he’s my devoted slave. I put the screw on. Fortunately, too, young Mr. Cazalet had fallen in with one or two of the patriots, and impressed them favourably as a friend and champion of oppressed nationalities everywhere; and they gave him their influence. So the thing’s as good as settled now. Here’s what Lord Caistor writes——’

And she held out in one plump hand the Foreign Secretary’s letter.
Mr. Hayward took it, and read:

‘Dear Madame Mireff,

‘It surprises me to learn you should think her Majesty’s Government could be influenced by motives such as those you allude to in making or withholding diplomatic appointments. Nothing but considerations of personal fitness and educational merit ever weigh with us at all in our careful selection of public servants. I am sorry to say, therefore, I must decline, even in my private capacity, to hold any communication with you on so official a subject. I am not even aware myself what selection may be made for this vacant post—the matter lies mainly with my under-secretary—nor would I allow Sir Arthur Beaumont to mention to me your protégé’s name, lest I should be prejudiced against him; but you will find the announcement of the fortunate candidate in the Gazette at an early date. Regretting
that I am unable to serve you in this matter, I remain, as ever, with the profoundest respect,

‘Yours very sincerely,

‘CAISTOR.’

Mr. Hayward put the letter down with a deep sigh of relief.

‘Then he’s got the honorary attachéship at Vienna,’ he said, almost gasping. ‘No-where else could be better. It’s splendid—splendid!’

For those two knew well how to read and speak the diplomatic dialect.

Tears stood in the chief’s eyes. He brushed them away hastily. Tears stood in Madame Mireff’s. She let them roll down her cheek.

‘Have I done well?’ she faltered timidly.

And Ruric Brassoff, seizing her hand, and pressing it hard in both his own, murmured in answer:
'You have done well. You have deserved much of humanity.'

There was a moment's pause. Then Madame rose and stood irresolute. Short shrift is the best rule in revolutionary affairs. She held out one trembling hand.

'That's all,' she said regretfully, half longing to stop, half fearing to ask for respite.

And Mr. Hayward, inexorable, taking the proffered hand, answered in his mechanical business voice once more:

'That's all. No further now. I shall write to Owen to-day. . . . He'll need two hundred pounds at once, of course, to enable him to take up so important an appointment.'

'You would . . . permit me to supply it?' Madame ventured to ask timidly.

The chief shook his head and smiled.

'Keep your money,' he answered, in a cold tone of command. 'I have no need for it now. Funds are plentiful at present.
You offer too freely, Madame. When I require aught from any of you, rest assured, I shall ask for it.'

He rose and motioned her out with princely dignity. For a second he held the door ajar, and spoke in English, audibly, as he bowed dismissal.

'I regret very much,' he said, 'we should have misunderstood your instructions. No more of the platinotypes shall be exposed for sale till we've altered the inscription: I apologize for our mistake. We'll withdraw them altogether, in fact, if you think them in any respect unworthy our reputation.'
CHAPTER XXVII.

OWEN DEBATES.

At Moor Hill next morning Owen was busy at his favourite winter pastime of boxing a stuffed sack suspended from a beam, when the postman entered. His room overlooked the garden gate, and his imaginary opponent dangled sideways to the light not far from the window, so he commanded the situation, even while busily engaged in his punching and pummelling. As a man of peace, indeed, Owen disapproved of boxing, except with gloves and muffle; but from the point of view of pure exercise, he delighted in the muscular play of it, and was an expert in the art, as in so many other branches of athletic practice. He had just dealt his swinging
antagonist a vigorous blow between the eyes, which sent him reeling into space, when he caught sight from afar of a certain square blue envelope in the postman’s hand of a most familiar pattern. He knew it at a glance. It was the business envelope of Mortimer and Co., photographers, in Bond Street.

In a tumult of expectancy he rushed down to the door, in jersey and drawers as he stood, his strong arms all sleeveless, and his brawny neck all bare, to Aunt Julia’s infinite horror, on grounds alike of health and of modesty.

‘You’ll catch your death of cold one of these fine winter days, going to the door like that in bitter frosty weather.’

He took the note from the postman’s hands and tore it open hurriedly. Yet so deeply was respect for Mr. Hayward ingrained in the young man’s nature that he laid the mere envelope down on the table with reverent care, instead of tossing it into the
fire at once, as was his invariable wont with less sacred communications. As he read it, however, his face flushed hot, and his heart fluttered violently. Oh, what on earth should he do now? A bolt from the blue had fallen. He stood face to face with his grand dilemma at last. He must cast his die once for all. He must cross—or refuse to cross—his dreaded Rubicon.

'MY DEAR OWEN,' Mr. Hayward wrote, 'I have good news for you to-day, after long, long waiting. An influential friend of mine—one of our own, and most faithful—has just informed me your appointment's as good as made, the attachéship at Vienna. It'll be gazetted at once, so Lord Caistor implies, and probably by the same post with this you'll receive the official announcement. Come up to town direct, as soon as ever it reaches you, and bring the Foreign Office letter along in your pocket. I've placed two
hundred pounds to your credit at once at Drummonds, Coutts and Barclay’s, and have asked them at the same time to let you have a cheque-book. But I must take you round there when you run up, to introduce you to the firm, and to let them see your signature. For the rest, attachés, as you know, get nothing at all in the way of salary for the first two years; so you must look to me for an allowance, which I need hardly say will be as liberal as necessary. I can trust you too well to fear any needless extravagance on your part. On the contrary, what I dread most is too conscientious an economy. This you must try to avoid. Live like others of your class; dress well; spend freely. Remember, in high posts much is expected of you. But all this will keep till we meet. On your account, I’m overjoyed. Kindest regards to Miss Cazalet.

‘Your affectionate guardian,

‘LAMBERT HAYWARD.’
This letter drove Owen half frantic with remorse. ‘Good news for you to-day’—‘overjoyed on your account’—above all, ‘in high posts, much is expected of you.’ The double meaning in that phrase stung his conscience like a snake. Much was expected, no doubt; oh, how little would be accomplished!

‘May I look?’ Aunt Julia asked, seeing him lay the note down with a face of abject despair.

And Owen, in his lonely wretchedness, answered:

‘Yes, you may look at it.’

It was intended for the public eye, he felt sure—an official communication—else why that uncalled for ‘Kindest regards to Miss Cazalet’?

Aunt Julia read it over with the profoundest disapprobation.

‘Vienna!’ she cried, with a frown. ‘That’s so far off! So unhealthy! And in a Catholic
State, too! And they say society’s loose, and the temptations terrible. Not at all the sort of Court that I should have liked you to mix with. If it had been Berlin, now, Owen, especially in the dear, good old Emperor’s days—he was such a true Christian!

And Aunt Julia heaved a sigh. Vienna indeed! Vienna! That wicked great town! She remembered Prince Rudolph.

‘It’s awfully sudden,’ Owen gasped out.

Wonder seized Aunt Julia. Though not very deep, she was woman enough to read in his pallid face the fact that he was not delighted. That discovery emboldened her to say a word or two more. A word in season, how good it is!

‘And that certainly isn’t the way a person of mature years ought to write to a young man,’ she went on severely. ‘Just look at this: “Live like others of your class; dress well; spend freely.” Is that the sort of advice a middle-aged man should offer his
ward on his entrance into life? "Dress well; spend freely." Disgraceful! Disgraceful! I've always distrusted Mr. Hayward's principles.'

'Mr. Hayward understands character,' Owen answered, bridling up. As usual, Aunt Julia had defeated her own end. Opposition to his idol roused at once the rebellious Russian element in her nephew's soul. And, besides, he knew the compliment was well deserved, that too conscientious economy was the stumbling-block in his case. 'I shall go up to town at once, I think, without waiting to get the official letter.'

'Mr. Hayward won't like that,' Aunt Julia put in, coming now to the aid of what was, after all, duly constituted authority.

Owen was too honest to take refuge in a subterfuge.

'I didn't say I'd go to Mr. Hayward,' he answered. 'There are more people than one in London, I believe. I said, to London.'
'Where will you go, then?' Aunt Julia asked, marvelling.

And Owen answered, with transparent evasiveness:

'Why, to Sacha's, naturally.'

On the way up, the last struggle within him went on uninterrupted. They were front to front now; love and duty tooth and nail. He grew hot in the face with the brunt of the combat. There was no delaying any longer. He couldn't accept Mr. Hayward's two hundred pounds. He couldn't take up the diplomatic appointment. He couldn't go to Vienna. Black ingratitude as it might seem, he must throw it all up. He must tell Mr. Hayward point-blank to his face it was impossible for him now and henceforth to touch one penny more of Nihilist money.

Owen had doubts in his own mind indeed, if it came to that now, as to the abstract rightfulness of political assassination. Time works
wonders. Love is a great political teacher. As fervently Russian and as fervently revolutionary in conviction as ever, he was yet beginning to believe in educating Czars out instead of cauterizing them with dynamite. It was a question of method alone, to be sure, not of ultimate object. Still, method is something. Not only must the wise man see his end clearly; he must choose his means, too, with consummate prudence. And Ione's arguments had made Owen doubt, even against Mr. Hayward's supreme authority, whether shooting your Czar was the best possible means of utilizing him for humanity. How much grander, how much more impressive, it would be, for example—to convert him! That was a splendid idea. What a vista opened there! But Mr. Hayward? His heart sank again. Mr. Hayward wouldn't see it.

Arrived at the flat off Victoria Street, he didn't even go through the formality of
asking for Sacha. He flung himself, full face, into Ionê’s arms, and cried out in the bitterness of his soul:

‘Oh, Ionê, Ionê, I’ve got my appointment.’

Ionê took his kiss, and started back in dismay. Her face went very white. She didn’t pretend to congratulate him.

‘Then the crisis has come,’ she said, trembling. ‘You must decide—this morning.’

Owen followed her blindly into the drawing-room, and handed her the letter to read. She took it in mechanically. Then she let her hand drop by her side, with the fatal paper held loose in it.

‘And what will you decide?’ she asked, cold at heart and sobbing inwardly.

‘What must I, Ionê?’

The girl shook like a leaf in the wind.

‘It’s for you to say, Owen,’ she answered. ‘Don’t let me stand in your way—or Russia’s either. What am I that you should doubt? Why make me an obstacle? You may be
secretary in time—envoy—minister—ambassador.’

‘Or Russia’s either,’ Owen repeated, musing, and seizing her hand, more in doubt than in love, just to steady himself internally. ‘Oh, darling, I’d have thought it treason even to think so once. But it’s horrible, it’s wicked, it’s inhuman of me to say it; Ionê, for your sake, rather than cause your dear heart one moment’s pain, I’d—I’d sacrifice Russia.’

‘It isn’t inhuman,’ Ionê answered, flushing red in a sudden revulsion of feeling from despair to hope. ‘It’s human, human, human—that’s just what it is; it’s human.’

Owen held her hand tight. It seemed to give him strength.

‘Yes, Russia,’ he said slowly. ‘I could sacrifice that; but Mr. Hayward—Mr. Hayward!’

‘Obey your own heart,’ Ionê answered; but she pressed his hand in return with just the faintest little pressure. ‘If it bids you
do so, then sacrifice me, by all means, to Mr. Hayward.'

'Ionê!

He looked at her reproachfully. How could she frame such a sentence? Surely she knew it was duty, and, oh! so hard to follow.

Ionê flung herself upon his shoulder, and burst wildly into tears.

'Darling,' she cried, sobbing low, 'I don't want to influence you against your conscience and your convictions. But how can I give you up to such a dreadful future?'

Owen felt it was all up. Her arms wound round him now. Could he tear himself away from them and say in cold blood, 'I will go to my death, where duty calls me'?

That was all very well for romance; but in real, real life Ionê's tearful face would have haunted him for ever. Very vaguely, too, he felt, as Ionê had said, that to yield was human. And what is most human is
most right; not Spartan virtue, but the plain dictates of our common inherited emotion. That is the voice of nature and of God within us. Those whom we love and those who love us are nearer and dearer to us by far than Russia. Supreme devotion to an abstract cause is grand—in a fanatic; but you must have the fanatic’s temper; and fanaticism roots ill in so alien a soil as the six feet two of a sound English athlete.

He clasped her in his strong arms. He bent over her and kissed her. He dried her bright eyes, all the brighter for their tears.

‘Ionê,’ he cried, in decisive accents, ‘the bitterness of death is past. I’ve made my mind up. I don’t know how I’m ever to face Mr. Hayward. But sooner or later, face him I will. I’ll tell him it’s impossible.’

‘Go now,’ Ionê said firmly. ‘Strike while the iron’s hot, Owen.’

The very thought unnerved him.
But what shall I say about the money I’ve had—the schooling—the care?’ he asked, pleading mutely for delay. ‘He’s done so much for me, darling. He’s been more than a father to me. It’s too terrible to disillusion him.’

Ionê stood up and faced the falterer bravely.

‘You oughtn’t to let him wait one minute longer, then,’ she said with courage. ‘Undeceive him at once. It’s right. It’s manly.’

‘You’ve touched it,’ Owen answered, driven to action by the last word. ‘If I’ve got to do it, I must do it now. Before the appointment’s made. I mustn’t let them gazette me.’

Ionê drew back in turn, half afraid.

‘But your future?’ she cried. ‘Your future? We ought to think about that. What on earth will you do if you refuse this attachéship.’

Owen laughed a grim little laugh.

‘We can’t afford to stick now at trifles
like *that*,’ he said bitterly. ‘If I’m to give up this post, I must look out for myself. I’m cast high and dry—stranded.’ He glanced down at his big limbs. ‘But, anyhow,’ he added with a cheerful revulsion, ‘I can break stones against any man, or sweep a crossing.’
CHAPTER XXVIII.

THE BUBBLE BURSTS.

On any other day Owen would have taken a cab to Bond Street. This morning he walked, though with fiery haste. For every penny he spent now was Mr. Hayward’s and the Nihilists’. So it had always been, of course, but he felt it ten thousand times more at present. The dead weight of his past debt hung round his neck like a millstone. Not for worlds would he have increased it, as things stood that day, by a twopenny omnibus fare.

Mr. Hayward met him at the door of the photographic sanctum, and grasped his hand warmly. The pressure went straight to Owen’s heart like a knife. If only he had
been cold to him! But this kindliness was killing.

‘Well,’ the elder man said, beaming, and motioning his ward into a chair with that princely wave of his; ‘they’ve been prompt about the announcement, then. You got the official note by the same post as my letter?’

Owen’s tongue misgave him. But he managed to falter out, with some little difficulty:

‘No, it hasn’t come yet, Mr. Hayward. I—I wanted to anticipate it.’

The chief’s face fell.

‘That was not in my orders, Owen,’ he said with inflexible gravity. ‘What a stumbling-block it is, this perpetual over-zeal! How often shall I still have to warn my most trusted subordinates that too much readiness is every bit as bad and as dangerous as too little?’

‘But that wasn’t it, Mr. Hayward,’ Owen answered as well as he could. ‘I had a
reason for anticipating the official announcement. I desired to prevent the gazetting of the appointment. I may as well tell you all first as last——’ He was shaking like a jelly. ‘Mr. Hayward—oh, I can’t—yet I must——. This is terrible.’ He blurted it out with a gulp. ‘I don’t mean to go at all into the diplomatic service.’

The shock had not yet come. Mr. Hayward, gazing blankly at him, failed to take it all in. He only looked and looked, and shook his head slowly as in doubt for a minute. Then he ejaculated, ‘Afraid?’ in very unemotional accents.

The word roused Owen’s Cazalet’s bitterest contempt.

‘Afraid!’ he cried, bridling up in spite of his grief and remorse. ‘Afraid! Can you think it?’ And he glanced down involuntarily at those fearless strong hands. ‘But I have doubts in my own mind as to the rightfulness of the undertaking.’
Mr. Hayward looked through him, and beyond him, as he answered as in a dream:

‘Doubts—as to the desirability of exacting punishment upon the chief criminal?’

‘Doubts as to how far I am justified—an Englishman to all intents and purposes, and a British subject——’

‘In avenging your father’s death,’ Mr. Hayward cried, interrupting him, ‘your mother’s madness, your sister’s exile, Owen Cazalet; Sergius Selistoff, is that what you mean? You turn your back now on the Cause, and on martyred Russia?’

His expression was so terrible, so pained, so injured; there was such a fire in his eye, such a tremor in his voice, such an earnestness in his manner, that Owen, now face to face with the cherished and idolized teacher, and away from Ionê, felt his resolution totter, and his knees sink under him. For a moment he paused; then suddenly he broke forth, this time in Russian:
‘Lambert Hayward,’ he said, using the familiar Russian freedom of the Christian name, ‘I must speak out. I must explain to you. For weeks and weeks this crisis has been coming on, and my mind within me growing more and more divided. I’m a man now, you see, and a man’s thoughts rise up in me, and give me doubt and disturbance. Oh, for weeks, for your sake, I’ve dreaded this day. I’ve hated the bare idea. I’ve shrunk from telling you. If it hadn’t been for this special need I could never, I believe, have made up my mind to tell you. I wish I could have died first. But I can’t—I can’t go into the diplomatic service.’

Mr. Hayward gazed at him still, riveted in his revolving chair, with glassy eyes like a corpse, and white hands, and rigid features. The change that was coming over him appalled and terrified Owen. He had expected a great shock, but nothing so visible, so physical as this. Mr. Hayward nodded his
head once or twice like an imbecile. Then with an effort he answered in a very hollow voice:

'For my sake, you say, only for my sake, for mine. But how about Russia—holy martyred Russia?'

Owen felt, with a glow of shame, that in the heat of the moment he had wholly forgotten her.

But he didn't wound his friend's feelings still more deeply than he need by admitting that fact.

'I would do much for Russia,' he said slowly, 'very much for Russia.'

'You ought to,' Mr. Hayward interjected, raising one bloodless hand, and speaking in the voice of a dying man, 'for you owe everything to her—your birth, your blood, your fine brain, your great strength, your training, your education, your very existence in every way.'

'Yes, I would do much for Russia,' Owen
went on, picking his phrase with difficulty, and feeling his heart like a stone—for every word was a death-knell to Mr. Hayward's hopes—'if I felt certain of my end, and of the fitness and suitability of my means for producing it. But I've begun to have doubts about this scheme for—for the punishment of the chief bureaucrat. I'm not so sure as I once was I should be justified in firing at him.'

For a second the old light flashed in Mr. Hayward's eyes.

'Not certain,' he cried, raising his voice to an unwonted pitch—but they were still speaking Russian—'not certain you would be justified in striking a blow at the system that sent your father to the mines and your mother to the madhouse? Not certain you would be justified in punishing the man who sits like an incubus at the head of an organized despotism which drives the dear ones whom we love to languish in the cells of its
central prisons, and wrings the last drop of red heart-blood daily from a miserable peasantry? An Englishman, you say, and a British subject. How can you be happy here, in this land of exile, while in the country where you were born people are dying of hunger by the hundred at a time, because a Czar snatches from them their last crust of bread, and confiscates the very husks under the name of taxes? Is it right? Is it human? Owen Cazalet—Sergius Selistoff—you break my heart—I'm ashamed of you!

Mr. Hayward ashamed of him! Owen bent down his head in horror and remorse. His friend's words went right through him like a keen sharp sword. For the worst of it all was, in the main, he admitted their justice. He, a Russian born, son and heir of a Russian martyr, nursed on Nihilist milk, fed on Nihilist bread, reared with care by the great head of the Nihilist Cause in England—how could he turn his back now upon
the foster-mother faith that had suckled and nurtured him? If only he could have kept to his childish belief! if only he could have drunk in all those lessons as he ought! But, alas! he couldn’t. Take it how you will, no good Nihilist can be reared on English soil. You need the near presence of despotism in bodily form, and the horror it awakens by direct revulsion, to get the conditions that produce that particular strain. Such organisms can evolve in no other environment. Ashamed and disgraced and heart-broken as he felt, Owen couldn’t have fired one shot at a concrete Czar if he’d seen him that moment.

He may have been right. He may have been wrong. But facts are facts; and at any rate, he couldn’t.

He gazed at Mr. Hayward in an agony of remorse. Then he hid his face in his hands. The hot tears ran down his cheek, big strong man as he was.

‘Oh, this is terrible,’ he said—‘terrible!
It cuts me to the heart, Mr. Hayward, that I must make you so miserable.’

The white-faced chief stared back at him with a stony pallor on those keen, clear features.

‘Make me so miserable!’ he cried again, wringing his numbed hands in despair. ‘Every time you say that you show me only the more how little the Cause itself has ever been to you.’ He seized his ward’s hand suddenly. ‘Owen Cazalet,’ he exclaimed, gazing hard at it, ‘listen here; listen here to me. For twenty years, day and night, I’ve had but one dream, one hope, one future. I’ve lived for the day when that great strong hand of yours should clutch the chief criminal’s throat, or bury a knife in his bosom. . . . For twenty years—twenty years, day and night, one dream, one hope, one future. . . . And now that you break it all down with a single cruel blow—not wholly unexpected, but none the less cruel and crushing for all that—is it
of myself I think—of my ruined life—of my blasted expectations? No, no, I tell you, no—ten thousand times no; I think only of Russia—bleeding, martyred Russia. I think how she must still wear the chains you might have struck off her. I think how her poor children must sicken, and starve, and die, and languish in gloomy prisons or in stifling mines, because you have been untrue to your trust and unfaithful to your promise. I think but of her—while you think of me. Let my poor body die, let my poor soul burn in burning hell for ever; but give freedom, give life, give hope, and bread, and light, and air, to Russia.’

As he spoke his face was transfigured to an unearthly beauty Owen had never before seen in it. The enthusiasm of a lifetime, crushed and shattered by one deadly blow, seemed to effloresce all at once into a halo of martyrdom. The man was lovely as one has sometimes seen a woman lovely at the moment
of the consummation of a life-long love. But it was the loveliness of despair, of pathetic resignation, of a terrible, blighting, despondent disillusion.

Owen gazed at him, and felt his own heart grow cold like a stone. He would have given worlds that moment to feel once more he hungered and thirsted for the blood of a Czar. But he didn't feel it, he couldn't feel it, and he wouldn't pretend to it. He could only look on in silent pity and awe at this sad wreck of a great hope, this sudden collapse of a life-long enthusiasm.

At last Mr. Hayward spoke again. His voice was thick and hard.

'Is it this girl?' he asked with an effort—'this Ionê Dracopoli?'

Owen was too proud to tell a lie, or to prevaricate.

...'It is,' he said, trembling. 'I've talked it all over with Ionê for weeks, and I love her dearly.'
The chief rose slowly, and groped his way across the room towards the bell like a blind man.

‘Talked it over with Ionê!’ he cried aloud. ‘Talked it over with a woman! Betrayed the Cause! divulged the secret! Owen Cazalet, Owen Cazalet, I would never have believed it of you!’

Half-way across the room he stopped and groaned aloud. He put his handkerchief to his mouth.

Owen rushed at him in horror. It was red, red, red. Then he knew what had happened. The strain had been too much for Mr. Hayward’s iron frame. God grant it hadn’t killed him! He had broken a blood-vessel.
CHAPTER XXIX.

BEGINNING AFRESH.

In a very few minutes a doctor was on the spot. Large blood-vessel on the lung, he said. It might, of course, be serious. Patient mustn’t on any account go down to Ealing, where he lived, that night. Would it do, Owen asked, to take him round in a hansom to a flat near Victoria Street? The very thing, the doctor answered. Only carry him up the stairs. So in less than half an hour the phalanstery was increased by a new member, and Mr. Hayward found himself comfortably tucked up in Ione’s pretty bed with the cretonne curtains.
Oh, irony of fate! And Ionê was the Eve who had ruined Russia!

He remained there a week, and Owen stopped on with him. Ionê and Blackbird shared a bedroom together meanwhile; but Owen slept out at a house round the corner, spending the day and taking his meals all the time with the community. There was no lack of nurses, indeed. Owen himself was assiduous, and Mr. Hayward, in spite of his deep despondency, still loved to have his pupil and ward beside him. It pleased him a little, very little, to see that, even if Owen had fallen away from his first love for Russia, he retained none the less his personal devotion to his friend and instructor. Then there were Ionê and Sacha and Blackbird as well, all eager to attend to the sick man's wants; for strange to say, now the worst, as she thought, was over, Ionê felt no repugnance at all to the terrible Russian who had been so long her bugbear; on the con-
trary, in her womanly way, she really pitied and sympathized with him. And Mr. Hayward, though he regarded Ionê as the prime mover in the downfall of his life-long hopes, yet felt very strongly her personal fascination; so strangely constituted are we, so complex, so many-stranded, that, as he loved Owen himself, so he couldn't help loving Ionê too, because she loved Owen, and because Owen loved her. In the vast blank left by the utter collapse of that twenty-year scheme of his, it was some faint comfort to him to feel that loving hands at least were stretched out without stint to soothe and console him.

As for Sacha, she had always respected and venerated Mr. Hayward almost as much as Owen himself did; on her he had claims of gratitude in many, many ways; she remembered him as the kind friend of their early days, the one link with her childish life, the brave ally of their mother in her
darkest hours, the preserver who had saved them from the cruel hand of Russian despotism. And the grave, solemn earnestness of the man told also on her calm but profoundly impressionable Slavonic nature. Mr. Hayward, in fact, struck a chord in Sacha’s being which no mere Western could touch. She felt herself akin to him by the subtle link of ethnical kinship.

On the second morning of his illness, when Mr. Hayward, more conscious now, was just beginning to reawake to the utter nothingness of his future, a ring came at the electric bell, which Ionè ran to answer. Blackbird was sitting just then by the sick man’s bedside, singing soft and low to him a plaintive song of her own composing. It was a song about how sweet ’twould be these cramping bonds to sever, to lie beneath the soil, free from earth’s care and moil, life’s round of joyless toil, and sleep one dreamless sleep for ever. At that moment, on the last
line, the bell rang sharp, and Ionê, who had been seated at the other side of the bed, holding her enemy's hand in her own, and soothing it gently with those plump, round fingers, jumped up in haste at the familiar summons to the door, and ran out to open it.

As she opened it, she saw a lady of mature but striking beauty, with large magnetic eyes, which she seemed vaguely to recollect having seen before somewhere. Then it came back to her all at once—Lady Beau-mont's At Home—the Russian agent, that dreadful Madame Mireff! The spy! the spy!—what could she be wanting here at such an untoward moment?

In one second Ionê was a Nihilist full fledged. An emissary of the Czar come so soon on the prowl after our Mr. Hayward (for she adopted him on the spot as part and parcel of the phalanstery). This was abominable, shameful! But she rose to the occasion. You must treat spies as spies; meet lies with
lies; trump treachery with trickery. At that instant Ionê, born woman that she was, would have put off Madame Mireff with any falsehood that came handy, rather than admit to the Czar’s agent the incriminating fact that they were harbouring a hunted and persecuted Nihilist. He might have wanted to send Owen to his death, no doubt; and for that she could hate him herself—it was her right as a woman; but no third person, above all a Russian spy, should ever get out of her, by torture or treason, by force or fraud, by wile or guile, the very faintest admission of Mr. Hayward’s presence.

Madame Mireff, however, smiling her very friendliest smile—oh, how Ionê hated her for it, the serpent, the reptile!—handed her card very graciously to the indignant girl. Ionê darted an angry glance at it—‘Madame Mireff, Hôtel Métropole.’ At least, then, the creature had the grace to acknowledge
openly who she was—to put the whole world on its guard against her as a Russian detective.

'Oh, Miss Dracopoli,' Madame said, in her softest voice, flooding Ionê with the light of those lustrous eyes, 'I recollect you so well. I had the pleasure, you know—Lady Beau-mont's, you remember.' Ionê just nodded an ungracious assent, as far as that head and neck of hers could make themselves un-gracious. 'Well,' Madame went on, divining her inmost thought, and still bent on fascination, 'I come to-day as a friend. You've no need to be afraid of me. I won't ask whether Mr. Hayward's here, for I know you'll tell me he isn't—I see that in your eyes; but will you take in my card and be so kind as to show it to everybody in the house?—for some of them, I believe, might be glad to see me.'

'There's no Mr. Hayward here,' Ionê answered boldly, looking straight in her
visitor's eyes, and telling her a lie outright, with a very bold face, as any good woman and true would tell it in the circumstances. 'There's only ourselves — just the regular family. Miss Braithwaite you don't know. And as for Owen and Sacha, I'm sure they never want, as long as they live, to meet you.'

It wasn't polite, but it was straight as a die, for Ionê's one wish was to keep the Russian spy from entering the premises.

Madame Mireff, however, sympathized with the girl's feelings too well not to be thoroughly prepared for this sharp reception. She smiled once more, and once more tried all her spells (in vain) on Ionê.

'My child,' she said kindly, 'you're mistaken—quite mistaken. I come as a friend. I ask for no one. I only beg you to take my card in as I say, and show it to everyone in all your household.'

Ionê hesitated. No harm in taking it, after
all; indeed, till Mr. Hayward had seen it, she hardly knew what to do. But she wasn’t going to leave the strange woman out there alone, unwatched and unguarded.

‘Blackbird!’ she called aloud, ‘just come out here a minute. . . .’ Then, in a whisper: ‘Look here, stand there, and keep an eye on this dreadful woman. Don’t let her come in. If she tries to pass you, throw your arms round her at once, and cling to her for dear life, and scream out at the top of your voice for Owen.’

Poor Blackbird, somewhat startled by these strange directions, took her place timidly where she was told, and kept her own eyes fixed on the large-eyed woman. Mesmeric, she fancied, the kind of person to send you into a sleep, a delicious long sleep where no Greek verbs would trouble your brain, no dreams disturb you. But Ionê, tripping scornfully in, carried the card in her hand to Mr. Hayward’s bedside, and
held it before him without a word, to pass his own judgment on it.

A wan smile came over the sick man's pale face.

'What? Olga, dear Olga!' he said, like one pleased and comforted. 'Show her in, Ionê.'

'But she's a Russian spy,' Ionê objected imprudently.

Mr. Hayward looked up at her with a white face of horror.

'What do you know about all this?' he asked sternly. 'This is treason. This is betrayal.'

Poor Ionê! The words came upon her like a shock of cold water. She had been thinking only of protecting him; and this was how he repaid her. But even so, she remembered first her duty to Owen.

'He never told me,' she said proudly. 'He never betrayed you. You betrayed yourself. I found it out, all by guess-work, that first night in Morocco.'
Mr. Hayward ran over with his glance that pretty chestnut hair, those merry, frank eyes, and groaned inwardly, audibly. He had let out his secret, then, himself to babes and sucklings. He had betrayed his own cause to a girl, a woman.

"Well, I'll hear more of this some other day," he murmured, after a short pause. "It's all terrible, terrible! Meanwhile, show her in. I should like to see Olga."

Ionê, all trepidation, went out and fetched the spy in. Madame Mireff, without a word, took the master's hand in hers and pressed it warmly. Tears stood in both their eyes. What it all meant, Ionê knew not. But she could see at a glance both were deeply affected. And even when they began to speak she couldn't make out a word, for it was all in Russian.

"A bloodvessel, they tell me, dear friend," Madame whispered, leaning over him.

Prince Ruric Brassoff sighed.
‘A bloodvessel!’ he answered with intense scorn. ‘If that were all, Olga, it could soon be mended. No; ruin—betrayal—treason—despair—my life-work spoilt, my dearest plans shattered!’

Olga Mireff clasped her hands in silent awe and alarm.

‘Not Sergius Selistoff’s son!’ she cried.

The despairing Nihilist gave a nod of assent.

‘Yes, Sergius Selistoff’s son,’ he answered. ‘In love with a woman.’

‘And he refuses to go?’ Madame asked warmly.

‘And he refuses to go,’ Ruric Brassoff repeated in a dreamy voice. ‘He refuses to go. Says his conscience prevents him.’

‘Has he told her?’ Madame gasped out.

‘I don’t know. She swears not. And I think she speaks the truth. That’s she that stands there by the bed beside you.’

Madame took a good stare at her. Ionê
knew they were talking of her, though she couldn’t make out the words, and she winced internally. But she smiled none the less her sunny Greek smile, and tried to seem as unconcerned as if they were discussing the weather.

‘A fine girl,’ Madame murmured, after surveying her close. ‘Free, bold, Slavonic. The girl who crossed Morocco on horseback like a man. Greek, if I recollect. The right sort, too. Fearless, unconventional, independent, Hellenic. Good stuff for our work. She ought to be one of us.’

‘She has ruined us!’ Ruric Brassoff cried. ‘And yet, for Owen’s sake—Olga, it sounds strange—I tell you, I love her.’

‘Couldn’t we win her over? ’ Madame faltered.

The chief shook his head.

‘No, impossible,’ he replied. ‘Olga, all that’s a closed book for ever. I’m a ruin, a wreck; my life is cut from under me. I’ve
no heart to begin again. I risked all on one throw, and the dice have gone against me. . . . Russia isn't lost. She will yet be free. But others will free her, not I. My work is finished.'

He threw his head back on the pillow. He was deadly pale now. Ionê saw something had moved him deeply. She lifted his head without a word, and gave him some brandy. It seemed to revive him. He held her hand and pressed it. Madame Mireff took the other. He pressed hers too in return.

'Dear Olga! dear Ionê!' he murmured aloud, in English.

And so they three remained there together for half an hour upon the bed, hand-in-hand, in mute sympathy—Ionê and the 'dreadful man,' the Russian spy and the chief of the Nihilists.
CHAPTER XXX.

THE RULE OF THE ORDER.

For the rest of that week, Olga Mireff came daily and watched by Ruric Brassoff’s bedside. As usual, her natural charm of manner and her magnetic attractiveness soon succeeded in overcoming all suspicious fears on the part of the little community.

Madame grew quite fond of Ionè, and Ionè of her; while Sacha, when once she had discovered the Czar’s spy was a friend in disguise, could have done anything for her as one of ‘dear Mr. Hayward’s’ admirers. Before the end of the week, though no secrets were told, no criminating word overtly spoken between them, they had all arrived at a
tacit understanding with one another as to their common acquaintance. Madame Mireff in particular felt dimly in her own heart that Sacha and Ionê were fully aware of Mr. Hayward’s being a Russian and a Nihilist, though they didn’t specifically identify him with Prince Ruric Brassoff. And as Ionê was always kindness itself to Madame, now she knew her for one of Mr. Hayward’s friends, and vaguely suspected her of being a Nihilist too, Madame Mireff got on with her as she always got on with everybody, after the first flush of prejudice against the ‘Russian spy’ had had time to wear off, and the real woman had asserted herself in all her womanly intensity.

As for Mr. Hayward and Ionê, they had had things out, too, between themselves meanwhile. And Ionê had made Mr. Hayward see that to her, at least, Owen had never betrayed him. She told that unhappy revolutionist everything, from the moment
when she first said to Owen at Ain-Essa, 'The man's a Russian!' to the moment when, on the summit of the down at Moor Hill, she blurted out her intuitive guess, 'You've promised that horrid Nihilist man to blow up the Czar for him.' She made it all quite clear to him how Owen at first had tried to avoid her; how pure chance had thrown them together again, the second night at Beni-Mengella; how she herself had made the arrangement to go and live with Sacha; how Owen had fought against his love, while she, recognising it, had brought her woman's wits to fight on its side against him; and how she had conquered in the end, only by surprising and telling out his secret. All this Ionê told, as only Ionê could tell it, with perfect girlish modesty and perfect womanly frankness; so that Mr. Hayward at the end couldn't find it in his heart to say a word of reproach or of anger against her.
‘Tout savoir,’ says the wise French proverb, ‘c’est tout pardonner.’ And if Mr. Hayward didn’t quite forgive all—that were too much to ask—at least he understood it and in great part condoned it.

One day towards the end of the week, however, a ring came at the bell, and Ionê went out to the door to answer it.

‘Telegram for Madame Mireff,’ the boy said. ‘Sent on from the Mettropoal.’

Ionê carried it in. Madame was seated by Mr. Hayward’s bedside, with that rapt expression of joy Ionê had often noted on her speaking features. It seemed to do her good just to be near Ruric Brassoff—just to hold his thin hand, just to watch his sad countenance. She tore it open carelessly.

‘From Lord Caistor, no doubt,’ she said. ‘He’s so anxious for me to go down for their house-party to Sherringham.’

But even as she read it, a dark shade passed over her face.
’It’s hard for a man to serve two masters,’ she said in Russian, as she passed it across with a sigh to Ruric Brassoff. ‘How much harder, then, for a woman!’

The invalid took it and read in French:

‘Return at once to Petersburg. Most important news. Can’t trust post. No delay. —ALEXIS SELISTOFF.’

He drew a deep sigh.

‘You must go, Olga,’ he said in Russian. ‘This may bode ill for the Cause. We must know what it means, at any rate. Though it’s hard, very hard. I’d give anything to have you with me in this my hour of darkness.’

Madame Mireff rose at once, and sent Blackbird out for a Continental Bradshaw. In half an hour’s time she was packing her things in her own room at the Métropole. And by eight that night she was at Charing Cross, registering her luggage through via
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Ostend, Berlin, and Eydtkuhnen to St. Petersburg.

‘Madame Mireff—the Russian spy,’ passengers whispered to one another, nudging mysteriously as she passed. ‘Recalled post-haste to headquarters, no doubt. Heard at the Métropole to-day she was sent for by the Czar at a moment’s notice.’

Not that Madame Mireff herself had ever said so. The unaccredited agent disclaimed officialdom even more strenuously than she would have disclaimed the faintest suggestion of Nihilism. But when once you’ve given a lady the character of a Russian political agent, she can’t move hand or foot without her reasons being suspected. She can’t call on a friend without everybody’s discovering in it some deep and insidious political import. Madame Mireff had left hurriedly for Russia that day; so the inference was the Czar had need of her.

It was a cold journey, that bitter January
weather, with the snow lying thick on the ground all through those vast level flats of the Baltic coast, past Berlin, and Marienburg, and Eydtkuhnen, to St. Petersburg. But Madame Mireff travelled on, day and night, unwearied, in spite of frost and snow, never resting for a moment till she reached her own house in the Russian capital. And she hadn't been home half an hour to warm herself before she drove round in her sleigh to the Third Section, where, still chilled from her journey, she was ushered up at once by an obsequious orderly into General Selistoff's cabinet.

The General shook hands with her warmly, almost affectionately.

'Hé bien, Madame,' he said, sitting down again, and twirling his gray moustache between one bronzed finger and thumb, 'how about Ruric Brassoff?'

Madame repressed a nascent start with no small effort. It was a critical moment. Was
there some traitor in the camp? Had Owen let slip some unguarded phrase? Had Ionê—but no. She recovered her self-possession almost before she had lost it. This was a life and death matter for her, for Russia, and for Ruric Brassoff.

'Not a trace of him,' she answered stoutly, in her most matter-of-fact tone. 'Not a sign of him anywhere. Though I've hunted high and low, I can learn nothing of his movements. I've mixed much with young men in England—hot-headed Radical young men—Cunninghame Graham and his kind, the sort of young firebrands who know Stepniak and Lavroff and Krapotkine and their like, and the openly avowed Nihilists of London or Paris—little idiots who talk foolishly, publicly, freely of the most secret designs; and many of them have confided in me; but I can't get hold of anything solid or definite about the creature Brassoff. He's in England, that's all I know, for letters arrive from
him, and answers come within one post. But more than that, not a soul I meet can tell me. He must live underground, like a mole, they say, for no one ever sees him.'

General Selistoff eyed her hard. She quailed before his scrutiny.

'Yes, he's in England,' the bureaucrat answered, 'that's certain; and it's curious, chère dame, that with your intimate opportunities of knowing English interiors you can't track him down! It ought to be possible. But there, that country has no police; its état civil is the most backward in Europe. One thing alone we know: he still lives, he still writes, he still pulls all the wires, he still directs everything.'

'It's generally believed,' Madame went on, growing less nervous as she proceeded, 'that he's one of the group who compile those disgraceful and slanderous articles against Russia in the Fortnightly Review, signed E. B. Lanin. There's no such person,
of course; Lanin's a mere pseudonym; and it covers, like charity, a multitude of writers. You must have noticed the articles, no doubt; your attention would be called to them by the official censors.'

General Selistoff nodded, and drummed with one hand on the desk before him.

'I've seen them,' he made answer. 'Most abominable exposures. We blacked them all out in every copy that entered the country. And the worst of it all is, every word of it was true, too. The reptiles wrote with perfect knowledge, and with studied coolness and moderation of tone. I suspected Brassoff's hand in more than one of the vile libels. There were facts in them that could hardly have come from anyone else than him. But this is pure guesswork; why haven't you found out? You know - the editor?'

Madame Mireff smiled a most diplomatic smile.
‘Well, yes,’ she said, ‘I know him; but not from him. Oh, impossible! No use trying there. Incorruptible! incorruptible!’

And she went on to detail at full length all the houses she had visited, all the inquiries she had made, all the wiles she had used, and how fruitless, after all, had been her diligent search after Ruric Brassoff.

‘Well, but those children?’ the General asked after awhile, with an ugly scowl on his face. ‘Those children I asked you to track down, you remember—my unworthy brother’s son and daughter? How have you done in the search for them?’

‘Equally vain,’ Madame answered. ‘Well hidden away from sight. Not a trace to be found of them anywhere in England.’

General Selistoff leaned back in his swinging chair, puckered his brows, and looked sternly at her.

‘But there is in Russia,’ he said, crossing his arms, with an air of savage triumph;
'and that's what I sent for you all the way to Petersburg for.'

Madame's heart sank within her in an agony of terror. What on earth could this forebode? Had he tracked them himself? Must she be driven, after all, to aid him in hunting down Owen and Sacha?

For even if Owen was a traitor to the Cause, he was Ruric Brassoff's friend; and as to Sacha, Olga Mireff had learned by now to love her dearly.

The General turned to a pigeon-hole in the desk by his side, and drew out a bundle of papers neatly bound and docketed.

'See here,' he began slowly. 'We arrested last week, in a suspected house at Kieff, one Basil Ossinsky, a chief of the propaganda among the students of the University. We had known him for long as a most doubtful character. In his papers we found a letter from London, in cipher as usual, which I'll trouble you to look at. You will note at
once, as you know the man's signature, that it's in Ruric Brassoff's handwriting.'

Madame took the inculpated document, and with difficulty avoided a gasp of surprise—for she read it at a glance—and it would have been death to her, or what was worse than death, detection, if she had let Alexis Selistoff see she could read at sight the Nihilist cipher.

The General fished out a few more letters from his desk in the same well-known hand.

'Now, the point of all these,' he said, fingering them lovingly, 'is simply this: They show—what I could hardly have otherwise believed—that it's that incarnate devil, Brassoff himself, who has taken charge of my own brother's son and daughter, these degenerate Selistoffs. They further show that he's training that young fiend, in England or elsewhere, for some diabolical scheme, not fully disclosed, against the life and throne of our beloved Emperor. They
show that he has long drawn upon his ignorant or venomous fellow-conspirators in Russia for funds to carry out this abominable project. They show that the scheme of the proposed crime was known in full detail to no more than four persons—Ruric Brassoff himself, Basil Ossinsky, and two others, unnamed, who are indicated, like the rest of the crew, by numbers only. But the devil of it all is, we’ve got the general idea of the scheme alone; for the assumed name and present address of young Selistoff, upon which all depends, was separately enclosed in a sealed envelope, not to be opened on any account except on the occurrence of a certain contingency; and this envelope, unfortunately, the man has managed to conceal; or, indeed, as we incline to believe, he has actually swallowed it.’

Madame Mireff breathed hard.

‘And what was that contingency?’ she asked, in almost tremulous trepidation.
‘Why, it was to be opened in case the young criminal, Sergius Selistoff, after having been trained for the purpose on Nihilist money, and inspired to the utmost by Nihilist friends, should suffer in the end from qualms of conscience—should refuse at the last moment to carry out the terms of his infamous bargain. Supposing that contingency to occur, it became the sworn duty of the three confidants of Ruric Brassoff’s secret to break the sealed envelopes and disclose Sergius Selistoff’s assumed name and identity. And they were further bound by a solemn oath, all three of them alike, with Ruric Brassoff as well, and the whole conspiracy at their backs, to hound down that young rascal to his death, by fire, water, or dynamite, and never to rest for a moment till they or he were dead, in the effort to punish him for his breach of discipline.’

Madame Mireff’s blood ran cold.

‘I see,’ she said faintly. ‘They’re dreadful
people, these Nihilists. No faith, no honour! The sort of things they do really frighten and appal one.'

General Selistoff leaned back and twirled his gray moustache with those bronzed fingers once more. As a military martinet, he almost sympathized himself with this bloodthirsty regulation.

'Well, in politics,' he said slowly, 'we can none of us afford to be over-particular about the choice of our means. Politics, as I've often said, have a morality of their own. I don't blame people for trying to enforce order in their own ranks. It's just what we do ourselves. . . . I shan't mind, though, if only we can catch this young Sergius Selistoff. . . . As a Russian subject, we ought to be able to get hold of him somehow. Extradition, no doubt, on a charge of common conspiracy, would succeed in doing it. It's a very good clue. We must follow it up incessantly.'
In England, meanwhile, Mr. Hayward grew slowly better. In spite of the great weight on his mind—a weight of despair and of doubt for the future which he didn’t attempt to conceal—his health improved by degrees under Sacha’s and Ioné’s careful nursing. Blackbird, indeed, sometimes soothed him with congenial pessimism. There were no fresh green laurel-leaves now for her to pursue her chemical investigations upon; so the poor child turned her energies (such as they were) to the equally congenial task of suggesting to Mr. Hayward the immense
advantages of annihilation over continued existence.

‘If only you could die,’ she said to him more than once, ‘how happy you would be! And how happy I would be if only I could go with you!’

Notwithstanding these gloomy vaticinations, however, Mr. Hayward, strange to say, got gradually better. He was even carried out into the drawing-room, where Blackbird played and sang to him sweet songs of despair, and where Trevor Gardener and Henley Stokes were in time permitted to pay their respects to the mysterious stranger. Day by day his strength returned, though his cheeks were now pale and his eyes horribly sunken. It was clear the disappointment had shaken the foundations of the man’s very being, both bodily and spiritual. His aim in life was gone. He had nothing to do now but brood over his lost hopes, and face the problem of the future for Owen Cazalet.
How serious that problem was he alone had any conception. He had woven a cunning plot against Owen's life, and now that he loved him well, and fain would save him, why, the plot would go on by itself in spite of him.

As he grew stronger he seemed to lean more and more every day for support on Ionê Dracopoli. 'Dear Ionê,' he called her; and Ionê herself, now that her native charm had conquered so much initial prejudice and such obvious disinclination, was ready to his beck and call whenever he wanted to move his chair, or to draw nearer the fire, or to sit in the rare winter sun, or to lie down at full length on the sofa by the mantelpiece. She could read to him, too, in French or German; and Mr. Hayward, who, like most other Continentals, cared little for English books, was soothed by her correct accent and her easy, fluent utterance. Often he grasped her hand fondly as she led him into his room.
at nights, and leaning over to kiss it with his stately old-fashioned courtesy, he murmured more than once, with a very deep-drawn sigh:

‘Ah, Ionê, if ever our Owen could have married at all, you’re just the sort of girl I should have wished him to marry. . . . If only he’d been mine and his own, that is to say; if only he’d been mine and his own—not Russia’s!’

Ionê noticed, however, that he always spoke thus in the past tense, as of set purpose—as if Owen’s life and his own had been cut short abruptly.

At last he was convalescent—as much as ever he could hope to be, he said bitterly to Ionê, for he never expected to be happy or bright again now; all that was done with, all that was cut from under him. But he was well enough, anyhow, to move, and go off on his own account. And go off he would, alone; for he had to make new plans, as
things stood at present—serious plans, difficult plans, for Owen's future.

And Owen's future, indeed, had been most seriously upset; for the appointment had come from Lord Caistor, as Madame Mireff anticipated, and Owen, feeling it impossible now ever to take it up, had promptly replied by refusing it and withdrawing his name from the list of candidates for the diplomatic service. Another man had been substituted for him, so that chance was gone for ever; indeed, Owen knew he must now earn his own livelihood somehow in a far humbler sphere. Luxuries like the Foreign Office posts were no longer for him. It was a question henceforth of eighty pounds a year and a humble clerkship. So he was looking about, vaguely, for something to do, though the awful weight of the despair he had brought on his venerated friend bowed him down to the very ground with pain and sorrow.
His plans were cut short, however, by a mysterious occurrence.

One morning suddenly, as they sat in the kitchen together for company, Sacha engaged in sketching Mr. Hayward’s profile, and Ionê bustling about with a chicken for dinner, Mr. Hayward looked up as with an inspiration, and said in a very quiet tone:

‘I feel much better to-day. I think this afternoon I shall go off to the country.’

Both Sacha and Ionê gave a quick start of astonishment.

‘To the country, Mr. Hayward!’ Ionê cried. ‘Oh, what for, you dear old thing? Just at the very minute, too, we were beginning to think we were really some kind of use and comfort to you.’

Mr. Hayward smiled sadly.

‘Perhaps I’m getting too fond of you all,’ he answered, with a faint effort at lightness. But it was lightness of a grave and very pensive sort. ‘Perhaps I’m beginning to
regret my bachelorhood and my loneliness. Perhaps it makes me think I’ve done wrong, for my own happiness, to have remained celibate as I did, for an abstract principle’s sake, instead of surrounding myself with friends, wife, children, family—and bringing up two dear daughters like you and Sacha.’

‘No, no,’ Sacha said quietly, with that deep Slavonic enthusiasm of hers. ‘You chose the better part, Mr. Hayward, and it shall not be taken away from you. Though your plans have failed, you have at least the glory and the recompense of knowing you have lived and suffered for them.’

Ionê felt in her heart she couldn’t have spoken like that; but she did what she could. She took the unhappy man’s hand in her own, and stroked it tenderly, as she said, with almost filial affection:

‘But you won’t go away from us so suddenly or so soon, dear Mr. Hayward!’

Mr. Hayward laid one caressing palm on
the crisp chestnut curls. Olga Mireff would have given her right hand for that fatherly caress.

‘Yes, my child,’ he said softly, in a tone of infinite regret. ‘I’ve many things to arrange. I must think out a new life for myself—and Owen.’

‘Why not think it out here?’ Ionê asked boldly.

Mr. Hayward shook his head.

‘You don’t understand these things, dear daughterkin,’ he answered, still fondling those soft curls, but with a very pained look. ‘Impossible, impossible! I must go down into the country for awhile. Rest—peace—change—leisure. I must tear myself away from you all. I must put space between us. Here, with you by my side, I can’t make up my mind to what is after all inevitable.’

A vague foreboding of evil seized Ionê’s soul. A lump rose in her throat. Till that moment she had supposed all was really over.
The crisis was past; Owen had told him the worst; Mr. Hayward had had his bad half-hour by himself, and had happily outlived it. They might begin to think by this time they had turned the corner. They might begin to hope at last for a prosperous voyage in quieter waters.

But now, this mysterious remark of Mr. Hayward's set Ionê trembling. Profound anxiety seized her. What on earth could it be that he couldn't bring himself to do while she and Sacha were beside him? Was some terrible penalty attached, then, to Owen's defection? Could these Nihilists mean—but no! that dear 'gentle old man could never dream of such wickedness! He loved Owen so much—you could see that at a glance. He was disappointed, crushed, broken, but in no way angry.

Indeed, as Ionê had noticed from the first moment to the last, since he came to the flat, Mr. Hayward's manner to Owen had been
tenderly affectionate. No father could have spoken with more gentleness and love to an erring child; no mother could have borne a cruel disappointment more bravely or more patiently.

That very afternoon, however, true to his word, Mr. Hayward went away without further warning. Ionê helped him pack his portmanteau. As he talked to her meanwhile, the vague presentiment of coming evil in the girl's frightened soul grew deeper and deeper. Gradually it dawned upon her that their troubles, far from being finished, were hardly half-way through. Mr. Hayward's curious reticence struck terror even into that joyous and exuberant nature. Where would he stay? Well, as yet, he said, he really didn't know. He was going away somewhere—in the country—indefinite. He must look about for a place that would suit his purpose. What purpose? Ah, so far, he could hardly say. It must depend upon
chance, upon suggestion, upon circumstances. But when his portmanteau was packed, he seized Ionê’s hand in a sort of transport, and pressed it hard between his own.

‘My child,’ he cried in a broken voice, giving way all at once, ‘oh, my child, my dear daughter, I thank you so much for your goodness, your sympathy. You’ve been kind to a wounded soul. You’ve been tender to a bruised reed. Your smile has been sunshine to me in the wreck of my life, my hopes, my day-dream. How can I repay you thus? It goes to my heart to think I must requite you so cruelly.’

The lump rose in Ionê’s throat once more. What on earth could he mean by it?

‘Requite me? How? Why?’ she asked, with a terrible sinking.

Mr. Hayward’s voice quivered.

‘Never mind, dear daughter,’ he said, and he kissed her white forehead. ‘I’ve loved Owen well, and you too, very dearly—at
first for Owen's sake, but now for your own also, and for your loving kindness. But I have no choice in this affair. I'm not my own master. Others are more bound to it than even I... I'll spare him all I can. ... I'll try to make it easy for him.'

In some dim, despairing way Ionê half guessed what he meant.

'Then, it's not all over yet?' she cried, drawing back with a look of horror.

'All over!' the Nihilist Chief answered in a tone of the utmost despair. 'All over, my dearest daughter? Oh, you can't mean that! Why, it's only beginning!'

And seizing her plump face between his two hands, and bending down to kiss her lips with one fervent kiss, he rushed out wildly into the hall, and downstairs to the hansom, not even daring to say good-bye to Owen and Sacha.

Ionê burst into tears and hurried back to her own bedroom.
CHAPTER XXXII.

GOOD-BYE.

After Mr. Hayward's hurried departure, a period of dulness brooded over the flat. The old excitement of his illness was over for the moment; and the new excitement, at which he had hinted so strangely and mysteriously to Ionê, hadn't yet come on. So the members of the phalanstery mooned listlessly about at their daily work. Sacha painted without spirit; Blackbird composed without inspiration; Ionê mixed puddings without a touch of the divine afflatus of heaven-born cookery. She hardly even dared to tell Owen himself what Mr. Hayward had said to her. She
locked it all up, terrified, in the recesses of her bosom.

Owen's return to Moor Hill, too, left the flat all the lonelier. He had no cause to remain any longer in London as things now went; he didn't want to sponge on Sacha and the girls, though, to be sure, the alternative was sponging on Aunt Julia. But the Red Cottage had always seemed to him so much of a home that he felt less like an intruder there than in Sacha's chambers. So to Moor Hill he retired for the present, deeply engaged in thought as to where to turn and how to look about him at this crisis for an honest livelihood.

The difficulty, indeed, was great and pressing. Honest livelihoods are scarce in this crowded mart of ours. And Owen had received no special or technical training. Having no University degree, the sordid shift of schoolmastering—the 'last refuge of the destitute—was closed against him. He
waited and wondered what course to pursue. To say the truth, the diplomatic service is so gentlemanly and so distinguished a pursuit that preparation for it seemed to have shut all other doors against him.

He had not long to wait, however. On the fourth morning after his return to Moor Hill the post brought him a letter in a well-known handwriting. Owen tore it open with impatience. His respect and veneration for Mr. Hayward were still so intense that he read his guardian’s letters with positive reverence. This one contained two distinct enclosures. The first was a formal note, with nothing compromising in it of any sort, dated from a little village up the river beyond Oxford, and inviting Owen to run down there for a week’s rest and a little boating. (Strange season for boating, Owen thought to himself parenthetically.) They could talk over the subject of his future together, the letter said, not unkindly, after the change of plans
necessitated by his determination not on any terms to accept the Vienna appointment.

The second note, marked 'Strictly private,' was of a very different tenor:

'My dear Owen,

'Both as your guardian and as your chief, I ask you—nay, I order you—to come down here at once to the lodgings I am staying in. I don't attempt to conceal from you the gravity of the circumstances. This crisis is a serious one. Further particulars you will learn from me immediately on your arrival. Meanwhile, show the present letter to nobody on any account—above all, not to Ionê. Leave the other one, which accompanies it, and which is sent as a blind, openly displayed on your study table; but bring this with you, and return it to me here. I will then destroy it myself, in order that I may make sure it has been really got rid of.
Come without fail by to-morrow evening, and say nothing to either Miss Cazalet, Sacha, Ionê, or Blackbird about this matter. You may tell your aunt casually, if you like, you’re coming down here to me; but I advise you not to go near Victoria Street in the present juncture. My boy, my boy, I would have spared you if I could; but I can’t—oh, I can’t! I’m utterly powerless.

‘In profound distress, your ever affectionate and heart-broken guardian,

‘Lambert Hayward.’

Owen turned the letter over with a dismal foreboding of evil. He knew no small misfortune could make Mr. Hayward write with so much gravity as that. Some terrible necessity must be spurring him on.

Still, Owen’s sense of discipline and obedience was as implicit as ever—or nearly as implicit. Without a moment’s delay he
handed Aunt Julia the letter intended for the public eye.

‘I must go down to him, of course,’ he said, suppressing his alarm. ‘He’s immensely disappointed about my giving up Vienna—on conscientious grounds, which I haven’t fully explained to you—and I must go at once and talk things over in full with him. Poor dear Mr. Hayward! He looked so weak and ill when he left London the other day that I shall be glad to get down with him and see if he wants any further nursing.’

‘Aunt Julia acquiesced.

That phrase ‘conscientious grounds’ had a mollifying effect upon her. It was a shibboleth, indeed, which Aunt Julia understood, and which appealed to her as an outward and visible sign of the very best principles.

‘You should go, dear,’ she said, the unwonted ‘dear’ being extorted from her in token of complete approval. ‘To visit the poor man in his sickness—especially after all
his marked kindness to you in the past—is a Christian duty.’

Owen rose from the breakfast-table as soon as he was finished, and packed his portmanteau. It was a little difficult to do, for his arm was sprained—he had hurt it badly two days before in one of his athletic bouts; but he went through with the task manfully. Then he started up to town by an early train, though he didn’t mean to reach Oxfordshire till the winter evening.

His sense of discipline, I said, was almost—but not quite—as implicit as ever; for when he got to Victoria he didn’t drive straight across town to Paddington, as one might naturally have expected; he put his portmanteau in the cloak-room instead, and walked with a burning heart down the street to Sacha’s. That was against orders, to be sure; but the crisis was so grave! Instinctively Owen felt he might never again see Ionê in this world; and he couldn’t go to his
grave, if his grave it must be, without saying good-bye to her

Even so, however, he was faithful in essentials to Mr. Hayward. He saw Ionê in the drawing-room for ten minutes alone before he left the flat; but he never told her a word of where he was going, or what Mr. Hayward had written to him. He merely mentioned offhand, in a very careless tone, that he was on his way down to Oxfordshire to stop with Mr. Hayward and talk things over. Something must be done, of course, about his future life—something about the repayment of all the money spent upon him.

So Owen, faltering.

But Ionê, for her part, read the truth more deeply. She clung about him, like one panic-stricken, and held him tight, and wept over him. She knew what it all meant, she was sure, though but very vaguely. Mr. Hayward’s own hints had told her far too much.
‘My darling!’ she cried in terror, ‘my darling! you will never come back to me!’

Owen, holding his wounded right arm away from her, soothed her tenderly with his left.

‘Ionê,’ he said, bending low to her, ‘if I never come back, I shall have known at least the best thing on this earth—to love, and be loved by, a pure, good woman. I shan’t have missed in life what life has best worth giving.’

The poor girl clung to him tighter still.

‘Oh, how cruel!’ she cried through her tears. ‘Think of his dragging you away from me like this! And I nursed him so tenderly! Why, Owen, if only I’d known it, I’d have wished him dead instead a thousand times over. If I’d imagined he’d be so wicked, I almost think I could have poisoned him.’
Owen unwound her arms gently.

‘I must go soon,’ he said; ‘I mustn’t stop; and, Ionê, for my sake, you won’t let it be seen you suspect or expect anything?’

‘I can’t help it!’ Ionê exclaimed, breaking down once more and sobbing. ‘How can I help it, darling? How can I help it? I can’t let you go! I must tell the police! I must rouse all the world! I must come after you and prevent him!’

Shame made Owen’s face red. He took her hand very firmly.

‘My child,’ he said, looking reproachfully at her, like a Nihilist that he was, ‘I’ve disobeyed orders in coming to see you at all, and I disobeyed them because I said to myself: “I can’t go without at least kissing her dear lips once more and saying good-bye, if good-bye it must be, to her. And I’ll risk the disobedience, because I know she’s brave, and she won’t break down, or stop me, or betray
me. I'll show Mr. Hayward a woman's love doesn't always make one lose all sense of discipline. I'll say good-bye to her like a man, and then obey my marching orders. . . . Ionê, are you going to make me regret my decision?'

Ionê stood up and faced him. Those cheeks, once so ruddy, were pale as a ghost. But she answered him firmly, none the less.

'No, Owen, no. Go, if you feel you must. But, my darling, my darling, if you never come back, I shall die for your sake. I shall kill myself and follow you!'.

'One thing more,' Owen added. 'I don't know what all this means. I go under sealed orders, but if I die—mind—not a word of suspicion against Mr. Hayward! I couldn't bear that! Promise me, darling, promise me!'

Ionê's voice was choked with tears, but, as well as she could, she sobbed out:
'I promise you!'
Then she flung herself upon his neck, like a child on its mother's, and cried long and silently.
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BEERBOHM (JULIUS).—WANDERINGS IN PATAGONIA; or, Life among the Ostrich Hunters. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 3s. 6d.

BELLEW (FRANK).—THE ART OF AMUSING: A Collection of Graceful Arts, Games, Tricks, Puzzles, and Charades. 300 Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 4s. 6d.

BENNETT (W. C., LL.D.), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, cloth limp. 2s. each. A BALLAD HISTORY OF ENGLAND. | SONGS FOR SAILORS.

BEWICK (THOMAS) AND HIS PUPILS. By Austin Dobson. With 95 Illustrations. Square 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

BIEBER (AMBROSE).—IN THE MIDST OF LIFE: Tales of Soldiers and Civilians. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. 1 post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

BILL NYE'S HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. With 146 Illustrations by F. Oppen. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

BLACKBURN'S (HENRY) ART HANDBOOKS.

GROSVENOR NOTES, Vol. III., 1888-90. With 230 Illusts. Demy 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

THE NEW GALLERY, 1888-1894. With numerous Illustrations, each 1s.


ENGLISH PICTURES at the NATIONAL GALLERY. With 114 Illustrations. Is.

OLD MASTERS AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY. With 126 Illustrations. 1s. 6d.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TO THE NATIONAL GALLERY. 742 Illusts., cl., 3s.

THE PARIS SALON, 1894. With Facsimile Sketches. 3s.

THE PARIS SOCIETY OF FINE ARTS, 1894. With Sketches. 3s. 6d.

BLAKE (WILLIAM): India-proof Etchings from his Works by William Bell Scott. With descriptive Text. Folio, half-bound boards, 21s.

BLIND (MATHILDE). Poems by: Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 5s. each.


SONGS AND SONNETS. Fcap. 8vo, vellum and gold.

BOURNE (H. R. FOX), WORKS BY.

ENGLISH MERCHANTS: Memoirs in Illustration of the Progress of British Commerce. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS: The History of Journalism. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cl., 25s.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE EMIN PASHA RELIEF EXPEDITION. Cr. 8vo, 6s.

BOWERS (GEORGE).—LEAVES FROM A HUNTING JOURNAL. Oblong folio, half-bound, 21s.

BOYLE (FREDERICK), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each. CHRONICLES OF NO-MAN'S LAND. | CAMP NOTES. | SAVAGE LIFE.

BRAND (JOHN).—OBSERVATIONS ON POPULAR ANTIQUITIES; chiefly illustrating the Origin of our Vulgar Customs, Ceremonies, and Superstitions. With the Additions of Sir Henry Ellis, and Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

BREWER (REV. DR.), WORKS BY.

THE READER'S HANDBOOK OF ALLUSIONS, REFERENCES, PLOTS, AND STORIES. Seventeenth Thousand. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.


A DICTIONARY OF MIRACLES. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

BREWSTER (SIR DAVID), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, cl. ex., 4s. 6d. each.


BRILLAT-SAVARIN.—GASTRONOMY AS A FINE ART. Translated by R. E. Anderson, M.A. Post 8vo, half-bound. 2s.

BRYDGES (HAROLD).—UNCLE SAM AT HOME. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
BRET HARTE, WORKS BY.

**BRET HARTE'S COLLECTED WORKS.** Arranged and Revised by the Author. LIBRARY EDITION. In Eight Volumes, crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.


Vol. II. Luck of Roaring Camp—Bohemian Papers—American Legends.


Vol. VI. Tales of the Pacific Slope.

Vol. VII. Tales of the Pacific Slope—II. With Portrait by John Pettie, R.A.

Vol. VIII. Tales of the Pine and the Cypress.

THE SELECT WORKS OF BRET HARTE, in Prose and Poetry. With Introductory Essay by J. M. Belllew, Portrait of Author, and 50 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 7s. 6d.

**BRET HARTE'S POETICAL WORKS.** Hand-made paper & buckram. Cr. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

**THE QUEEN OF THE PIRATE ISLE.** With 28 original Drawings by Kate Greenaway, reproduced in Colours by Edmund Evans. Small 4to, cloth, 5s.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

**A WAIF OF THE PLAINS.** With 60 Illustrations by Stanley L. Wood.

**A WARD OF THE GOLDEN GATE.** With 59 Illustrations by Stanley L. Wood.

**A SAPPHO OF GREEN SPRINGS, &c.** With Two Illustrations by Hume Nisbet.

**COLONEL STARBOTTE'S CLIENT, AND SOME OTHER PEOPLE.** Frontisp. 

**SUSY:** A Novel. With Frontispiece and Vignette by J. A. Christie.

**SALLY DOWS, &c.** With 47 Illustrations by W. D. Almond, &c.

**A PROTEGE OF JACK HAMLIN'S.** With 26 Illustrations by W. Small, &c.

**THE BELL-RINGER OF ANGEL'S.** 39 Illustruts, by Dudley Hardy, &c.

**CLARENCE:** A Story of the War. With Illustrations. [Shortly.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

**GABRIEL CONROY.**

**AN HEIRESS OF RED DOG, &c.**

| **THE LUCK OF ROARING CAMP, &c.**

**CALIFORNIAN STORIES.**

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

**FLIP.** | **MARUJA.** | **A PHYLLIS OF THE SIERRAS.**

Fcap. 8vo, picture cover. 1s. each.

**SNOW-BOUND AT EAGLE'S.** | **JEFF BRIGGS’S LOVE STORY.**

**BUCHANAN (ROBERT), WORKS BY.** Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.

**SELECTED POEMS OF ROBERT BUCHANAN.** With Frontispiece by T. Dalziel.

**THE EARTHQUAKE:** or, Six Days and a Sabbath.

**THE CITY OF DREAM:** An Epic Poem. With Two Illustrations by P. Macnab.


**THE OUTCAST:** A Rhyme for the Time. With 15 Illustrations by Rudolf Blind, Peter Macnab and Hume Nisbet. Small demy 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

**ROBERT BUCHANAN'S COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS.** With Steel-plate Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

**THE SHADOW OF THE SWORD.** Frontispiece.

**A CHILD OF NATURE.** Frontispiece. 

**GOD AND THE MAN.** With II Illustrations by Fred. Barnard.

**THE MARTYRDOM OF MADELEINE.** With Frontispiece by A. W. Cooper.

**LOVE ME FOR EVER.** Frontispiece.

**ANNAN WATER.** Frontispiece. [**FOXGLOVE MANOR.**

**THE NEW ABERLAD.** Frontispiece. [**MATT: A Story of a Caravan.**

**THE MASTER OF THE MINE.** Frontispiece. [**THE HEIR OF LINNE.**

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

**WOMAN AND THE MAN.** | **RED AND WHITE HEATHER.**

**RACHEL DENE.** Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. [Shortly.

**THE CHARLATAN.** By Robert Buchanan and Henry Murray. Two Vols., crown 8vo, 10s. net. [Shortly.

**BURTON (RICHARD F.).—THE BOOK OF THE SWORD.** With over 400 Illustrations. Demy 4to, cloth extra, 32s.

**BURTON (ROBERT).—THE ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY.** With Translations of the Quotations. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

**MELANCHOLY ANATOMISED.** Abridgment of Burton's Anat. Post 8vo, 2s. 6d.

**CAINE (T. HALL), NOVELS BY.** Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

**SHADOW OF A CRIME. | A SON OF HAGAR. | THE DEEMSTER.**

**CAMERON (COMMANDER V. LOVETT).—THE CRUISE OF THE "BLACK PRINCE" PRIVATEER.** Post 8vo, picture boards, 2s.

**CAMERON (MRS. H. LOVETT), NOVELS BY.** Post 8vo, illus. bds, 2s. each.

**JULIET'S GUARDIAN. | DECEIVERS EVER.**

**CARLYLE (JANE WELSH), LIFE OF.** By Mrs. Alexander Ireland. With Portrait and Facsimile Letter. Small demy 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
CARLYLE (THOMAS) ON THE CHOICE OF BOOKS. With Life by R. H. Shepherd, and Three Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 1s. 6d.


CHAPPELL (J. MITCHELL).—THE MINOR CHORD: A Story of a Prima Donna. Crown 8vo, art linen, 3s. 6d.

CHATTO (W. A.) AND J. JACKSON.—A TREATISE ON WOOD ENGRAVING. With 450 fine Illustrations. Large 4to, half-leather, 22s.

CHAUCER FOR CHILDREN: A Golden Key. By Mrs. H. R. HAWKES. With 8 Coloured Plates and 30 Woodcuts. Small 4to, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

CHAUCER FOR SCHOOLS. By Mrs. H. R. HAWKES. Demy 8vo, cloth limp. 2s. 6d.

CLARE (A.).—FOR THE LOVE OF A LASS. Post 8vo, 2s.; cl., 2s. 6d.

CLIVE (MRS. ARCHER), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illust. boards 2s. each.

PAUL FERROLL. WHY PAUL FERROLL KILLED HIS WIFE.


COBBAN (J. MACLAREN), NOVELS BY.

THE CURE OF SOULS. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

THE RED SULTAN. THE BURDEN OF ISABEL.

COLEMAN (JOHN). WORKS BY.

PLAYERS AND PLAYWRIGHTS I HAVE KNOWN. Two Vols., 8vo, cloth, 24s.

CURLY: An Actor's Story. With 21 Illustrts. by J. C. DOLLMAN. Cr. 8vo, cl., 1s. 6d.

COLERIDGE (M. E.).—THE SEVEN SLEEPERS OF EPHESUS. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.

COLLINS (C. ALLSTON).—THE BAR SINISTER. Post 8vo, 2s.

COLLINS (JOHN CHURTON, M.A.), BOOKS BY.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF TENNYSON. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

JONATHAN SWIFT: A Biographical and Critical Study. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 8s.

COLLINS (MORTIMER AND FRANCES), NOVELS BY.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

FROM MIDNIGHT TO MIDNIGHT. BLACKSMITH AND SCHOLAR.

TRANSMIGRATION. YOU PLAY ME FALSE. A VILLAGE COMEDY.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

SWEET ANNIE PAGE. FIGHT WITH FORTUNE. SWEET & TWENTY.

FRANCES COLLINS (WILKIE), NOVELS BY.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s. each; cl. limp, 2s. 6d. each.

ANTONINA. With a Frontispiece by Sir John Gilbert, R.A.


AFTER DARK. Illustrations by A. B. Houghton. THE TWO DESTINIES.

THE DEAD SECRET. With a Frontispiece by Sir John Gilbert, R.A.

QUEEN OF HEARTS. With a Frontispiece by Sir John Gilbert, R.A.


MY MISCELLANIES. With a Steel-plate Portrait of Wilkie Collins.

ARMADALE. With Illustrations by G. H. Thomas.

THE MOONSTONE. With Illustrations by G. Du Maurier and F. A. Fraser.

MAN AND WIFE. With Illustrations by William Small.

POOR MISS FINCH. Illustrated by G. Du Maurier and Edward Hughes.


THE NEW MAGDALEN. Illustrated by G. Du Maurier and C. S. Reinhardt.

THE FROZEN DEEP. Illustrated by G. Du Maurier and J. Mahoney.


THE HAUNTED HOTEL. Illustrated by Arthur Hopkins.

THE FALLEN LEAVES. HEART AND SCIENCE.

JEZEBEL'S HUNTER. THE EVIL GENIUS.

THE BLACK ROBE. I SAY NO! A ROGUE'S LIFE.

THE LEGACY OF CAIN. BLIND LOVE. With Preface by Walter Besant, and Illusts. by A. Forestier.

THE WOMAN IN WHITE. Popular Edition. Medium 8vo, 6d.; cloth, 1s.
COLMAN'S (GEORGE) HUMOROUS WORKS: "Broad Grins," "My Nightgown and Slippers," &c. With Life and Frontis. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 7s. 6d.

COLQUHOUN (M. J.).—EVERY INCH A SOLDIER: A Novel. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

CONVALESCENT COOKERY: A Family Handbook. By CATHERINE RYAN. Crown 8vo, 1s.; cloth limp, 1s. 6d.

CONWAY (MONCURE D.). WORKS BY.
DEMONOLOGY AND DEVIL-LORE. 6s. Illusts. Two Vols. 8vo, cloth, 2s.
GEORGE WASHINGTON'S RULES OF CIVILITY. Fcap. 8vo, jap. vei1um, 2s. 6d.

COOK (DUTTON), NOVELS BY.
PAUL FOSTER'S DAUGHTER. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s. 6d.
LEO. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

COOPER (EDWARD H.)—GEOFFREY HAMILTON. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

CORNWALL.—POPULAR ROMANCES OF THE WEST OF ENGLAND; or, The Drolls, Traditions, and Superstitions of Old Cornwall. Collected by ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S. Two Steel-plates by GEO. CRUIKSHANK. Cr. 8vo, cl., 7s. 6d.

COTES (V. CECEL).—TWO GIRLS ON A BARGE. With 44 Illustrations by F. H. TOWNSEND. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

CRADDICK (C. EGBERT), STORIES BY.
PROPHET OF THE GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.; cl., 2s. 6d.
HIS VANISHED STAR. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

CRELLIN (H. N.), BOOKS BY.
ROMANCES OF THE OLD SERAGLIO. 28 Illusts. by S. L. WOOD. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.
THE NAZARENES: A Drama. Crown 8vo, 1s.

CRIM (MATT.)—ADVENTURES OF A FAIR REBEL. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with a Frontispiece, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

CROKER (MRS. B. M.), NOVELS BY.
PRETTY MISS NEVILLE. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
DIANA BARRINGTON. PROPER PRIDE. "TO LET."

MR. JERVIS. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 15s. net.
OUTCAST OF THE PEOPLE, &c. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. [Shortly.

CRUIKSHANK'S COMIC ALMANACK. Complete in Two SERIES: The First from 1833 to 1843; the Second from 1844 to 1853. A Gathering of the Best Humour of Thackeray, Hood, Mayhew, Albert Smith, A. BECKETT, Robert Brough, &c. With numerous Steel Engravings and Woodcuts by CRUIKSHANK, J. B. LANDLEYS, &c. Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 7s. 6d. each.
THE LIFE OF GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. By BLANCHARD JERROLD. With 84 Illustrations and a Bibliography. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

CUMMING (C. F. GORDON), WORKS BY.
IN THE HEBRIDES. With Autotype Facsimile and 23 Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cl. ex., 8s. 6d. each.
IN THE HIMALAYAS AND ON THE INDIAN PLAINS. With 42 Illustrations. Two Happy Years in Ceylon. With 28 Illustrations. Via Cornwall to Egypt. With Photogravure Frontis. Demy 8vo, cl., 7s. 6d.

CUSSANS (JOHN E.).—A HANDBOOK OF HERALDRY; with Instructions for Tracing Pedigrees and Deciphering Ancient MSS., &c.; 408 Woodcuts and 2 Coloured Plates. Fourth edition, revised. crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

CYPLES (W.)—HEARTS OF GOLD. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, bds., 2s.

DANIEL (GEORGE).—MERRIE ENGLAND IN THE OLDEN TIME. With illustrations by ROBERT CRUIKSHANK. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

DAUDET (ALPHONSE).—THE EVANGELIST; or, Port Salvation. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

DAVIDSON (HUGH COLEMAN).—MR. SADLER'S DAUGHTERS. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY WOOD. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

DAVIES (DR. N. E. YORKE).—ONE THOUSAND MEDICAL MAXIMS AND SURGICAL HINTS. NURSERY HINTS: A Mother's Guide in Health and Disease. FOODS FOR THE FAT: A Treatise on Corpulency, and a Dietary for its Cure. AIDS TO LONG LIFE. Crown 8vo, 2s.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
DAVIES’ (SIR JOHN) COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS. Collected and Edited, with Memorial-Introduction and Notes, by the Rev. A. B. Grosart, D.D. Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth boards, 12s.

DAWSON (ERASMUS, M.B.).—THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

DE GUERIN (MAURICE), THE JOURNAL OF. Edited by G. S. Trebutien. With a Memoir by Sainte-Beuve. Translated from the 20th French Edition by Jessie P. Frothingham. Fcp, 8vo, half-bound. 2s. 6d.

DE MAISTRE (XAVIER).—A JOURNEY ROUND MY ROOM. Translated by Henry Attwell. Post 8vo, cloth limp. 2s. 6d.

DE MILLE (JAMES).—A CASTLE IN SPAIN. With a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

DERBY (THE).—THE BLUE RIBBON OF THE TURF. With Brief Counts of The Oaks. By Louis Henry Curzon. Cr. 8vo, cloth limp. 2s. 6d.

DERWENT (LEITH), NOVELS BY. Our Lady of Tears. Cr.8vo,cl., 3s.6d ea.; post 8vo,bds., 2s ea.

DOYLE (A. CONAN).—THE FIRM OF GIRDLESTONE: A Romance of the Unromantic. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Od.

DOYLE (W. CONAN).—A DETECTIVE’S TRIUMPHS. In the Grip of the Law. From Information Received. Link by Link. Dark Deeds. The Long Arm of the Law. [Shortly.

DICKENS (CHARLES), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

SKETCHES BY BOZ.

THE PICKWICK PAPERS.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY.

OLIVER TWIST.


ABOUT ENGLAND WITH DICKENS. By Alfred Rimmer. With 57 Illustrations by C. A. Vanderhoof, Alfred Rimmer, and others. Sq. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

DICTIONARIES.

A DICTIONARY OF MIRACLES: Imitative, Realistic, and Dogmatic. By the Rev. E. C. Brewer, LL.D. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.


AUTHORS AND THEIR WORKS, WITH THE DATES. Cr. 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

FAMILIAR SHORT SAYINGS OF GREAT MEN. With Historical and Explanatory Notes. By Samuel A. Bent, A.M. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

SLANG DICTIONARY: Etymological, Historical, and Anecdotal. Cr. 8vo, cl. 6s. 6d.


DIDEROT.—THE PARADOX OF ACTING. Translated, with Notes, by Walter Herrles Pollock. With a Preface by Henry Irving. Crown 8vo, parchment, 4s. 6d.

DOBSON (AUSTIN), WORKS BY.

THOMAS BEWICK & HIS PUPILS. With 95 Illustrations. Square 8vo, cloth. 6s.

FOUR FRENCHWOMEN. With 4 Portraits. Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top. 6s.

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY VIGNETTES. Two Series. Cr. 8vo, buckram, 6s. each.

DOBSON (W. T.)—POETICAL INGENUITIES AND ECCENTRICITIES. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

DONOVAN (DICK), DETECTIVE STORIES BY.

THE MAN-HUNTER. | WANTED! CAUGHT AT LAST! TRACKED AND TAKEN. WHO POISONED HETTY DUNCAN? SUSPICION AROUSED.


Crow. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, boards, 2s. each; cloth, 2s. 6d. each.

THE MAN FROM MANCHESTER. With 23 Illustrations.

TRACKED TO DOOM. With 6 full-page Illustrations by Gordon Browne.

DOYLE (A. CONAN).—THE FIRM OF GIRDLESTONE: A Romance of the Unromantic. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.
DRAMATISTS, THE OLD. With Vignette Portraits. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 6s. per Vol.


MARLOWE'S WORKS. Edited, with Notes, by Col. Cunningham. One Vol.

From Gifford's Text. Edit by Col. Cunningham. One Vol.

DUNCAN (SARA JEANNETTE: Mrs. Everard Cotes), WORKS BY.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.


AN AMERICAN GIRL IN LONDON. With 80 Illustrations by H. Townsend.

THE SIMPLE ADVENTURES OF A MEMSAHIB. Illustrated by F. H. Townsend.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

A DAUGHTER OF TO-DAY. (Shortly.

DYER (T. F. Thiselton, M.A.).—THE FOLK-LORE OF PLANTS.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

EARLY ENGLISH POETS. Edited, with Introductions and Annotations, by Rev. A. B. Grosart, D.D. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 6s. per Volume.

FLETCHER'S (GILES) COMPLETE POEMS. One Vol.

DAVIES' (SIR JOHN) COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS. Two Vols.

HERRICK'S (ROBERT) COMPLETE COLLECTED POEMS. Three Vols.

SIDNEY'S (SIR PHILIP) COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS. Three Vols.

EDGCUMBE (E. R. Pearce).—ZEPHYRUS: A Holiday in Brazil and on the River Plate. With 41 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.


EDWARDES (MRS. ANNIE), NOVELS BY.

A POINT OF HONOUR. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

ARCHIE LOVELL. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

EDWARDS (ELIEZER).—WORDS, FACTS, AND PHRASES: A Dictionary of Quaint Matters. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

EDWARDS (M. BETHAM-), NOVELS BY.

KITY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

FELICIA. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

EGERTON (REV. J. C.).—SUSSEX FOLK AND SUSSEX WAYS.

With Introduction by Rev. Dr. H. Wace, and 4 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cloth ex., 5s.

EGGLESTON (EDWARD).—ROXY: A Novel. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.


EWALD (ALEX. CHARLES, F.S.A.), WORKS BY.

THE LIFE and TIMES of PRINCE CHARLES STUART, Count of Albany (THE YOUNG PRETENDER). With a Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

STORIES FROM THE STATE PAPERS. With an Autotype. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

EYES, OUR: How to Preserve Them from Infancy to Old Age. By John Browning, F.R.A.S. With 70 Illusts. Twenty-fourth Thousand. Cr. 8vo, 1s.

FAMILIAR SHORT SAYINGS of GREAT MEN. By Samuel Arthur Bent, A.M. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

FARADAY (MICHAEL), WORKS BY.


FARRER (J. ANSON), WORKS BY.

MILITARY MANNERS and CUSTOMS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

WAR: Three Essays, reprinted from "Military Manners." Cr. 8vo, 1s.; cl., 1s. 6d.

FENN (G. MANVILLE), NOVELS BY.

THE NEW MISTRESS. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 3s. 6d. each.

WITNESS TO THE DEED. | THE TIGER LILY. | THE WHITE VIRGIN. [Shortly.
**FIN-BEC—THE CUPBOARD PAPERS**: Observations on the Art of Living and Dining. Post 8vo, cloth limp, **2s. 6d.**

**FIREWORKS, THE COMPLETE ART OF MAKING**: or, The Pyrotechnist’s Treasury. By Thomas Kentish. With 269 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cl., **5s.**


**FITZGERALD (PERCY), WORKS BY.**
- The World Behind the Scenes. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, **3s. 6d.**
- Little Essays: Passages from Letters of Charles Lamb. Post 8vo, cl., **2s. 6d.**
- A Day’s Tour: Journey through France and Belgium. With Sketches. Cr. 4to, **1s.**
- Fatal Zero. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, **3s. 6d.;** post 8vo, illustrated boards, **2s.**
- Bella Donna. Lady of Brantome. The Second Mrs. Tillotson. Polly. Never Forgotten. Seventy-five Brooke Street. Life of James Boswell (of Auchinleck). With an Account of his Sayings, Doings, and Writings; and Four Portraits. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, **24s.**
- The Savoy Opera. With 60 Illustrations and Portraits. Cr. 8vo, cloth, **3s. 6d.**

**FLAMMARION (CAMILLE), WORKS BY.**
- Popular Astronomy: A General Description of the Heavens. Translated by J. Ellard Gore, F.R.A.S. With 3 Plates and 288 Illusts. Medium 8vo, cloth, **16s.**
- Urania: A Romance. With 87 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, **5s.**

**FLETCHER’S (GILES, B.D.) COMPLETE POEMS**: Christ’s Victories in Heaven, Christ’s Victories on Earth, Christ’s Triumph over Death, and Minor Poems. With Notes by Rev. A. B. Grosart, D.D. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, **6s.**

**FONBLANQUE (ALBANY).—FILTHY LUCRE.** Post 8vo, illust. bds., **2s.**

**FRANCILLON (R. E.), NOVELS BY.**
- Crown 8vo, cloth extra, **3s. 6d.** each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, **2s.** each.
  - One by One. | A Real Queen. | King or Knaves?
  - A Dog and His Shadow. |
- Esther’s Glove. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, **1s.**

**FREDERIC (HAROLD), NOVELS BY.**
- Seth’s Brother’s Wife. | The Lawton Girl. | Post 8vo, illust. bds., **2s.** each.

**FRENCH LITERATURE, A HISTORY OF.** By Henry Van Laun. Three Vols., demy 8vo, cloth boards, **7s. 6d.** each.

**FRISWELL (HAIN).—ONE OF TWO**: A Novel. Post 8vo, illust. bds., **2s.**

**FROST (THOMAS), WORKS BY.**
- Crown 8vo, cloth extra, **3s. 6d.** each.

**FRY’S (HERBERT) ROYAL GUIDE TO THE LONDON CHARITIES.** Edited by John Lane. Published Annually. Crown 8vo, cloth, **1s. 6d.**

**GARDENING BOOKS.**
- Post 8vo, **1s.** each; cloth limp, **1s. 6d.** each.
  - A Year’s Work in Garden and Greenhouse. By George Glenny.
  - The Garden That Paid the Rent. By Tom Jerrold.
  - My Garden Wild. By Francis G. Heath. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, **6s.**

**GARRETT (EDWARD).—THE CAPEL GIRLS**: A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, **3s. 6d.;** post 8vo, illustrated boards, **2s.**

**GAULT (PAUL).—THE RED SHIRTS**: A Story of the Revolution. Translated by J. A. J. de Villiers. Crown 8vo, cloth, **3s. 6d.**

**GENTLEMAN’S ANNUAL, THE.** Published Annually in November. **1s.**
GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE, THE. 1s. Monthly. With Stories, Articles upon Literature, Science, and Art, and "TABLE TALK" by SYLVANUS URBAN.

GERMAN POPULAR STORIES. Collected by the Brothers Grimm and Translated by EDGAR TAYLOR. With Introduction by JOHN RUSKIN, and 22 Steel Plates after GEORGE CRIUKSHANK. Square 8vo, cloth, 6s. 6d.; gilt edges, 7s. 6d.

GIBBON (CHARLES), NOVELS BY.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards. 2s. each.

GIBNEY (SOMERVILLE).—SENTENCED! Cr. 8vo, 1s.; cl., 1s. 6d.

GILBERT (WILLIAM), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards. 2s. each.

GILBERT (W. S.), ORIGINAL PLAYS BY. Three Series, 2s. 6d. each.

GILBERT (WILLIAM).—THE WIZARD OF THE MOUNTAIN. JAMES DUKE, COSTERMONGER.

GLANVILLE (ERNEST), NOVELS BY.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

GLANVILLE (ERNEST).—LIVES OF THE NECROMANCERS. Post 8vo, cloth limp. 2s.

GOLDEN TREASURY OF THOUGHT, THE: An Encyclopaedia of Quotations. Edited by THEODORE TAYLOR. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 7s. 6d.

GONTAUNT, MEMOIRS OF THE DUCHESS DE (Gouvernante to the Children of France), 1773-1836. With Photogravure Frontispieces. Two Vols., small demy 8vo, cloth extra. 21s.

GOODMAN (E. J.).—THE FATE OF HERBERT WAYNE. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

GRAHAM (LEONARD).—THE PROFESSOR'S WIFE: A Story. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover. 1s.

GREEKS AND ROMANS, THE LIFE OF THE, described from Antique Monuments. By ERNST GÜHL and W. KONER. Edited by Dr. F. HUEFFER. With 545 Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, cloth extra. 7s. 6d.

GREVILLE (HENRY), NOVELS BY:
NIKANOR. Translated by ELIZA E. CHASE. With 8 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
A NOBLE WOMAN. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editors</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GREENWOOD (JAMES), WORKS BY.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE WILDS OF LONDON.</td>
<td></td>
<td>LOW-LIFE DEEPS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRiffith (Cecil).—CORINthIA MArAZIoN: A Novel.</strong></td>
<td>Crown 8vo, extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grundy (Sydney).—THE DAYS OF HIS VANITY:</strong></td>
<td>A Passage in the Life of a Young Man. Crown 8vo, extra, 3s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HABBerton (John, Author of &quot;Helen's Babies&quot;), NOVELs By.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post 8vo, illustrated boards 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B RueToN'S BAYOU.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>COUNTRY LUCK.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAir, THE:</strong> Its Treatment in Health, Weakness, and Disease.</td>
<td>Translated from the German of Dr. J. Pincus. Crown 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAKe (Dr. Thomas Gordon), POEMS BY.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 6s. each.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW SYMBOLS.</td>
<td>Legends of the Morrow.</td>
<td>The Serpent Play.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAIllen (MRS. S. C.).—SKETCHES OF IRISH CHARACTER.</strong></td>
<td>With numerous Illustrations on Steel and Wood by Macilse, Gilbert, Harvey, and George Cruikshank. Small demy 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAlLIDAY (ANdrew).—Every-Day PaPERS.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post 8vo, 2s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HANDWRITING, THE PHILOSOPHY OF.</strong></td>
<td>With over 100 Facsimiles and Explanatory Text. By Don Felix de Salamanca. Post 8vo, cloth limp. 2s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HANKY-PANKY:</strong> Easy Tricks, White Magic, Sleight of Hand, &amp;c.</td>
<td>Edited by W. H. Cremer. With 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 4s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HARy (LADY DUFFUS).—PAUL WYNTER'S SACRIFICE.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>2s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HARy (Thomas).—UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE.</strong></td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with Portrait and 15 Illustrations, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HARPER (CHarLes G.)., WORKS By.</strong></td>
<td>Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 16s. each.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE BRIGHTON ROAD.</strong></td>
<td>With Photogravure Frontispiece and 90 Illustrations. From Paddington to Penzance: The Record of a Summer Tramp. 105 Illus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HArwood (J. BERwick).—THE TENTH EARL.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HaweIs (MRS. H. R.)., WORKS By.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Square 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ART OF BEAUTY.</td>
<td>With Coloured Frontispiece and 97 Illustrations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ART OF DECORATION.</td>
<td>With Coloured Frontispiece and 74 Illustrations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ART OF DRESS.</td>
<td>With 32 Illustrations. Post 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ChauCER For SCHOOLS.</strong></td>
<td>Demy 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAUcer For Children.</td>
<td>13 Illus. (8 Coloured). Sm. 4to, cl. extra. 3s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HaweLs (Sir ARThUR), WORKS By.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HawtheRnE (JULIAn), NOVELs By.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GaRTH.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>ELLICe QUeNTIN.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S EBASTIAN STROME.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>BEATRIX RANDOLPH.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FoRTUNE'S FOOl.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>DUST.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MISS CADOGNA.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>LOVE-OR A NAME.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRS. GAINSBOROUGH'S DIAMONDS.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Facap. 8vo, illustrated cover, 1s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HawtheRnE (nATHANIEL).—OUR OLD HOME.</strong></td>
<td>Annotated with Passages from the Author's Note-books, and Illustrated with 31 Photogravures Two Vols., crown 8vo. buckram, gilt top, 15s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEAtheR (FRANcIS GEoRGE).—M Y GARDEN WILD, AND WHAT I GREW THERE.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 6s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HElps (SIR ARTHUR), WORKS By.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AnIMALs AND THEIR MASTERS.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>SOCIAL PRESSURE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IVAN DE BIROn: A Novel.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 3s. 6d. post 8vo, illustrated bds, 2s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGATHA PAGE: A Novel</td>
<td>Henderson (Isaac)</td>
<td>Crown 8vo</td>
<td>cloth extra, 3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUJUB THE JUGGLER</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 Illusts. by Stanley L. Wood</td>
<td>Presentation Ed., 5s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOROTHY'S DOUBLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAT OTHER PERSON</td>
<td>Thorncroft's Model</td>
<td>Post 8vo</td>
<td>illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth extra, 2s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS. JULIET</td>
<td>Hunt (Mrs.)</td>
<td>Crown 8vo</td>
<td>cloth extra, 3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNGERFORD (MRS., Author of &quot;Molly Bawn,&quot;), NOVELS BY</td>
<td>HUNGERFORD</td>
<td>Post 8vo</td>
<td>illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A MAIDEN ALL FORLORN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In Durance Vile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A MENTAL STRUGGLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A Modern Circe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADY VERNER'S FLIGHT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE RED-HOUSE MYSTERY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LEADER CASKET</td>
<td>Hunt (Mrs. Alfred)</td>
<td>Crown 8vo</td>
<td>cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELF-CONDEMNED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAT OTHER PERSON</td>
<td>Thorncroft's Model</td>
<td>Post 8vo</td>
<td>illustrated, boards, 2s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRS. JULIET</td>
<td></td>
<td>Crown 8vo</td>
<td>cloth extra, 3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hunt's (Leigh) Essays: A Tale for a Chimney Corner, &c.
Edited by Edmund Ollier. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bd., 2s.

Hutchison (W. M.).—Hints on Colt-Breaking. With 25 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.


Idler (The): A Monthly Magazine. Profusely Illustr. 6d. Monthly. The first five vols. now ready, cl. extra, 5s. each; cases for binding, 1s. 6d. each.

Indoor Paupers. By One of Them. Crown 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

Ingeelow (Jean).—Fated to be Free. Post 8vo, illustrated bds., 2s.

Innkeeper's Handbook (The) and Licensed Victualler's Manual. By J. Trevor-Davies. Crown 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

Irish Wit and Humour, Songs of. Collected and Edited by A. Perceval Graves. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

James (C. T. C.).—A Romance of the Queen's Hounds. Post 8vo, picture cover, 1s.; cloth limp, 1s. 6d.

Jameson (William).—My Dead Self. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth, 2s. 6d.

Japp (Alex. H., LL.D.).—Dramatic Pictures, Sonnets, &c. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s.

Jay (Harriett), Novels by. The Dark Colleen. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.


Jennings (Henry J.), Works by. Curiosities of Criticism. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Lord Tennyson: A Biographical Sketch. Post 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

Jerome (Jerome K.), Books by.
Stageland. With 64 Illusts. by J. Bernard Partridge. Fcap. 4to, pict. cov., 1s.
John Ingerfield, &c. With 9 Illusts. by A. S. Boyd and John Gulich. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, 1s. 6d.

Jerrold (Douglas).—The Barber's Chair; and The Hedge-Hog Letters. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.


Jesse (Edward).—Scenes and Occupations of a Country Life. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.


Crowns and Coronations: A History of Regalia. With 100 Illustrations.

Jonson's (Ben) Works. With Notes Critical and Explanatory, and a Biographical Memoir by William Gifford. Edited by Colonel Cunningham. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.


Kempt (Robert).—Pencil and Palette: Chapters on Art and Artists. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
KERSHAW (MARK).—COLONIAL FACTS & FICTIONS: Humorous Sketches. Post 8vo, illustrated boards. 2s.; cloth. 2s. 6d.

KEYSER (ARTHUR).—CUT BY THE MESS: A Novel. Crown 8vo, picture cover. 1s.; cloth limp. 1s. 6d.

KING (R. ASHE), NOVELS BY. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d. ea.; post 8vo, bds., 2s. ea. A DRAWN GAME. “THE WEARING OF THE GREEN.” Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

PASSION’S SLAVE. | BELL BARRY.

KNIGHT (WILLIAM, M.R.C.S., and EDWARD, L.R.C.P.).—THE PATIENT’S YADE MECUM: How to Get Most Benefit from Medical Advice. Crown 8vo, 1s.; cloth limp, 1s. 6d.

KNIGHTS (THE) OF THE LION: A Romance of the Thirteenth Century. Edited, with an Introduction, by the MARQUES OF LORNE, K.T. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex. 6s.

LAMB’S (CHARLES) COMPLETE WORKS, in Prose and Verse, including “Poetry for Children” and “Prique Dorus.” Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by R. H. SHEPHERD. With Two Portraits and Facsimile of a page of the “Essay on Roast Pig.” Crown 8vo, half-bound, 7s. 6d.

THE ESSAYS OF ELIA. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

LITTLE ESSAYS: Sketches and Characters by CHARLES LAMB, selected from his Letters by PERCY FITZGERALD. Post 8vo, cloth limp. 2s. 6d.

THE DRAMATIC ESSAYS OF CHARLES LAMB. With Introduction and Notes by BRANDER MATTHEWS, and Steel-plate Portrait. Fcap. 8vo, hf.-bd., 2s. 6d.

LANDOR (WALTER SAVAGE).—CITATION AND EXAMINATION OF WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE, &c., before Sir THOMAS LUCY, touching Deer-stealing, 19th September, 1582. To which is added, A CONFERENCE OF MASTER EDMUND SPENSER with the Earl of Essex, touching the State of Ireland, 1595. Fcap. 8vo, half-Roxburghe. 2s. 6d.

LANE (EDWARD WILLIAM).—THE THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS, commonly called in England THE ARABIAN NIGHTS’ ENTERTAINMENTS. Translated from the Arabic, with Notes. Illustrated by many hundred Engravings from Designs by HARVEY. Edited by EDWARD STANLEY POOLE. With a Preface by STANLEY POOLE. Three Vols., demy 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

LARWOOD (JACOB), WORKS BY.

THE STORY OF THE LONDON PARKS. With Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra. 3s. 6d.

ANECDOTES OF THE CLERGY. Post 8vo, laid paper, half-bound. 2s.

FORENSIC ANECDOTES. | THEATRICAL ANECDOTES.

LEHMANN (R. C.), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, pict. cover, 1s. ea.; cloth, 1s. 6d. ea.


LEIGH (HENRY S.), WORKS BY.

CAROLS OF COCKAYNE. Printed on hand-made paper, bound in buckram. 5s.

JEUX D’ESPRIT. Edited by HENRY S. LEIGH. Post 8vo, cloth limp. 2s. 6d.

LEPELLETIER (EDMOND).—MADAME SANS-GÈNE. Translated from the French by J. A. J. DE VILLIERS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 3s. 6d.

LEYS (JOHN).—THE LINDSAYS: A Romance. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

LINTON (E. LYNN), WORKS BY.

WITCH STORIES. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each. OURSELVES: ESSAYS ON WOMEN.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

PATRICIA KEMBALL | ONE.

ATONEMENT OF LEAM DUNDAS.

THE WORLD WELL LOST. "MY LOVE!” | SOWING THE WIND.

PASTON CAREW, Millionaire & Miser.

THE REBEL OF THE FAMILY. | WITH A SILKEN THREAD.

THE ONE TOO MANY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 3s. 6d.

FREESHOOTING: Extracts from: Works of MRS. LINTON. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

LONGFELLOW’S POETICAL WORKS. With numerous Illustrations on Steel and Wood. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 7s. 6d.

LUCY (HENRY W.).—GIDEON FLEYCE: A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
MACALPINE (avery), novels by.
- Teresa Itasca. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 1s.
- Broken Wings. With 6 illus. by W. J. Hennessy. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

McCarthy (Justin, M.P.), works by.
- A History of our own times, from the Accession of Queen Victoria to the General Election of 1886. Four Vols. de luxe 8vo, cloth extra, 12s. each. — Also a Popular Edition, in Four Vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each. — And a Jubilee Edition, with an Appendix of Events to the end of 1886, in Two Vols., large crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.
- A short history of our own times. One Vol., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. — Also a Cheap Popular Edition, post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
- A history of the Four Georges. Four Vols. de luxe 8vo, cloth extra, 12s. each.

Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s. each; cl. limp, 2s. 6d. each.

The Waterdale Neighbours. Miss Misanthrope.

My Enemy's Daughter. Donna Quixote.

A Fair Saxon. The Comet of a Season.

Linley Rochford. Maid of Athens.


The Dictator. RED DIAMONDS.


McCarthy (Justin Huntly), works by.
- An Outline of the History of Ireland. Crown 8vo, Is.; cloth, 1s. 6d.
- Ireland Since the Union: Irish History, 1798-1886. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Hafiz in London: Poems. Small 8vo, gold cloth, 3s. 6d.

Harlequinade: Poems. Small 4to, Japanese vellum, 8s.

Our Sensation novel. Crown 8vo, picture cover, 1s.; cloth limp, 1s. 6d.

Doom! An Atlantic Episode. Crown 8vo, picture cover, 1s.

Dolly: A Sketch. Crown 8vo, picture cover, 1s.; cloth limp, 1s. 6d.

Lily Lass: A Romance. Crown 8vo, picture cover, 1s.; cloth limp, 1s. 6d.

The Thousand and One Days: Persian Tales. With 2 Photogravures by Stanley L. Wood. Two Vols., crown 8vo, half-bound, 12s.

A London Legend. Three Vols., crown 8vo, 15s. net. [Shortly.

Maccoll (Hugh), novels by.
- Mr. Strangr's Sealed Packet. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
- Ednor Whitlock. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Macdonald (George, LL.D.), works by.
- Works of Fancy and Imagination. Ten Vols., 16mo, cl., gilt edges, in cloth case, 15s. Or the Vols. may be had separately, in grolier cl., at 2s. 6d. each.


"IV. Parables. — Ballads. — Scotch Songs.


"VIII. The Light Princess. — The Giant's Heart. — Shadows.


Poetical Works of George Macdonald. Collected and arranged by the Author. 2 vols., crown 8vo, buckram, 12s.

A Threefold Cord. Edited by George Macdonald. Post 8vo, cloth, 5s.

Heather and Snow: A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Phantastes: A Faerie Romance. With 25 Illustrations by J. Bell. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Lilith: A Romance. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. [Shortly.

Macdonell (Agnes). — Quaker Cousins: A Novel. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Macgregor (Robert). — Pastimes and Players: Notes on Popular Games. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Mackay (Charles, LL.D.). — Interludes and Undertones; or, Music at Twilight. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
MACLISE PORTRAIT GALLERY (THE) OF ILLUSTRIOUS LITERARY CHARACTERS: 85 PORTRAITS; with Memoirs—Biographical, Critical, Bibliographical, and Anecdotal—illustrative of the Literature of the former half of the Present Century, by WILLIAM BATES, B.A. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

MACQUOID (MRS.). WORKS BY. Square 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.

THE ARDENNES. With 50 Illustrations by THOMAS R. MACQUOID.
PICTURES AND LEGENDS FROM NORMANDY AND BRITTANY. 34 Illustrations, Through Normandy. With 92 Illustrations by T. R. MACQUOID, and a Map.
THROUGH BRITTANY. With 35 Illustrations by T. R. MACQUOID, and a Map.
ABOUT YORKSHIRE. With 67 Illustrations by T. R. MACQUOID.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
THE EVIL EYE, and other Stories. | LOST ROSE.


MAGIC LANTERN, THE, and its Management: including full Practical Directions. By T. C. HEPWORTH. 10 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

Magna Charta: An Exact Facsimile of the Original in the British Museum, 3 feet by 2 feet, with Arms and Seals emblazoned in Gold and Colours, 5s.

MALLOW (W. H.). WORKS BY.

THE NEW REPUBLIC. Post 8vo, picture cover, 2s.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
THE NEW PAUL & VIRGINIA: Positivism on an Island. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
POEMS. Small 8vo, parchment, 8s.
IS LIFE WORTH LIVING? Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
A ROMANCE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

MALLORY (SIR THOMAS).—MORT D'ARTHUR: The Stories of King Arthur and of the Knights of the Round Table. (A Selection.) Edited by B. MONTGOMERIE RANKING. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

MARK TWAIN, WORKS BY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

THE CHOICE WORKS OF MARK TWAIN. Revised and Corrected throughout by the Author. With Life, Portrait, and numerous Illustrations.
ROUGHING IT, and INNOCENTS AT HOME. With 200 Illusts. by F. A. FRASER.
MARK TWAIN'S LIBRARY OF HUMOUR. With 197 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra (illustrated), 7s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illus. boards, 2s. each.

THE INNOCENTS ABROAD; or, New Nervous's Progress. With 234 Illustrations. (The Two-Shilling Edition is entitled MARK TWAIN'S PLEASURE TRIP.)

THE GILDED AGE. By MARK TWAIN and C. D. WARNER. With 212 Illustrations.
THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER. With 111 Illustrations.
A TRAMP ABROAD. With 314 Illustrations.
THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER. With 190 Illustrations.
LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI. With 300 Illustrations.
ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. With 174 Illusts. by E. W. KEMBLE.
A YANKEE AT THE COURT OF KING ARTHUR With 220 Illusts. by BEARD.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

THE STOLEN WHITE ELEPHANT. MARK TWAIN'S SKETCHES.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

THE AMERICAN CLAIMANT. With 8r Illustrations by HAL HURST, &c.
THE £1,000,000 BANK NOTE, and other New Stories.
TOM SAWYER ABROAD. With 26 Illustrations by DAN BEARD.
PUD'NHEAR WILLSON. With Portrait and Six Illustrations by LOUIS LOEB.

MARKS (H. S., R.A.), PEN AND PENCIL SKETCHES BY. With 4 Photogravures and 126 Illustrations. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 32s.

MARLOWE'S WORKS. Including his Translations. Edited, with Notes and Introductions, by Col. CUNNINGHAM. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

MARRYAT (FLORENCE), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illus. boards, 2s. each.

A HARVEST OF WILD OATS. FIGHTING THE AIR.
OPEN! SESAME! WRITTEN IN FIRE.

MASSINGER'S PLAYS. From the Text of WILLIAM GIFFORD. Edited by Col. CUNNINGHAM. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
MASTERMAN (J.).—HALF-A-DOZEN DAUGHTERS: A Novel. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

MATTHEWS (BRANDER).—A SECRET OF THE SEA, &c. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

MAYHEW (HENRY).—LONDON CHARACTERS & THE HUMOROUS SIDE OF LONDON LIFE. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

MEADE (L. T.)., NOVELS BY.
A SOLDIER OF FORTUNE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. [Shortly.
IN AN IRON GRIP. Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 10s. net.

MERRICK (LEONARD).—THE MAN WHO WAS GOOD. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

MEXICAN MUSTANG (ON A), through Texas to the Rio Grande. By A. E. Sweet and J. Armoy Knox. With 265 Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

MIDDLEMASS (JEAN), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 3s. ea.; cl., 3s. Od. ea.; A GAME OF BLUFF. I A SONG OF SIXPENCE.

MILLER (MRS. F. FENWICK).—PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG; or, The House of Life. With Illustrations, Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.


MOLESWORTH (MRS.), NOVELS BY.
HATHERCOURT RECTORY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. THAT GIRL IN BLACK. Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.

MOORE (THOMAS), WORKS BY.
THE EPICOEAN; and ALCIPHRON. Post 8vo, half-bound, 2s. PROSE AND VERSE. With Suppressed Passages from the MEMOIRS OF LORD BYRON. Edited by R. H. SHEPHERD. With Portrait. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 7s. 6d.

MUDDOCK (J. E.), STORIES BY.
STORIES WEIRD AND WONDERFUL. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.; cloth, 2s. 6d. THE DEAD MAN'S SECRET: or, The Valley of Gold. With Frontispiece by F. BARNARD. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

MUIR (D. CHRISTIE)., NOVELS BY.
A LIFE'S ATONEMENT. JOSEPH'S COAT. GOALS OF FIRE. YAL STRANGE. | HEARTS. WAY OF THE WORLD. A MODEL FATHER. OLD BLAZER'S HERO. CYNIC FORTUNE. | A BIT OF HUMAN NATURE. FIRST PERSON SINGULAR. BOB MARTIN'S Little GIRL.

MURRAY (D. CHRISTIE) & HENRY HERMAN, WORKS BY.
One TRAVELLER RETURNS. | PAUL JONES'S ALIAS. | THE BISHOPS' BIBLE.

MURRAY (HENRY), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s. ea.; cl., 2s. 6d. ea. A GAME OF BLUFF. I A SONG OF SIXPENCE.

NEWBOLT (HENRY).—TAKEN FROM THE ENEMY. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, 1s. 6d.
NISBET (HUME), BOOKS BY.
"BAIL UP!" Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
DR. BERNARD ST. VINCENT. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
LESSONS IN ART. With 27 illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 2s. 6d.
WHERE ART BEGINS. With 27 Illustrations. Square 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

NORRIS (W. E.).—ST. ANN'S: A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
O'hanlon (alice), Novels By.
The Unforeseen. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

O'NET (GEORGES), NOVELS BY.
A WEIRD GIFT. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, picture boards, 2s.

OLIPHANT (MRS.), NOVELS BY.
THE PRIMROSE PATH. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
WHITE-LADIES. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

O'REILLY (HARRINGTON).—LIFE AMONG THE AMERICAN INDIANS: Fifty Years on the Trail. 100 Illusts. by P. FRENZENY. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

O'REILLY (MRS.).—PHÖBE'S FORTUNES. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

OUIDA, NOVELS BY.
HELD IN BONDAGE. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s. each.
TRICOTRIN. A DOG OF FLANDERS. 2vols. FOLLE-FARINE. 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s. each.
STRATHMORE. | MOTHS. | PIPISTRELLO. | A DOG OF FLANDERS. &c. WITH SIX ILLUSTRATIONS BY EDMUND H. GARRETT.
CHANDOS. | A VILLAGE COMMUNE. | IN MAREMMA.
CECIL CASTLEMAINE'S GAGE. | BIMBI. | SYRLIN.
FUCK. | WANDA. | FRESCOES. | OTHEMAR.
| IDALIA. | PRINCESS NAPRAKINE. | GUILDEROY. | RUFFINO.
| ARIADNE. | GUILDEROY. WITH NINE ILLUSTRATIONS BY EDMUND H. GARRETT.
| FRIENDSHIP. | TWO OFFENDERS. SQUARE 8VO, CLOTH, 6S.; CROWN 8VO, CLOTH, 3s. 6d.; POST 8VO, ILLUSTRATED BOARDS, 2S.
| SHOES. | WISDOM, WIT, AND PATHOS, SELECTED FROM THE WORKS OF OUIDA BY F. SYDNEY MORRIS. POST 8VO, CLOTH, 5S.; CHEAP EDITION, ILLUSTRATED BOARDS, 2S.
| IN A WINTER CITY. | THE MISTERY OF MIRBRIDGE.
| TWO LITTLE WOODEN SHOES. | THE WORD AND THE WILL.
| THE GENET'S PRINCESS. | THE BURNT MILLION.

PAGE (H. A.), WORKS BY.
THOREAU: His Life and Aims. | SUNNY STORIES.
With Portraits. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

ANIMAL ANECDOTES. Arranged on a New Principle. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

PAYN (JAMES), NOVELS BY.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
LOST SIR MASSINGBERD. | FROM EXILE. | HOLIDAY TASKS.
WALTER'S WORD. | THE CANON'S WARD. |
[ED. | THE TALK OF THE TOWN. |
LESS BLACK THAN WE'RE PAINTED. | GLOW-WORM TALES. |
BY PROXY. | THE MYSTERY OF MIRBRIDGE. |
FOR CASH ONLY. | THE WORD AND THE WILL.
HIGH SPIRITS. | THE BURNT MILLION.
UNDER ONE ROOF. | SUNNY STORIES.
A CONFIDENTIAL AGENT. | FOUND DEAD.
A GRAPE FROM A THORN. | Gwendoline's Harvest.

HUMOROUS STORIES.
THE FOSTER BROTHERS. | A MARINE RESIDENCE.
THE FAMILY SCAPEGRACE. | MIRK ABBEY.
MARRIED BENEATH HIM. | SOME PRIVATE VIEWS.
BENTINCK'S TUTOR. | NOT WOODED, BUT WON.
A PERFECT TREASURE. | TWO HUNDRED POUNDS REWARD.
A COUNTY FAMILY. | THE BEST OF HUSBANDS.
LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON. | HALVES.
A WOMAN'S VENGEANCE. | FALLEN FORTUNES.
CARLYON'S YEAR; CECIL'S TRYST. | WHAT HE COST HER.
MURPHY'S MASTER. | KIT: A MEMORY.
AT HER MERCY. | A PRINCE OF THE BLOOD.
THE CLYFFARDS OF CLYFFE. | CROWN 8VO, CLOTH, 3S. 6D. EACH.

A TRYING PATIENT. &c. WITH A FRONTISPICE BY STANLEY L. WOOD.

PAYN (JAMES), NOVELS BY.
IN PERIL AND PRIVATION: Stories of Marine Adventure. With 17 Illustrations.
NOTES FROM THE "NEWS." Crown 8vo, portrait cover, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pandurang Hari; or, Memoirs of a Hindoo.</td>
<td>Bartle Frere</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pascal's Provincial Letters.</td>
<td>T. McCrie, D.D.</td>
<td>Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul (Margaret A.).—Gentle and Simple.</td>
<td>Helen Paterson</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennell (H. Cholmondeley), Works by.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post 8vo, cl, 2s. 6d. each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plutarch's Lives of Illustrious Men.</td>
<td></td>
<td>With Notes and Life of Plutarch by J. and Wm. Langhorne. Portraits. Two Vols., demy 8vo, 10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poe's (Edgar Allan) Choice Works, in Prose and Poetry.</td>
<td>Chas. Baudelaire, Portrait, and Facsimiles.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pursuivant of Arms.</td>
<td>Mrs. Mackarness</td>
<td>Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Romance of a Station.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Outlaw and Lawmaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plutarch's Lives of Illustrious Men.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Soul of Countess Adrian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plutarch's Lives of Illustrious Men.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fashion and Want of Science Workers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price (E. C.), Novels by.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princess Olga.—Radna: A Novel.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pryce (Richard).—Miss Maxwell's Affections.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rambousson (J.).—Popular. Astronomy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riddell (Mrs. J. H.), Novels by.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rives (Amelie).—Barbara Dering: A Sequel to &quot;The Quick or the Dead?&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
READE (CHARLES), NOVELS BY.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, illustrated, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illust. bd., 2s. each.
PEG WOFFINGTON. Illustrated by S. L. Fildes, R.A.—Also a Pocket Edition, set in New Type, in Elzevir style, fcap. 8vo, half-leather, 2s. 6d. — And a Cheap Popular Edition of Peg Woffington and Christie Johnstone, the two Stories in One Volume, medium 8vo. 6d.; cloth, 1s.
CHRISTIE JOHNSTONE. Illustrated by William Small.—Also a Pocket Edition, set in New Type, in Elzevir style, fcap. 8vo, half-leather, 2s. 6d.
IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO MEND. Illustrated by G. J. Pinwell.—Also the Cheap Popular Edition, medium 8vo, portrait cover, 6d.; cloth, 1s.
COUSEN WRIGHT THE LOVE NEVER DID RUN SMOOTH. Illustr. Helen Paterson.
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A THIEF, &c. Illustrated by Matt Stretch.
LOVE ME LITTLE, LOVE ME LONG. Illustrated by M. Ellen Edwards.
THE CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH. Illustrated by Charles Keene.—Also the Elzevir Edition, with an Introduction by Walter Besant, 4 vols., post 8vo, each with Frontispiece, cloth extra, gilt top, 14s. the set; and the Cheap Popular Edition, medium 8vo, 6d.; cloth, 1s.

HARD CASH. Illustrated by F. W. Lawson.
FOUL PLAY. Illustrated by George Du Maurier.
PUT YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE. Illustrated by Robert Barnes.
A TERRIBLE TEMPTATION. Illustrated by Edward Hughes and A. W. Cooper.
A COURSE OF TRUE LOVE NEVER DID RUN SMOOTH. Illustrated by Kate Cruafrud.
THE WANDERING HEIR. Illust. by H. Paterson, S. L. Fildes, C. Green, &c.
A WOMAN-HATER. Illustrated by Thomas Couldery.
SINGLEHEART AND DOUBLEFACE. Illustrated by P. Macnab.
GOOD STORIES OF MEN AND OTHER ANIMALS. Illust. by E. A. Abbey, &c.
THE JILT, and other Stories. Illustrated by Joseph Nash.
A PERILOUS SECRET. Illustrated by Fred. Barnard.
READIANA. With a Steel-plate Portrait of Charles Reade.

BIBLE CHARACTERS: Studies of David, Paul, &c. Fcap. 8vo, leatherette, 1s.
SELECTIONS FROM THE WORKS OF CHARLES READE. Crown 8vo, with Portrait, buckram, 6s.; post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

RIMMER (ALFRED), WORKS BY. Square 8vo, cloth gilt, 7s. 6d. each.
OUR OLD COUNTRY TOWNS. With 55 Illustrations.
RAMBLES ROUND IETON AND HARROW. With 50 Illustrations.
ABOUT ENGLAND WITH DICKENS. With 58 Illusts. by C. A. Vanderhoof, &c.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. By Daniel Defoe. (Major’s Edition.) With 37 Illustrations by George Cruikshank. Post 8vo, half-bound, 2s.

ROBINSON (F. W.), NOVELS BY.
WOMEN ARE STRANGE. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
THE HANDS OF JUSTICE. Cr. 8vo, cloth ex., 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illust. bd., 2s.

ROBINSON (PHIL), WORKS BY.
THE POETS’ BIRDS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.
THE POETS’ BEASTS.
THE POETS AND NATURE: REPTILES, FISHES, AND INSECTS.

ROCHEFOUCAULD’S MAXIMS AND MORAL REFLECTIONS. With Notes, and an Introductory Essay by Sainte-Beuve. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

ROLL OF BATTLE ABBEY, THE: A List of the Principal Warriors who came from Normandy with William the Conqueror. Handsomely printed. 5s.

ROSENGARTEN (A.).—HANDBOOK OF ARCHITECTURAL STYLES. Translated by W. Collett-Sandars. With 639 Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

ROWLEY (HON. HUGH), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. each.
PUNIANA: RIDDLES AND JOKES. With numerous Illustrations.

MORE PUNIANA. Profusely Illustrated.

RUSSELL (W. CLARK), BOOKS AND NOVELS BY:
Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each; post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. ea.

ROUND THE GALLEYIRE.
IN THE WHALE WATCH.
A VOYAGE TO THE CAPE.
A BOOK FOR THE HAMMOCK.
MYSTERY OF THE “OCEAN STAR.”
THE ROMANCE OF JENNY HARLOWE.
MY SHIPMATE LOUISE.
AN OCEAN TRAGEDY.

RUSSELL (W. CLARK), BOOKS AND NOVELS BY:
Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 3s. 6d. ea.; post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s. ea.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. ea.

ON THE FO’K’SLE HEAD. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
THE GOOD SHIP “MOHOCK.” Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 10s. net.
THE PHANTOM DEATH, &c. With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runciman (James), Stories by</td>
<td>Post 8vo, bds., 2s. ea.; cl., 2s. 6d. ea.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skippers and shellbacks, schools and scholars.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grace Balmaign's Sweetheart.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell (Dora). A country sweetheart.</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td>[Shortly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Aubyn (Alan), novels by</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s. each.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fellow of trinity. Note by Oliver Wendell Holmes and frontispiece.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The junior dean.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The master of St. Benedict's.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The old maid's sweetheart.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modest little sara.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To his own master.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheridan (General P. H.), personal memoirs of</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal memoirs of.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherard (R. M.).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret out, the.</td>
<td>8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guy waterman.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lion in the path.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The two dreamers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bound to the wheel.</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saunders (John), novels by</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret and Elizabeth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart salvage.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gideon's rock.</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan merryweather.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland yard, past and present: Experiences of 37 years. By</td>
<td></td>
<td>2s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-Chief-Inspector Cavanagh.</td>
<td>Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth, 2s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret out, the: One thousand tricks with cards; with entertaining experiments in drawing-room or &quot;white magic.&quot;</td>
<td>8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.</td>
<td>300 illustrations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With 300 illustrations.</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seguin (L. G.), works by</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The country of the passion play (oberammergau) and the highlands of Bavaria.</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.</td>
<td>With 2 Maps and 16 Illusts.</td>
<td>8vo, cloth extra, 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walks in algiers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior (Wm.). By stream and sea.</td>
<td>Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergeant (A.). Dr. Endicot's experiment.</td>
<td>2 vols., 10s., net.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakespeare for children: Lamb's tales from shakespeare.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With illusts., coloured and plain, by J. Moir Smith.</td>
<td>8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley (Percy Bysshe), the complete works in verse and prose of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five vols., crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3s. 6d. each.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poetical works, in three vols.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol. I. Introduction by the editor; Posthumous fragments of Margaret Nicholson; Shelley's correspondence with Stockdale; The Wandering Jew; Queen Mab, with the Notes; Alastor, and other Poems; Rosalind and Helen: Prometheus Unbound; Adonais, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol. III. Posthumous Poems: The Masque of Anarchy; and other Pieces.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prose works, in two vols.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol. I. The two Romances of Zastrozzi and St. Irvyne; The Dublin and Marlow pamphlets; A refutation of Deism; Letters to Leigh Hunt, and some minor writings and fragments.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol. II. The Essays; Letters from abroad; Translations and Fragments.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edited by Mrs. Shelley.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With a bibliography of Shelley, and an index of the prose works.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherard (R. H.). Rogues: A novel.</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, 1s. ; cloth, 1s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheridan (General P. H.), personal memoirs of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With portraits and facsimiles. Two vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 24s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHERIDAN'S (RICHARD BRINSLEY) COMPLETE WORKS. With Life and Anecdotes. Including his Dramatic Writings, his Works in Prose and Poetry, Translations, Speeches and Jokes. 10 Illusts. Cr. 8vo, hf.-bound, 7s. 6d.

THE RIVALS, THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL, and other Plays. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

SHERIDAN'S COMEDIES: THE RIVALS and THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL. Edited, with an Introduction and Notes to each Play, and a Biographical Sketch, by BRANDER MATTHEWS. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, half-parchment, 12s. 6d.

SIDNEY'S (SIR PHILIP) COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS, including all those in "Arcadia." With Portrait, Memorial-Introduction, Notes, &c. by the REV. A. B. GROSART, D.D. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth boards, 18s.

SIGNBOARDS: Their History. With Anecdotes of Famous Taverns and Remarkable Characters. By JACOB LARWOOD and JOHN CAMDEN HOTTEN. With Coloured Frontispiece and 94 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 9s. each.

SHELDON'S (RICHARD BRINSLEY) COMPLETE WORKS. With Life and Anecdotes. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 9s. each.

STEDMAN (E. C.), WORKS BY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 9s. each.

STEDMAN (HOWARD).—STANSTED: A Poetical Birthday Book. Royal 16mo, cloth extra, 2s. 6d.


SPEIGHT (T. W.), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

SPENCER FOR CHILDREN. By M. H. TOWRY. With Illustrations by WALTER J. MORGAN. Crown 4to, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

STARRY HEAVENS (T. A., LL.B.).—ELIZABETHAN DEMONOLOGY: A Poetical Birthday Book. Royal 16mo, cloth extra, 2s. 6d.

STAUNTON (HOWARD).—THE LAWS AND PRACTICE OF CHESS. With an Analysis of the Openings. Edited by ROBERT B. WORMALD. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

STEDMAN (E. C.), WORKS BY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 9s. each.
STERNDALE (R. ARMITAGE).—THE AFGHAN KNIFE: A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

STEVENS (R. LOUIS). WORKS BY. Post 8vo, cl. limp, 2s. 6d. each.
TRAVELS WITH A DONKEY. Seventh Edit. With a Frontis. by WALTER CRANE. AN INLAND VOYAGE. Fourth Edition. With a Frontispiece by WALTER CRANE.
Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, 6s. each.
FAMILIAR STUDIES OF MEN AND BOOKS. In Song. Crown 8vo, 7s.
VIRGINIBUS PUERISQUE, and other Papers. Seventh Edition. | BALLADS.
PRINCE OTTO. Seventh Edition.
ACROSS THE PLAINS, with other Memories and Essays.
NEW ARABIAN NIGHTS. Eleventh Edition. Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, 6s.; post 8vo, illustrated boards. 2s.
THE SUICIDE CLUB; AND THE RAJAH’S DIAMOND. (From New Ararian Nights.) With 8 Illustrations by W. J. HENNESSY. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.
THE EDINBURGH EDITION OF THE WORKS OF ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON. 20 Vols., demy 8vo, price £12 10s. net. Prospectuses and Specimens of this Edition (which is limited to 1,000 copies) may be had from any Bookseller. The Vols. are appearing at the rate of one a month, beginning November, 1894.

STODDARD (C. WARREN).—SUMMER CRUISING IN THE SOUTH SEAS. Illustrated by WALLIS MACKAY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.
STORIES FROM FOREIGN NOVELISTS. With Notices by HELEN and ALICE ZIMMERN. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
STRANGE MANUSCRIPT (A) FOUND IN A COPPER CYLINDER. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, with 19 Illustrs. by GILBERT GAUL, 5s. 3 post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.
STRANGE SECRETS. Told by CONAN DOYLE, PERCY FITZGERALD, FLORENCE MARYAT, &c. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

STRUTT (JOSEPH).—THE SPORTS AND PASTIMES OF THE PEOPLE OF ENGLAND; including the Rural and Domestic Recreations, May Games, Mummeries, Shows, &c., from the Earliest Period to the Present Time. Edited by WILLIAM HOPE. With 140 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

SWIFT’S (DEAN) CHOICE WORKS, in Prose and Verse. With Memoir, Portrait, and Facsimiles of the Maps in “Gulliver’s Travels.” Cr. 8vo, cl., 7s. 6d.
GULLIVER’S TRAVELS, and A TALE OF A TUB. Post 8vo, half-bound, 2s.
JONATHAN SWIFT: A Study. By J. CHURTON COLLINS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 8s.

SWINBURNE (ALGERNON C.), WORKS BY.
SELECTIONS FROM POETICAL WORKS OF A. C. SWINBURNE. Post 8vo, 6s.
ATALANTA IN CADYDON. Crown 8vo, 6s.
CHASTELARD: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 7s.
POEMS AND BALLADS. FIRST SERIES. Crown 8vo or fcap. 8vo, 9s.
POEMS AND BALLADS. SECOND SERIES. Crown 8vo or fcap. 8vo, 9s.
POEMS & BALLADS. THIRD SERIES. Cr. 8vo, 7s.
SONGS BEFORE SUNRISE. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.
BOTHWELL: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 12s. 6d.
SONGS OF TWO NATIONS. Crown 8vo, 6s.
GEORGE CHAPMAN. (See Vol. II. of G. CHAPMAN’S Works.) Crown 8vo, 6s.
ESSAYS AND STUDIES. Crown 8vo, 12s.
ERECHTHEUS: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A NOTE ON CHARLOTTE BRonte. Crown 8vo, 6s.
SONGS OF THE SPRINGTIDES. Crown 8vo, 6s.
STUDIES IN SONG. Crown 8vo, 6s.
MARY STUART: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 8s.
TRISTRAM OF LOYNESS. Crown 8vo, 9s.
A CENTURY OF ROUNDS. Small 4to, 8s.
A MIDSUMMER HOLIDAY. Crown 8vo, 7s.
MARINO PALIERO: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 6s.
A STUDY OF VICTOR HUGO. Crown 8vo, 6s.
MISCELLANIES. Crown 8vo, 12s.
LOCRINE: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 6s.
A STUDY OF BEN JONSON. Crown 8vo, 7s.
ASTROPHIL & ELENE. Crown 8vo, 7s.
STUDIES IN PROSE AND POETRY. Crown 8vo, 9s.

SYNTAX’S (DR.) THREE TOURS: In Search of the Picturesque, in Search of Consolation, and in Search of a Wife. With ROWLANDSON’S Coloured Illustrations, and Life of the Author by J. C. HOTTEN. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

TAINE’S HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Translated by HENRY VAN LAUN. Four Vols., small demy 8vo, cl. bds., 30s.—POPULAR EDITION, Two Vols., large crown 8vo, cloth extra, 15s.

TAYLOR (DR. J. E., F.L.S.), WORKS BY. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s. each.
THE SAGACITY AND MORALITY OF PLANTS: A Sketch of the Life and Conduct of the Vegetable Kingdom. With a Coloured Frontispiece and 100 Illustrations.
OUR COMMON BRITISH FOSSILS, and Where to Find Them. 331 Illustrations.
THE PLAYTIME NATURALIST. With 356 Illustrations.
**TAYLOR (BAYARD).—DIVERSIONS OF THE ECHO CLUB:** Burlesques of Modern Writers. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.


**TENNYSON (LORD).—A Biographical Sketch.** By H. J. JENNINGS. Post 8vo, portrait cover, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

**THACKERAYANA: Notes and Anecdotes.** Illustrated by Hundreds of Sketches by William Makepeace Thackeray. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

**THAMES, A NEW PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE.** By A. S. KRÄUSSE. With 340 Illustrations. Post 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

**THIERS (ADOLPHE).—HISTORY OF THE CONSULATE & EMPIRE OF FRANCE UNDER NAPOLEON.** Translated by D. FORBES CAMPBELL and JOHN STEBBING. With 36 Steel Plates. 12 vols., demy 8vo, cloth extra, 12s. each.

**THOMAS (BERTHA). NOVELS BY.** Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d. ea.; post 8vo, 2s. ea.

- **THE VIOLIN-PLAYER.** PROUD MAISIE.
- **CRESSIDA.** Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
- **THOMSON'S SEASONS, and CASTLE OF INDOLENCE.** With Introduction by ALLAN CUNNINGHAM, and 48 Illustrations. Post 8vo, half-bound, 2s.

**THORNbury (WALTER). WORKS BY.**

- **THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF J. M. W. TURNER.** With Illustrations in Colours. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

**OLD STORIES RE-TOLD.** TALES FOR THE MARINES.

**TIMBS (JOHN). WORKS BY.** Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 7s. 6d. each.

- **THE HISTORY OF CLUBS AND CLUB LIFE IN LONDON:** Anecdotes of its Famous Coffee-houses, Hostelries, and Taverns. With 42 Illustrations.

**ENGLISH ECCENTRICS AND ECCENTRICITIES:** Stories of Delusions, Impositions, Sporting Scenes, Eccentric Artists, Theatrical Folk, &c. 48 Illustrations.

**TROLLOPE (ANTHONY). NOVELS BY.**

- **CROWN 8VO, CLOTH EXTRA, 3S. 6D. EACH:** post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
- **THE WAY WE LIVE NOW.** MR. SCARBOROUGH'S FAMILY.
- **FRAU FROHMANN.** THE LAND-LEAGUERS.
- **KEPT IN THE DARK.** THE AMERICAN SENATOR.
- **THE GOLDEN LION OF GRANPERE.** JOHN CALDIGATE.
- **MARION FAY.**

**TROLLOPE (FRANCES E.). NOVELS BY.**

- **LIKE SHIPS UPON THE SEA.** MABEL'S PROGRESS.
- **ANNE FURNES.**

**TROLLOPE (T. A.).—DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND.** Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

**TROWBRIDGE (J. T.).—FARNELL'S FOLLY:** A Novel. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

**TYTLER (C. C. FRASER).—MISTRESS JUDITH:** A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d., post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

**TYTLER (SARAH). NOVELS BY.**

- **CROWN 8VO, CLOTH EXTRA, 3S. 6D. EACH:** post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
- **THE BRIDE'S PASS.** BURIED DIAMONDS.
- **LADY BELL.** THE BLACKHALL GHOSTS.
- **WHAT SHE CAME THROUGH.** BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.
- **CITOYENNE JACQUELINE.** DISAPPEARED. NOBLESSE OBLIGE.
- **SAINT MUNGO'S CITY.** THE HUGUENOT FAMILY.

**UPWARD (ALLEN).—THE QUEEN AGAINST OWEN.** With Frontispiece by J. S. CROMPTON. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

**VASHTI AND ESTHER.** By the Writer of "Belle's" Letters in The World. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

**VILLARI (LINDA).—A DOUBLE BOND:** A Story. Fcap. 8vo, 1s.
VIZETELLY (ERNEST A.).—THE SCORPION: A Romance of Spain. With a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

WALFORD (EDWARD, M.A.).—WALFORD'S COUNTY FAMILIES OF THE UNITED KINGDOM (1905). Containing the Descent, Birth, Marriage, Education, &c., of 12,000 Heads of Families, their Heirs, Offices, Addresses, Clubs, &c. Royal 8vo, cloth gilt, 50s.

WALFORD'S SHILLING FEERAGE (1895). Containing a List of the House of Lords, Scotch and English Peers, &c. 3s. 6d., cloth, 1s.

WALFORD'S SHILLING BARONETAGE (1895). Containing a List of the Baronets of the United Kingdom, Biographical Notices, Addresses, &c. 3s. 6d., cloth, 1s.

WALFORD'S SHILLING KNIGHTAGE (1895). Containing a List of the Knights of the United Kingdom, Biographical Notices, Addresses, &c. 3s. 6d., cloth, 1s.

WALFORD'S SHILLING HOUSE OF COMMONS (1895). Containing a List of all the Members of the New Parliament, their Addresses, Clubs, &c. 3s. 6d., cloth, 1s.

WALFORD'S COMPLETE FEERAGE, BARONETAGE, KNIGHTAGE, AND HOUSE OF COMMONS (1895). With Portraits, cloth, gilt edges, 6s. [Shortly.

WALTON AND COTTON'S COMPLETE ANGLER; or, The Contemplative Man's Recreation, by IZAAR WALTON; and Instructions how to Angle for a Trout or Grayling in a clear Stream, by CHARLES COTTON. With Memoirs and Notes by Sir HARRIS NICOLAS, and 61 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth antique, 7s. 6d.

WALT WHITMAN, POEMS BY. Edited, with Introduction, by WILLIAM M. ROSSETTI. With Portrait. Cr. 8vo, hand-made paper and buckram, 6s.

WARD (HERBERT).—MY LIFE WITH STANLEY'S REAR GUARD. With a Map by F. S. WELLS. Post 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

WARNER (CHARLES DUDLEY).—A ROUNDABOUT JOURNEY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

WARRANT TO EXECUTE CHARLES I. A Facsimile, with the 59 Signatures and Seals. Printed on paper 22 in. by 14 in. 2s.

WARRANT TO EXECUTE MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS. A Facsimile, including Queen Elizabeth's Signature and the Great Seal. 2s.

WASSERMANN (LILLIAS), NOVELS BY.

THE DAFFODILS. Crown 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

THE MARQUIS OF CARABAS. By AARON WATSON and LILLIAS WASSERMANN. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

WEATHER, HOW TO FORETELL THE, WITH THE POCKET SCIENCECOPE. By F. W. CORY. With 10 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

WEBBER (BYRON).—FUN, FROLIC, AND FANCY. With 43 Illustrations by PHIL MAY and CHARLES MAY. Fcap. 4to, picture cover, 1s.

WESTALL (WILLIAM).—TRUST-MONEY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

WHIST, HOW TO PLAY SOLO. By ABRAHAM S. WILKS and CHARLES F. PARSON. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

WHITE (GILBERT).—THE NATURAL HISTORY OF SELBORNE. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

WILLIAMS (W. MATTIEU, F.R.A.S.), WORKS BY.

SCIENCE IN SHORT CHAPTERS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

A SIMPLE TREATISE ON HEAT. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

THE CHEMISTRY OF IRON AND STEEL MAKING. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 9s.

A VINDICATION OF PHRENOLOGY. With Portrait and 43 Illustrations, Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 12s. 6d.

WILLIAMSON (MRS. F. H.).—A CHILD WIDOW. Post 8vo, bds., 2s.

WILSON (DR. ANDREW, F.R.S.E.), WORKS BY.

CHAPTERS ON EVOLUTION. With 259 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

LEAVES FROM A NATURALIST'S NOTE-BOOK. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

LEISURE-TIME STUDIES. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

STUDIES IN LIFE AND SENSE. With numerous Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 6s.

COMMON ACCIDENTS: HOW TO TREAT THEM. Illusts. Cr. 8vo, 1s.; cl., 1s. 6d.

GLIMPSES OF NATURE. With 35 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

WISSMANN (HERMANN VON).—MY SECOND JOURNEY THROUGH EQUATORIAL AFRICA. With 92 Illustrations, Demy 8vo, 16s.
WINTER (J. S.), STORIES BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

CAVALRY LIFE. | REGIMENTAL LEGENDS.
A SOLDIER'S CHILDREN. With 34 Illustrations by E. G. THOMSON and E. STUART HARDY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

WOOD (H. F.), DETECTIVE STORIES BY. Post 8vo, boards, 2s. each.
PASSenger FROM SCOTLAND YARD. | ENGLISHMAN OF THE RUE CAIN.

WOOD (LADY).—SABINA: A Novel. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

WOOLLEY (CELIA PARKER).—RACHEL ARMSTRONG; or, Love and Theology. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth, 2s. 6d.

WRIGHT (THOMAS), WORKS BY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.
CARICATURE HISTORY OF THE GEORGES. With 400 Caricatures, Squibs, &c.
HISTORY OF CARICATURE AND OF THE GROTESQUE IN ART, LITERATURE, SCULPTURE, AND PAINTING. Illustrated by F. W. FAIRHOLTZ. F.S.A.

WYNMAN (MARGARET).—MY FLIRTATIONS. With 13 Illustrations by J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

YATES (EDMUND), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

LAND AT LAST. | THE FORLORN HOPE. | CASTAWAY.

ZANGWILL (I.).—GHETTO TRAGEDIES. With Three Illustrations by A. S. BOYD. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, 1s. net.

ZOLA (EMILE), NOVELS BY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.


THE DREAM. Translated by ELIZA CHASE. With 8 Illustrations by JEANNIOT.

DOCTOR PASCAL. Translated by E. A. VIZETELLY. With Portrait of the Author.

MONEY. Translated by ERNEST A. VIZETELLY.

LOURDES. Translated by ERNEST A. VIZETELLY.


SOME BOOKS CLASSIFIED IN SERIES.

** For fuller cataloguing, see alphabetical arrangement, pp. 1-26.

THE MAYFAIR LIBRARY.

A Journey Round My Room. By X. DE MAISTRE.
Quips and Quiddities. By W. D. ADAMS.
The Agony Column of "The Times."
Melancholy Anatomised. An Abridgment of Burdon's "Anatomy of Melancholy."
Poetical Ingenuity. By W. T. DOBSON.
The Cupboard Papers. By FIN-BEC.
W. S. Gilbert's Plays. THREE SERIES.
Songs of Irishmen and Irishmen.
Animals and their Masters. By Sir A. HELPS.
Social Pressure. By Sir A. HELPS.
Curiosities of Criticism. By H. J. JENNINGS.
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table. By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.
Pencil and Palette. By R. KEMP.
Little Essays: from LAMB'S Letters.
Forensic Anecdotes. By JACOB LARWOOD.

THE GOLDEN LIBRARY.

Diversions of the Echo Club. By BAYARD TAYLOR.
Ballad History of England. By W. C. BENNETT.
Songs for Sailors. By W. C. BENNETT.
Lives of the Necromancers. By W. GODWIN.
The Poetical Works of Alexander Pope.
Scenes of Country Life. By EDWARD JESSE.

THE WANDERER'S LIBRARY.

Wanderings in Patagonia. By JULIUS BEER.
Camp Notes. By FREDERICK BOYLE.
Savage Life. By FREDERICK BOYLE.
Merrie England in the Olden Time. By G. DANIEL.
Illustrated by CRUIKSHANK.
Circus Life. By THOMAS FROST.
Lives of the Conjurors. By THOMAS FROST.
The Old Showmen and the Old London Fairs. By THOMAS FROST.
Low-Life Deeps. By JACOB LARWOOD.

THEATRICAL ANECDOTES. By JACOB LARWOOD.
Jean d'Esprit. Edited by HENRY S. LEIGH.
Witch Stories. By E. LYNN LINTON.
Ourselves. By E. LYNN LINTON.
Pastimes and Players. By R. MACAGRO.
New Paul and Virginia. By W. H. MALLOCK.
The New Republic. By W. H. MALLOCK.
Foul on Pegasus. By H. C. PENNELL.
Pegasus Ee-saddled. By H. C. PENNELL.
Muses of Mayfair. Edited by H. C. PENNELL.
The Throat: His Life and Aims. By H. A. PAGE.
Funiana. By Hon. HUGH ROWLEY.
More Funiana. By Hon. HUGH ROWLEY.
The Philosophy of Handwriting.
By Stream and Sea. By WM. SENIOR.
Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-Book. By Dr. ANDREW WILSON.

THE AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAKFAST-TABLE. By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

THE WANDERER'S LIBRARY.

Wanderings in Patagonia. By JULIUS BEER.
Camp Notes. By FREDERICK BOYLE.
Savage Life. By FREDERICK BOYLE.
Merrie England in the Olden Time. By G. DANIEL.
Illustrated by CRUIKSHANK.
Circus Life. By THOMAS FROST.
Lives of the Conjurors. By THOMAS FROST.
The Old Showmen and the Old London Fairs. By THOMAS FROST.
Low-Life Deeps. By JACOB LARWOOD.

WILDS OF LONDON. By JAMES GREENWOOD.
Tunia. By Chev. HESSE-WARTEG. 22 Illus.
Life and Adventures of a Cheap Jack. By P. FITZGERALD.
London Characters. By HENRY MAYHEW.
Seven Generations of Executioners.
Summer Cruising in the South Seas. By C. WARREN STODDARD. Illustrated.
Books in Series—continued.

HANDY NOVELS. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, 1s. 6d. each.

The Old Maid’s Sweetheart. By A. ST. AUBYN.
Modest Little Sara. By ALAN ST. AUBYN.
Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. M. E. COLERIDGE

MY LIBRARY. Printed on laid paper, each.
Citation and Examination of William Shakespear.
By W. S. LANDOR.
The Journal of Maurice de Guerin.

THE POCKET LIBRARY. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and hf.-bd., 2s. each.
White’s Natural History of Selborne.
Gulliver’s Travels, &c. By Dean SWIFT.
Anecdotes of the Clergy. By JACOB LARWOOD.
Thomson’s Seasons. Illustrated.
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table and The Professor at the Breakfast-Table. By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

THE PICCADILLY NOVELS.

LIBRARY EDITIONS of Novels, many illustrated, crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

By F. M. ALLEN.
Green as Grass.
By GRANT ALLEN.
Phyllis.

By EDWIN L. ARNOLD.
Phra the Phoenician. The Constable of St. Nicholas.

By ALAN ST. AUBYN.
A Fellow of Trinity. The Junior Dean. Master of St. Benedict’s. To his Own Master. In Face of the World. Orchard Damere.

By Rev. S. BARING GOULD.
Red Spider. Eve.

By ROBERT BARR.
In a Steamer Chair. From Whose Bourne.

By FRANK BARRETT.
The Woman of the Iron Bracelets.

By "BELLE."
Vaesh and Esther.

By W. BESANT & J. RICE.

By WALTER BESANT.

By ROBERT BESANT.

By BUCHANAN.

By HALL CAINE.
The Shadow of a Crime. | The Deemster.
By J. MITCHELL CHAPPLE.
The Minor Chord.
By MACLAREN COBHAM.
The Red Sultan. | The Burden of Isabel.
MORT. & FRANCES COLLINS.
Transmigration. Blacksmith & Scholar. The Village Comedy.

By WILKIE COLLINS.

By DUTTON COOK.
Paul Foster’s Daughter.

By E. H. COOPER.
Geoffroy Hamilton.

By V. CECIL COTES.
Two Girls on a Barge.

By C. EGEBERT CRADDOCK.
His Vanished Star.

By MATT CRIM.
Adventures of a Fair Rebel.

By B. M. CROKER.

By WILLIAM CYPLES.
Hearts of Gold.

By ALPHONSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist; or, Port Salvation.

By H. COLEMAN DAVIDSON.
Mr. Sadier’s Daughters.

By ERASMUS DAWSON.
The Fountain of Youth.

By JAMES DE MILLE.
A Castle in Spain.

By J. LEITH DERWENT.
Our Lady of Tears. | Circe’s Lovers.
The Piccadilly (3/6) Novels—continued.

By DICK DONOVAN.
Tracked to Doom. | Man from Manchester.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.
The Firm of Girdestone.

S. JEANNETTE DUNCAN.
A Daughter of To-day. | Vernon's Aunt.

By Mrs. ANNIE EDWARDES.
Archie Lovell.

By G. MANVILLE FENN.
The New Mistress. | Witness to the Dead.
The Tiger Lily. | The White Virgin.

By PERCY FITZGERALD.
Fatal Zero.

By R. E. FRANCILLON.
One by One. | King or Knave?
A Dog and his Shadow. | Ropes of Sand.
A Real Queen. | Jack Doyle's Daughter.

Pref. by Sir BARTLE FRERE.
Fandurang Hari.

By EDWARD GARRETT.
The Capel Girls.

By PAUL GAULOT.
The Red Shirts.

By CHARLES GIBBON.
Robin Gray. | Of High Degree.
Loving a Dream. | The Flower of the
The Golden Shaft. | Forest.

By E. GLANVILLE.
The Lost Heiress. | The Fossicker.
A Fair Colonist.

By E. J. GOODMAN.
The Fate of Herbert Wayne.

By CECIL GRIFFITH.
Corinthia Marazion.

By SYDNEY GRUNDY.
The Days of his Vanity.

By THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

By BRENT HARTE.
Sally Dows. | Susy.
A Sappho of Green Springs. | Hamlin's.

By JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
Garth. | Beatrix Randolph.
Ellice Quentin. | David Poindexter's Disappearance.
Sebastian Stone. | The Spectre of the
Dust. | Camera.
Fortune's Fool.

By Sir A. HELPS.
Ivan de Biron.

By I. HENDERSON.
Agatha Page.

By G. A. HENTY.
Rujub the Juggler. | Dorothy's Double.

By JOHN HILL.
The Common Ancestor.

By Mrs. HUNGERFORD.
Lady Verner's Flight. | The Red House Mystery.

By Mrs. ALFRED HUNT.
The Leader of the Pack. | Beloved and Condemned.
That Other Person. | Mrs. Juliet.

By R. ASHE KING.

The Piccadilly (3/6) Novels—continued.

By EDMOND LEPPELETIER.
Madame Sans-Gène.

By E. LYNN LINTON.
Patricia Kemball.
Under which Lord? | Sowing the Wind.
"My Love!" | The Atonement of Leam
Ione. | Dundas.
Fenton Carew. | The World Well Lost.
The One Too Many.

By H. W. LUCY.
Fideon Fleys.

By JUSTIN McCarthy.
A Fair Saxon.
Linley Rochford.
Miss Misanthrope.
Donna Quixote.
Maid of Athens.
Camilla.

By GEORGE MACDONALD.
Heather and Snow.

By L. T. MEADE.
A Soldier of Fortune.

By BERTRAM MITFORD.
The Gun-Runner.
The Luck of Gerard.
Rehan Fanning's Quest.

By J. E. MUDDOCK.
Maid Marian and Robin Hood.

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
A Life's Atonement.
Joseph's Coat.
Corals of Fire.
Val Strange.
Hearts.
A Model Father.
Time's Revenges.

By MURRAY & HERMAN.
The Bishops' Bible.
One Traveller Returns.

By HUME NISBET.
"Ball Up!"

By W. E. NORRIS.
Saint Ann's.

By G. ORNET.
A Weird Gift.

By OUIDA.
 Held in Bondage.
Strathmore.
Chandos.
Under Two Flags.
Idalia.
Cecil Castlemaine's Gage.
Triocotrin.
Fuck.
Folle Farine.
A Dog of Flanders.
Pascarel.
Signa.
Princess Napraxis.
Arladne.

By MARGARET A. PAUL.
Gentle and Simple.

By JAMES PAYN.
Lost Sir Massingberd.
Less Black than We've Painted.
A Confidential Agent.
A Grape from a Thorn.
In Peril and Privation.
The Mystery of Mirkbridge.
The Canon's Ward.
Walker's Word.
By Proxy.

By J. J. SYDNEY.
Common Ancestor.

By J. J. SYDNEY.
Common Ancestor.

By J. J. SYDNEY.
Common Ancestor.

By J. J. SYDNEY.
Common Ancestor.
THE PICCADILLY (3/6) NOVELS—continued.
By Mrs. CAMPBELL PRAED.
Outlaw and Lawmaker. | Christina Chard.
By E. C. PRICE.
Valentina. | Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.
The Foreigners.
By RICHARD PRYCE.
Miss Maxwell's Affections.
By CHARLES READE.
It is Never Too Late to Mend.
The Double Marriage.
Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
The Cloister and the Hearth.
The Course of True Love.
The Autobiography of a Thief.
Put Yourself in His Place.
A Terrific Temptation.
The Jilt.
By Mrs. J. H. RIDDELL.
Weird Stories.
By AMELIE RIVES.
Barbara Dering.
By F. W. ROBINSON.
The Hands of Justice.
By DORA RUSSELL.
A Country Sweetheart.
By W. CLARK RUSSELL.
Ocean Tragedy.
My Shipmate Louise.
By JOHN SAUNDERS.
Guy Waterman.
Bound to the Wheel.
By KATHARINE SAUNDERS.
Margaret and Elizabeth.
Gideon's Rock.
The High Hills.
By ARTEMUS WARD.
Artémis Ward Complete.
By EDDINGTON ABOUT.
The Fellah.
By HAMILTON AIDE.
Carr of Carlyon. | Confidences.
By MARY ALBERT.
Brooks Finchley's Daughter.
By Mrs. ALEXANDER.
Maid, Wife or Widow? | Valerie's Fate.
By GRANT ALLEN.
Strange Stories.
Philiastia.
Babylon.
The Devil's Die.
This Mortal Coil.
In all Shades.
The Beckoning Hand.
By E. LESTER ARNOLD.
Phra the Phoenician.
By ALAN ST. AUBYN.
A Fellow of Trinity.
The Junior Dean.
By Rev. S. BARING GOULD.
Red Spider.

THE PICCADILLY (3/6) NOVELS—continued.
By HAWLEY SMART.
Without Love or Licence.
By T. W. SPEIGHT.
A Secret of the Sea.
By R. A. STERNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.
By BERTHA THOMAS.
Proud Maisie. | The Violin-Player.
By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
Frau Frohmann.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
The Way We Live Now.
By FRANCES E. TROLLOPE.
Like Ships upon the Sea.
By IVAN TURGENIEFF, &c.
Stories from Foreign Novelist.
By MARK TWAIN.
The American Claimant. Tom Sawyer Abroad.
The $1,000,000 Bank-note. Pudd'nhead Wilson.
By C. C. FRASER-TYTLER.
Mistress Judith.
By SARAH TYTLER.
The Bride's Pass.
Buried Diamonds.
Blackhall Ghosts.
By ALLEN UPWARD.
The Queen against Owen.
By E. A. VIZETELLY.
The Scorpion.
By J. S. WINTER.
A Soldier's Children.
By MARGARET WYNMAN.
My Flirtations.
By E. ZOLA.
The Downfall.
The Dream.

CHEAP EDITIONS OF POPULAR NOVELS.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
By ARTEMUS WARD.
Artemus Ward Complete.
By EDGARD ABOUT.
The Fellah.
By HAMILTON AIDE.
Carr of Carlyon. | Confidences.
By MARY ALBERT.
Brooks Finchley's Daughter.
By Mrs. ALEXANDER.
Maid, Wife or Widow? | Valerie's Fate.
By GRANT ALLEN.
Strange Stories.
Philiastia.
Babylon.
The Devil's Die.
This Mortal Coil.
In all Shades.
The Beckoning Hand.
By E. LESTER ARNOLD.
Phra the Phoenician.
By ALAN ST. AUBYN.
A Fellow of Trinity.
The Junior Dean.
By Rev. S. BARING GOULD.
Red Spider.

By FRANK BARRETT.
Fettered for Life.
Little Lady Linton.
Between Life & Death.
The Sin of Olga Zassoulich.
Folly Morrison.
Lieut. Barnabas.
SHELSLEY, BEAUCHAMP.
Grantley Grange.
By WALTER RESANT.
Dorothy Forster.
Children of Gideon.
Uncle Jack.
Herr Paulus.
All Sorts and Conditions of Men.
The Captains' Room.
All in a Garden Fair.
The World Went Very Well Then.
By W. BESANT & J. RICE.
The Son of Vulcan.
My Little Girl.
The Case of Mr. Lucraft.
The Golden Butterfly.
By Celia's Armour.
The Monks of Thelema.
The Seamy Side.

For Faith and Freedom.
To Call Her Mine.
The Bell of St. Paul's.
Armorel of Lyonsesse.
The Holy Rose.
The Ivy Gate.
St. Katherine's by the Tower.
Verbena Camellia Stephanotis.
The Ten Years' Tenant.
Read-A-Money Mortiboy.
'Twas in Trafalgar's Bay.
The Chaplain of the Fleet.
Two-Shilling Novels—continued.

By AMBROSE BIERCE.
In the Midst of Life. Chronicles of No-man's Land.
Camp Notes. Californian Stories. The Luck of Roaring Camp.

By BRETT MARTE.

By HAROLD BRYDGES.
The Shadow of a Crime. The Deemster.
Uncle Sam at Home. Paul Wynter's Sacrifice.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN.
The Martyrdom of Madeline. A Family Likeness.
The Cruise of the 'Black Prince.' The Evandale.

By Mrs. LOVETT CAMERON.

By MACLAREN COBBAN.
The Cure of Souls. Why Paul Ferrell Killed his Wife.

By C. ALLSTON COLLINS.
The Bar Sinister. Sweet Anne Page. Transmigration.
MORT. & FRANCES COLLINS.
Sweet and Twenty. The Village Comedy. You Play me False.
Armadale. Blacksmith and Scholar Frances.
No Name. Armadale. Armadale.
Hide and Seek. Armadale. Armadale.
Miss or Mrs.? Armadale. Armadale.
The Two Destinies. Armadale. Armadale.

By WILKIE COLLINS.
Every Inch a Soldier. Armadale. Armadale.
By M. J. COLQUHOUN.

By DUTTON COOK.

By B. M. CRADDOCK.

By MATT CRIIM.
Adventures of a Fair Rebel. Paul Foster's Daughter.

By H. M. CRocker.
Pretty Miss Nevill. Bird of Passage. "To Let."

By W. CYPLES.
Hearts of Gold. The Evangelist; or, Port Salvation.

By ALPHONSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist; or, Port Salvation. The Fountain of Youth.

By ERASMS DAWSON.
The Fountain of Youth.

Two-Shilling Novels—continued.

By JAMES DE MILLE.

By CHARLES DICKENS.
Sketches by Boz. Oliver Twist.
Pickwick Papers. Nicholas Nickleby.

By DICK DONOVAN.
The Man-Hunter. From Information Received.
Tracked and Taken. Tracked to Doom.
Caught at Last! Link by Link.
Wanted! Suspicion Aroused.

By Mrs. ANNIE EDWARDS.
A Point of Honour. | Archie Lovell.

By M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
Felicia. | Kitty.

By EDW. EGGLESTON.
Roxy.

By G. MANVILLE FENN.
The New Mistress. The New Mistress.

By PERCY FITZGERALD.
Bella Donna. Second Mrs. Tillotson.
N.ver Forgotten. Seventy-five Brooke Street.
Polly. The Lady of Brantome.
Fetal Zero. Strange Secrets.

By P. FITZGERALD and others.

ALBANY DE FONBLANQUE.
Filthy Lucre.

By R. E. FRANCILLON.
Olympia. Queen Cophetua.
One by One. King or Knave?
A Real Queen. Romances of the Law.

By HAROLD FREDERICK.
Seth's Brother's Wife. | The Lawton Girl.

By Pref. Sir BARTLE FREDER.
Pandurang Hari.

By HAIN FRISWELL.
One of Two.

By EDWARD GARRETT.
The Capel Girls.

By GILBERT GAUL.
A Strange Manuscript.

By CHARLES GIbe robin.

By WILLIAM GIBBERT.

By ERNEST GLANVILLE.
The Lost Heiress. | The Fossicker.

By HENRY GREVILLE.
A Noble Woman. | Nikanor.

By CECIL GRIFFITH.
Corinthia Marazion.

By JOHN HABBERTON.
Bruton's Bayou. | Country Luck.

By ANDREW HALLIDAY.
Every-day Papers.

By Lady DUFFUS HARDY.
Paul Wynter's Sacrifice.